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Telephone interviewer’s number:

Control ID number (5-digit number from label on cover sheet):

Respondent’s area code (from label on cover sheet):

Sample assigned week (from label on cover sheet):

Date interview completed:

Time interview began: m

ANN ARBOR TINS

R’s LOCAL TIME

Length of interview: (MINUTES)

8. Time at beginning of edit:

9. Time at end of edit:

10. Total time to edit: miNUTES)

THE FOLLOwING STATEMENT MUST BE READ TO ALL RESPONDENTS:

This interview is completely voluntary--if we should come

to any question which you don’t want to answer, Just let

US know and we'LL GO on to the next question.
I

TO BE COMPLETED IN CODING:

11A/b. Date interview started: (Month/Day)

12. Week interview started:

13. Week interview completed:

14. ICPSR State code/ FIPs state code:

Time Now:
SECTION A Date:

In this interview we will be talking about many different topics of interest.

Here is our first question:

A1. We are interested in how people are getting along financially these days.

Would you say that you (and your family living with you) are better or

worse off financially than you were a year ago?

A1a. Is that much better or

somewhat better?

A1b. Is that much worse or

somewhat worse?

A2. This past year, have you (and your family) had to watch your budget

more closely than the year before?

1. YES 5. NO 8. DON’T kNOW

I I

1

A2a. Is that much more closely or a little more closely?

1.much more closely
“2. A LITTLE MORE CLOSELY

A3. Do you think that over the last year, (your/your family’s) income has

gone up more than the cost of living, has it fallen behind, or has it

stayed about even with the cost of living?

v
A3a. Has it gone up alot more

or a little more?
A3b. Has it fallen behind a lot

or a little?
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A4. Sometimes people think about other groups of people in society when they

think about their own economic well-being, people who are being helped or

hurt by economic conditions. When it comes to economic matters, what

groups of people do you feel close to?
A4i. Would you say that over the past year GROUP FROM A4b have had a harder time

finding enough work, an easier time, or have things stayed about the same?

(IF R DOESN’T kNOW WHAT WE mEAN BY “GROUPS”: Some people have mentioned

farmers, the elderly, teachers, blacks, and union members.)

(gROUP NAMES)

A4a. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

A4j. Have they had a much harder A4k. Have they had a much easier
time or a little harder time? time or a little easier time?

[INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

1. R NAMED MORE THAN ONE 5.R NAMED ONLY ONE

GROUP IN A4 GROUP IN A4 Iv T A5.

When it comes to economic matters, BEiOW, CHECK A BOX FOR TNE GROUP

what sorts of people do you feel NANED IN A4 , OR ENTER GROUP IN BOX
1. IN A4b ONE OF THE ~E~

BOXES 10-50 IS “Xed”
closest to? FOR ~’OTHER . “

10. women

20. BLACKS
OTHER (SpECIfy):

BELOW, CHECK THE BOXES INDICATINg
WHEthER THE CROUP WAS OR WAS NOT

MENTIONED BY R IN A4b:

30. ELDERLY (sENIoR citizens)

A4b. 40. THE POOR

50. MIDDLE CLASS (INCL. UppER-

MIDDLE & LOWER-MIDDLE

WOMEN:
A6. What about women? Would you say that over

the past year the economic position of

wOmen has gotten better, stayed about the
same or gotten worse?

A7. What about blacks? (Would you say that
over the past year the economic position of

blacks has gotten better, stayed about the

name, or gotten worse?)

A8. (And what about) the elderly?

A9. (And what about) the poor?

Would you say that over the past year the economic position of GROUP FROM A4b

has gotten better, stayed about the same, or gotten worse?

A4c.

BlACKS:

A4d. Would you say much better A4e. Would you say much worse

or somewhat better? or somewhat worse? THEELDERLY(SENIORCITIZEN)

THe poOR:
Would you say that over the past year the incomes of GROUP FROM A4b have gone

up more than the cost of living, stayed about even, or fallen behind the cost

of living?

A4f.

THE MiDDLE CLASS (INCL.
UPPER/LOWER

A10. (And what about) the middle class?

A4g. Have they gone up a lot or

a little?

a4h. Have they fallen behind alot

oralittle?
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B1 .

B2.

B3.

B4.

SECTION B

Some people seem to follow what's going on In government and public affairs

most of the time, whether there’s an election going on or not. Others

aren’t that interested. Would you say you follow what’s going on in
government and public affairs most of the time, some of the time, only

now and then, or hardly at all?

Let's switch to the presidential campaign for a minute. Would you say that

you are very much interested , somewhat interested, or not much interested in

following the presidential campaign in 1984?

I

Would you say that you personally care a good deal which party wins the

presidential election in the fall of 1984, or that you don’t care very much

which party wins?

Has anyone called you up or come around and talked to You about supporting

a candidate for president?

B4a. Has this happened in the last week?

B5. Has anyone called you up or come around to talk to you about registering

to vote?

5

B6. So far this year have you talked to anyone and tried to show them why

they should support one of the candidates for president?

1. YES

b6a. Have you done this in the last week? I

1. YES 5. NO
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c1.

SECTION C

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: USE BLUE CARD TO RECORD ANSWERS TO C1

I’m going to read a list with names of possible presidential candidates

in 1984. Many people tell us that they have not heard about some of the

people on this list. As I read each

a person you have never heard of.

(INTERVIEWER: READ THE LIST SLOWLY—

CROSS OUT NAmES R WAS

name, please tell me when I come to

TO GIVE R A CHANCE TO RESPOND.

NEVER HEARD OF. )

INTERVIEWER:AFTER THE INTERVIEW

BLUE CARD TO THIS PAGE,

Is ATTACH

c2. NOW let's talk about your feelings toward the candidates you know something about.

I’ll read the name of a person and I will ask you to rate that person on

a thermometer that runs from 0 degrees to 100 degrees. Ratings between

50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward

that person. Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degrees mean that you don’t

feel too favorable and are cool toward that person. YOU may use anY

number from 0 to 100 to tell me how favorable or unfavorable your feelings

are for each person.

If YOU recognize the name, but don’t feel particularly warm Or cOld

toward the person, you would rate the person at the 50 degree mark.

Our first person is Ronald Reagan. How would you rate him using this

thermometer?

997. 998.

R DOESN’T dON’T kNOW

ReCOgNIZE WHERE TO RAte

INTERVIEWER:

PLACE BLUE CARD

WERE. SUCH THAT

THE NANES LINE

UP WITH THE

RESPONSE BOXES.

ASK ALL NAMES

NOT CROSSED OUT

ON ‘lllE BLUE

CARD.

POR CROSSED OUT

NAMSS, ENTER “X”

IN COLUNN 997.,

“R DOESN’T

RECOCNIZE NAME”

RATING NAME CAN’T JUDGE

a. RONALD REAGAN

b. JOHN GLENN

c. TED KENNEDY

d. WALTER MONDALE

e. ALAN CRANSTON

f. JOHN ANDERSON

g. ERNEST HOLLINGS

h. REUBIN ASKEW

i. JESSE JACKSON

j. GEORGE BUSH

k. HOWARD BAKER

m. GEORGE MCGOVERN

n. ROBERT DOLE

O. GARY HART
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SECTION D

D1. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling hiS job

as president?

ID1a. DO you approve strongly or D1b. Do you disapprove strongly or
not strongly? not strongly?

D2. DO you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling the economy?

not strongly? not strongly?

D3. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling our

relations with foreign countries?

1. APPROVE 5. DISAPPROVE

. TURN TO P.9,

S13CTION E
I

I D3a. Do you approve strongly or

I

D3b. DO you disapprove strongly or

not strongly? not strongly?

El.

SECTION E

Now let’s talk about who is likely to win the
Democratic nomination for President.We will be using a scale which

runs from 0 to 100, where 0 represents no chance for the nomination,

50 represents an even chance, and 100 represent certain victory.

iNTERVIEwER CHECKPOINT:

UZFER TO BLUE CARD --

IS naMe crossed out?

WALTER MONDALE

YES NO

JOHN GLENN

YES NO

ALAN CRANSTON

YES
n--

NO

JESSE JACKSON

YES
no

TED KeNNEDY

TuRN TO P.1O,

SECTION F

E1a. Using this 0 to 100 scale, what do you

think Walter Mondale's chances are of

winning the nomination?

numBER)
998. don't know

E1b. (Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do YOU

think John Glenn's chances are of winning

the nomination?

(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

E1c. (Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do YOU

think Alan Cranston’s chanceS are of winning

thE nomination?

(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

E1d. (Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you

think JesSe Jackson’s chances are of winning

the nominating?

(NUMBER)
998. don't know

E1e. (Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you

think Ted Kennedy’s chances are of winning

the nomination?

(NUMBER)
998. don't know
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SECTION F

F1. How many days in the past week did you watch national news on T.V.?

(NUmber oF DAYS IN WeEK)
0.none

F1a. How much attention did You pay to news on T.V. about the campaign
for president -- a great deal, quite a bit, some, very little, or

none ?

F2. How many days in the past week did you read a daily newspaper?

(NUMBER OF DAYS IN WEEK)
0.none

F2a. Which paper or papers did you read? (GET FULL TITLE AND CITY WHERE

PUbLISHED.) (Any others?)

title CITY where PUBLISHED

f2b. Howmuch attention did you pay to articles in the newspaper about

the campaign for president -- a great deal, quite a bit, some,

very little, or none?

SECTION G

G1. Now we'd like to know about your impressions of Ronald Reagan. I am going to

read a list of words and phrases people use to describe political figures.

After each one, I would like you to tell me how much the word or phrase fits

your impression of Ronald Reagan.

The first phrase is “hard-working.” How much would you say “hard-working”

fits Your Impression of Ronald Reagan: a great deal, somewhat, a little,

or not at all?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

HARD-WORKING

decent

compassionate

commands respect

intelligent

moral

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

sets a good example

really cares about

people like you

provides strong

leadership

1.

A 3. 4. 5.

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT

DEAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT AL

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

8.

DK

—
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G2 .

G3.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

ReFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“WALTER MONDALE” ❑ , 5."WALTER MONDALE” is
IS NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT – > TURN TO—

P.13, G4

Now about Walter Mondale. WOuld YOU say “hard-working” fits your Impression
of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?
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decent
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i.
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k.

m.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

g4. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT

ReFER TO BLUE CARD: I
1.“JOHNGLENN” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT

E

5. “JOHN GLENN" IS
CROSSED OUT -TURN TO P. 14,G6

G5. And now about John Glenn. Would you say “hard-working” fits your impression

of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

HARD-WoRKING

decent

compassionate

commands respect

intelligent

moral

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

sets a good example

really cares about

people like you

provides strong

leadership

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

1.

A 3. 4. 5.
GREAT 2. CAN’T A NoT

DeAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL

8.
DK—
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1.“JOHNGLENN” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT

E

5. “JOHN GLENN" IS
CROSSED OUT -TURN TO P. 14,G6

G5. And now about John Glenn. Would you say “hard-working” fits your impression

of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

HARD-WoRKING

decent

compassionate

commands respect

intelligent

moral

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

sets a good example

really cares about

people like you

provides strong

leadership

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.
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A 3. 4. 5.
GREAT 2. CAN’T A NoT

DeAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL

8.
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G6.

G7.

5."jesse JACKSON" IS
CROSSED OUt

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

G.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

INTERVIeWeR CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“JESSE JACKSON” IS
NOT CROSSED OUT
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of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?
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H1.

H2.

H3.

SECTION H

Now, let’s talk about the country as a whole. Would you say that over

the past year the nation's economy has gotten better, stayed about the

same, or gotten worse?

1. GoTTEN BETTER 3. STAYED SAME 5. gOTTEN WORSE 8.don't know

H1a. Would you say much better or H1b. Would you say much worse or
somewhat better? somewhat worse?

Would you say that over the past year, people across the country have had

a harder time finding enough work, an easier time, or have things stayed

about the same?

H2a. Would you say much harder or H2b. Would you say much easier or

a little harder? a little easier?

During the last year, have the costs of things gone up, gone down, or have

they remained about the same?

H3a. Have they gone up a lot or H3b. Have they gone down a lot or
or a little? or a little?

J
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H4.

H5.

During the past year, would you say that the United States’ position in

the world has grown weaker, stayed about the same, or has it grown

stronger?

How worried are you about our country getting into a CONVENTIonalwar
at this time, one in which nuclear weapons are NOT uSed? Are you

very worried, somewhat worried, or not worried At ALL?

H6. How worried are you about our country getting into a nuclear war at this

time? Are you very worried, somewhat worried, or not worried at all?

J1.

SECTION J

When it comes to politicS, do You usually think of yourSelf aS a liberal,

a conServative, a moderate, or what?

1.yes, liberal

J1a. Do you think of yourself as a strong liberal

or a not-very-strong liberal?

5. YES, CONSERVATIVE J1b. Do you think of yourself as a strong

conservative or a not-very-strong

conservative?

3. YES, MODERATE

J1c. Do you think of yourself as more like a

7. NO, NEVER liberal or more like a conservative?

3. neither; R rEFUSED TO CHOOSE]

0.RHAS ABSOLUTELY NO UNDERSTANDING
ofTERMS "LIBERAL" AND "cONSERVATIVE"
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J2. What about Ronald Reagan? Do you usually think of Ronald Reagan aS a liberal

a conservative,
— ,

a moderate, or what?

1. LIBERAL J2a. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

a not-ver y-strong liberal?

TURN TO P. 19, J3

1.LIBERAL

5. CONSERVATIVE J2b. Do you think he is a strong conservative

or a not-ver y-strong conservative?

TURN TO P. 19, J3

3. MODERate 5.conservative
oranot-very-strong conservative?

7.NONE OF THESE
J2c. DO you think he Is more like a liberal

ormore like aconservative?

8.DON't KNOW

TURN TO P. 19, J3

(,

J3. INTeRVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“JOHN GLENN” IS

not CROSSED OUT

5. "JOHN GLENN" IS

CROSSED OUT –=> TURN TO

P. 20, J5 I
J4. Now think about John Glenn. Do you usually think of John Glenn as a liberal,

a conservative, a moderate, or what?

J4a. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

TURN TO P. 20, J5

J4b. Do you think he is astrong conservative

TURN TO P. 20, J5

L3. MODERATE

7. NONe OF THESE

8. DON’T KNOW

J4c. Do you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative?

TURN TO P. 20, J5
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J5.

J6.

21

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTERMONDALE” IS

CROSSED OUT

5."Walter Mondale" is

not crossed out

What about Walter Mondale? Do you usually think of Walter Mondale as a liberal,

a conservative, a moderate, or what?

J6a. Do you think he is a strong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

5.conservative J6b. Do you think he is astrong conservative

TURN TO P. 21, J7

oranot-very-strong conservative?
oranot-very-strong conservative?

3.moderate

J6c. DO you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative?
7.NONE OF THESE

TURN TO P. 21, J7

J7 . INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“JESSE JACKSON” IS

not CROSSED OUT
5."JESSE JACKSON" IS

CROSSED OUT —-> turn TO P. 22,

SECTION K

J8. And what about Jesse Jackson. Do you usually think of Jesse Jackson as a
liberal, a conservative, a moderate, or what?

1. LIBERAL > J8a. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

I
1 ,

5. CONSERVATIVE J8b. Do you think he is astrong conservative

ORMORE like aconservative?

J8c. Do you think he is more like a liberal

8. DON’T knOW I
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SECTION K

K1. We would like to know something about the feelings you have toward

Ronald Reagan. I would like you to tell me whether something about

Ronald Reagan, or something he has done, has made you have certain
feelings like “anger” or “pride.”

First, has Ronald Reagan (because of the kind of person he is. or because

of something he has done) ever made you feel:

1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER

a.

b.

c.

d.

FELT FELT

angry toward him

hopeful

afraid of him

proud

K2. INTERVIEWER CHECkpOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“JOHN GLENN” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT

❑ , 5."JOHN GLENN" IS

CROSSED OUT

K3. What about John Glenn? Has he (because of the kind of person he is, or

because of something he has done) ever made you feel:

1. YEs; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER
FELT FeLT

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud

23

K4. INTERVIEWER CHECkpOINT :

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTER MONDALE” IS ❑ ,. 5."wALTER MONDALE” is

not CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT

,

K5. Has Walter Mondale (because of the kind of person he is, or because of

something he has done) ever made you feel:

1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER

FELT FELT

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud

K6. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“JESSE JACKSON” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT—

5. "JESSE JACKSON" IS
CROSSED OUT -

K7. And has Jesse Jackson (because of the kind of person he is, or because of

something he has done) ever made you feel?

felt felt
1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud I I
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Now

L1.

SECTION L

let’s move to a different set of questions.

Generally speaking, do YOU usually think of yourself as a Republican,
a Democrat, an Independent, or what?

,

1. REPUBLICAN 5. DeMOCRAT 2. INDEPENDENT
I I 1

3.NO PREFERENCE

4.OTHER PARTY

L1a. Would you call your-

self astrong

Republican or a not

very strong Republi-

can?

L1b. Would you call your-

self a strong

Democrat or a not

very strong democrat?

L1c. Do you think of

yourself as closer

to the Republican

Party or to the

Democratic Party?

L2. Who is your first choice for the Democratic nomination for president in 1984?

name

98. DON’T KNOW/CAN’T ANSWER

L2a. Suppose, for one reason or another, (he/she) is not chosen as the

Democratic candidate. Who would be your second choice for the

Democratic nomination? ,

(NAmE)
DON’ T KNOW/

98. CanfT ANSWER

I I I

M1.

SECTION M

The next few questions are about government spending and government

services.

Some people think the government should provide fewer services, even
in areas such as health and education, in order to reduce spending.

Other people feel it is important for the government to provide more

services even if it means an increase in spending.

Do you have an opinion on this topic or haven’t you thought much

about it?

m1a. (DO you think the government should reduce spending, provide more services,

or is your position somewhere in between?)

m1b. Would you prefer a moderate

reduction in spending and

services, or a large

reduction?

M1c. Would you prefer a moderate

increase in spending and

services, or a large

increase?

m1d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan think the government should reduce

spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere in between?

M1e. Dyou think he would prefer m1f. Do you think he would prefer

a moderate reduction in a moderate increase in

spending and services, or a spending and services, or a
large reduction? large increase?
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M1g . INTERVIeWER CHECKPOINT:

m1h. In your opinion, does Walter Mondale think the government should

reduce spending, provide more services , or is his position somewhere
in between?

M1i. Do you think he would prefer M1j. Do you think he would prefer
a moderate reduction in a moderate increase in
spending and services, or a spending and services, or a
large reduction? large Increase?

m1k. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CArD:

1.“JOHN GLENN” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT
5. “JOHN GLENN” IS

CROSSED OUT

m1m. In your opinion, does John Glenn think the government should reduce

spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere in between?

M1n. Do you think he would prefer M1o. Do you think he would prefer
a moderate reduction in a moderate increase in

spending and services, or a spending and services, or a
large reduction? laerge increase?

M2. Some people feel that the government in Washington should make every effort

to improve the social and economic position of blacks and other minority

groups. Others feel that the government should not make any special effort

to help minorities because they should help themselves.

Do you have an opinion on this issue, or haven’t you thought much about this?

L

m2a. (Do YOU feel the government should help improve the position of
minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is your

position somewhere in between?)

M2b. Should the government help

minorities to a great

extent or only to some

extent ?

M2c. Should the government leave

minorities alone to help

themselves to a great

extent or only to some

extent?

M3. Some people think that the United States should become more involved in the

internal affairs of Central American countries. Others believe that the U.S.
should become less involved in this area. Do you have an opinion on this,
or haven't you thought much about it?

I
M3a. (Do you feel that the U.S. should become less involved in Central America,

become more involved in this area

between?)

, or is your position somewhere in

M3b. Do you think the U.S. should M3c. Do you think the U.S. should

increase its involvement to a decrease its involvement to a
great extent or only to some great extent or only to some
extent? extent?
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m6.

M4. OMITTED.

M5. OMITTED.

Some people believe that we should spend less money for defense. Others feel

that defense spending should be increased. Do you have an opinion on this

issue, or haven’t you thought much about this?

m6a. (Do you feel the government should decrease defense spending, increase defense

spending, or is the government spending about the right amount?)

M6b. Should the government reduce
defense spending a lot or a
little?

m6c. ShOuld the government increase
defense spending a lot or a

little?

M6d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the government

is spending about the right amount?

M6e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the M6f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the

government should reduce government should increase

defense spending alot or a

little?

defense spending a lot or a

little?

I

m6g.

M6h.

M6k.

m6m.

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REfER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTER MONDALE” IS 5. "WALTER MONDALE” is

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT—

In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the govern-

ment is spending about the right amount?

M6i. Does Walter Mondale feel the

government should reduce

I

defense spending a lot or a
little?

INTERVIEWER ChECkPOINT:

M6j. Does Walter Mondale feel the

government should increase

defense spending a lot or a
little?

REFER to BLue CARD:

1.“JOHN GLENN” IS
NOT CROSSED OUT

5.“JOHN GLENN” is

CROSSED OUT

In your opinion does John Glenn feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the govern-

ment is spending about the right amount?

M6n. Does John Glenn feel the M6o. Does John Glenn feel the
government should reduce government should increase

defense spending a lot or a I defense spending a lot or a
little? little?
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that defense spending should be increased. Do you have an opinion on this

issue, or haven’t you thought much about this?

m6a. (Do you feel the government should decrease defense spending, increase defense

spending, or is the government spending about the right amount?)

M6b. Should the government reduce
defense spending a lot or a
little?

m6c. ShOuld the government increase
defense spending a lot or a

little?
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defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the government

is spending about the right amount?

M6e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the M6f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the

government should reduce government should increase

defense spending alot or a

little?

defense spending a lot or a

little?

I

m6g.

M6h.

M6k.

m6m.

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REfER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTER MONDALE” IS 5. "WALTER MONDALE” is

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT—

In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the govern-

ment is spending about the right amount?

M6i. Does Walter Mondale feel the

government should reduce

I

defense spending a lot or a
little?

INTERVIEWER ChECkPOINT:

M6j. Does Walter Mondale feel the

government should increase

defense spending a lot or a
little?

REFER to BLue CARD:

1.“JOHN GLENN” IS
NOT CROSSED OUT

5.“JOHN GLENN” is

CROSSED OUT

In your opinion does John Glenn feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the govern-

ment is spending about the right amount?

M6n. Does John Glenn feel the M6o. Does John Glenn feel the
government should reduce government should increase

defense spending a lot or a I defense spending a lot or a
little? little?
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M7.

m8.

If you had a say in making up the federal budget this year, which programs

would you like to see increased and which reduced? Should federal spending

on improving and protecting the environment be increased, decreased, or
kept about the same?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

IMPROVING AND PROTECTING THE

ENVIRONMENT

Dealing with crime

Public schools

Social Security

Food stamps

Medicare

g. Government jobs for the

unemployed

h. Science and technology

8.
1. 3. 5. DON'T

INCReASED SAME DECREASED KNOW

I I

Some people feel that the government in Washington Should mAke every effort

to improve the social and economic position of women. Others feel that the

government should not make any special effort to help women because they

shOuld help themselves. Do YOU have an opinion on this issue, or haven’t
you thought much about it?

M8a. (Do you feel that the government should help improve the position of

women, that women should help themselves, or is your position some-

where in between?)

M8b. Should the government help women M8c. Should the government leave
to a great extent or only to women alone to help them-

some extent? selves to a great extent or

M9. Some people feel it is important for us to try to cooperate more with

Russia, while others believe we should be much tougher in our dealings

with Russia. Do you have an opinion on this, or haven’t you thought much

about it?

m9a. (Do you feel that we should try to cooperate more with Russia, get

tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is your opinion somewhere

in between?)

m9b. Should we try to
cooperate a lot more

or somewhat more?

M9c. Should we get a lot
tougher, or only somewhat

tougher?

only tosome extent?
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N1.

SECTION N

Now we’d like You to tell us about some of the candidateS’ chances of

winning the presidency in 1984.

As before, we will use a scale that runs from 0 to 100, where 0 represents

no chance of winning the presidency, 50 represents an even chance, and 100

represents certain victory.

First, what if Ronald Reagan is nominated by the Republicans.

would he have of winning the 1984 Presidential election?

What chance

(NumbER) 998. DON’T kNOW /

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD --

IS NAMe CROSSED OUT?

WALTERMONDALE
YES

no

JOHNGLENN

yes no
married and
living with

ALANCRANSTON
YES

no

JESSEJACKSON

yes no

spouse (or
spouse in
service

7.partners
not
married

TEDKENNEDY

n1a. Whatif Walter Mondale is nominated by

Democrats. What chance would he have of

winning the 1984 Presidential election

against Ronald Reagan?

(NUmbER) 998. DON’T kNOW

N1B. (Whatif John Glenn is nominated by

Democrats.) What chance would John Glenn

have of winning the 1984 Presidential

election against Ronald Reagan?

(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

n1C. (Whatif Alan CranSton is nOminated by

Democrats.) What chance would Alan Cranston

have of winning the 1984 Presidential election
against Ronald Reagan?

(NuMRER)
998. don't know

N1d. (Whatif Jesse Jackson is nominated by

Democrats.) What chance would Jesse Jackson

have of winning the 1984 Presidential

election against Ronald Reagan?

(NumBER)
998. don't know

N1e. (Whatif Ted Kennedy is nominated by

Democrats.) What chance would Ted Kennedy

have of winning the 1984 Presidential

election against Ronald Reagan?

(NUmbER)
998. don't know

SECTION Y

Now for a few questions about you.

Y1. As far as you know, are you currently registered to vote?

1

Y1a. Are you registered as a Republican, a Democrat, an independent,

or something else?

R VOLUNTEERS:

1. DEMOCRAT 5. NOT REQUIRED tO DECLARE

“ PARTY TO REGISTER

2. independent
6. NOT ReQUIRED TO REGISTER

3.republican 7."I am NOT registered" I
4. OTHER PARTY, SPECIfY : 8. DON’T KNOW

I I

Y2. What is the monthj day, and year of your birth?

(MONTh) (DAy) (YEAR)

33

Y3. Are you married now and living with your (husband/wife) -- or are you widowed,

divorced, separated, or have YOU never been married?

Y4. What is the highest grade of school or year of college you have completed?

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16+

I

Y4a. Did you get a high school diploma or pass a IIY4b. Did you gradu-
high school equivalency teat? ate from a

four-year

1. YES 5. No
college or

university?

I
TuRN To P. 34, Y5
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y5. We’d like to know if you are working now, or are you unemployed, retired,

(a housewife), (a student), or what? (RESPONSES APPeAR ON PAGES 34 aND 35)

6.permanently

1.working
now

7.housewife

2.Temporarily
laid off

8.student

4. unNEmPloyED

5. RETIRED

—
y5a. What is your main occupation? (What sort of work do you do?)

(IF NOT CLEAR : Tell me a little more about what you do.)

Y5b. What kind of (business/industry) is that?

Y6. How worried are you about losing your job in the near future:

a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

Y7.

Y8.

Were you out of work or laid off at any time during the last

six months?

Have You had to reduce your work hours or take a cut in Pay

at any time during the last six months?

y9. Have you had a job in the past six months?

Y9a. About how many hours did you work on your job in the

average week?

(HOURS)

Y10. Are you looking for work at the present time?

Y11. HOW worried are you about not being able to find

work in the near future: a lot, somewhat, or not

much at all?

TURN TO P. 36, Y14

35

DISABLED
I

y12. Are you doing any work for pay at the present time?

1. YES

Y13. Are you looking

1. YES

5. NO

for work at the present time?

5. NO

Y13a. How worried are you about not being able to

find a job in the near future; a lot, some-

what, or not much at all?

(
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Y14 . INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

1. R 0NLy ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD or LIVES ALONE

4.unemployed

y15.

5. R LIVES WITH OThER ADULTS IN HOUSEHOLD

Y14a. 1. R mARRIED & LIVING WITH SPOUSE
2. ALL OTHERS

Go To Y15. ASK Y15-Y22b AbOUT R’s SPOUSE

1
Y14b. We’d like to talk about the person in

your household who provides the major

share of financial support -- the main

breadwinner. Who is this person? (What
is his/her relationship to you?)

RELATIONSHIP TO Rrespondent

We’d like to know about (your husband/ your wife/ PERSON namED IN Y14b). Is

(he/she) working nOw, unemployed, retired, (a housewife), (a student), or what?
(RESPONSES APPEAR ON pAgES 36and 37. )

1. WorkiNG

NOW
6.permanently

disabledI

Y16. What is (his/her) main occupation? (What sort of work does

(he/she) do?) (IF NOT CLEAR: Tell me a little more about
what (he/she) does.)

2.TEMPORARILY

LAID OFF

TIME?
Y16a. What kind of (buSineSs/industry) is that?

Y17. How worried is (he/she) about losing (his/her) job in the

near future: a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

Y18. Was (he/she) out of work or laid off at any time during

the last six months?

Y19. Has (he/she) had to reduce (his/her) hours or take a cut

in pay at any time during the last six months?

TURN TO P. 38, Y23

37

Y20. Has (he/she) had a job in the past six months?

Y20a. About how many hours did (he/she) work on (his/her)

job in the average week?

Y21. Is (he/she) looking for work at the present time?

Y21a. How worried is (he/she) about not being able to

find work in the near future: a lot, somewhat,

or not much at all?

TURN TO P. 38, Y23

7.HOUSEWIFE

8. STUDENT

Y22. IS (he/she) doing any work for pay at the present

Y22a. IS (hE/she) looking for work at the present time?

Y22b. How worried is (he/she) about not being
able to find a job in the near future:

a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?
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Y23. Does anyone in this household belong to a labor union?

1. YES 5. NO

Y23a. Who is it that belongs? (Check AS MANY AS aPpLIcABLE)

1.respondent
3. OTHER FAmILY memBER

2. RESPONDENT'S SPOUSE
4.someone else

Y24. We would like to know the general range of your family income, that la

the family living with you, for 1983 before taxes. this figure should

include salaries, wages, pensions, dividends, interest, and all other

income. Was it under $20,000 or over $20,000?

(IF UNCERTAIN: What do you think it was?)

$10,000
Y24a. Was it under $10,000 or over Y24b. Was it under $30,000 or over $30,000?

Y24c. Was it under $40,000 or over $40,000?

TURN TO P. 39, Y25

TURN TO P. 39, Y25

Y25. Is your religious preference Protestant, Roman Catholic, Jewish, or

something else?

PROTESTANT
200. ROMAN

CAThOLIC 300. jewish other:specify 998: none; no preference

co TO Y26

999. refused

Y25a. What church or denomination is that?

IY25b. (IF BAPTIST:) is that Southern Baptist or something else?

Y26. (IF ANY rELIGIOUS PReFEReNCE) Would you say you so to (church/synagogue)

every week, almost every week, once or twice a month, a few times a year,

or never?

Y27. How long have you lived in your city or town? (IF NECESSARY: How long

have you lived in your county?)

90. ALL OF LIFE

mONTHS IF LESS
YEARS or THAN two YEARs

Y28. How long have you lived at your present address?

90. all of life

MONTHS IF LESS
YEARS or THAW tWO YEARS
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Y29. Would yOU

Indian or

41

mind telling me your race? Are you white, black, American

Alaskan native, Asian or Pacific Islander?
z1. SEX Of ReSPONDENT:

1.MALE 2.FEMALE

z2. THUMBNAIL SKETCH:

Y30. And is your ethnic origin Hispanic, that is, are you Mexican-American

or Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or some other Hispanic origin?

Y31. How many telephones, counting extensions, do you have in your home?

y31a. Do (both/all) telephones have the same number?

1. YES 5. NO 8. DON’T KNOW 9. REFUSED

GO To Y32

y31b. How many different numbers are there?

NUMBER Of DIFFERENT

TELEPHONE NUMBERS 8. DON’T KNOW 9. REFUSED

Y31c. Are any of the numbers for business use only?

Y31d. How many are used only for business?

Y32. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

Time Now:
Date:
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1. Telephone interviewer’s number:

2. Control ID number (5-digit number from label on cover sheet):

3. rESpondent’s area code (from label on cover sheet):

4. Sample assigned week (from label on cover sheet): A1a. Isthat much better or
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a1b. Is that much worse or
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9. Time at end of edit:
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THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT must BE READ TO ALL RESPONDENTS:

This Interview is completely voluntary--if we should come
to any question which you don’t want to answer, just let

me know and we'll go on to the next question.

TO BE COMPLETED IN CODING:

11a/b. Date interview started: (Month/Day)

12. Week interview started:

13. Week interview completed:

14. ICPSR state code/ FIPS state code:

Time Now:

SECTION A Date:

In this interview we will be talking about many different topics of Interest.
Here is our first question:

a1. We are interested in how people are getting along financially these days.
Would you say that you (and your family living with you) are better or

worse off financially than you were a year ago?

A2. This past year, have you (and your family) had to watch your budget
more closely than the year before?

1. YES 5. NO 8. DON'T kNOW

A2a. IS that much more closely or a little more closely?

A3. Do you think that over the last year, (your/your family’s) income has
gone up more than the cost of living, has it fallen behind, or has it

stayed about even with the cost of living?

A3a. Has it gone up alot more A3b. Has it fallen behind alot

or a little more? or a little?
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R’s LoCAL TINE

7. Length of interview: (MINUTES)

8. Time at beginning of edit:

9. Time at end of edit:

10. Total time to edit: (mINUTES)

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT must BE READ TO ALL RESPONDENTS:

This Interview is completely voluntary--if we should come
to any question which you don’t want to answer, just let

me know and we'll go on to the next question.

TO BE COMPLETED IN CODING:

11a/b. Date interview started: (Month/Day)

12. Week interview started:

13. Week interview completed:

14. ICPSR state code/ FIPS state code:

Time Now:

SECTION A Date:

In this interview we will be talking about many different topics of Interest.
Here is our first question:

a1. We are interested in how people are getting along financially these days.
Would you say that you (and your family living with you) are better or

worse off financially than you were a year ago?

A2. This past year, have you (and your family) had to watch your budget
more closely than the year before?

1. YES 5. NO 8. DON'T kNOW

A2a. IS that much more closely or a little more closely?

A3. Do you think that over the last year, (your/your family’s) income has
gone up more than the cost of living, has it fallen behind, or has it

stayed about even with the cost of living?

A3a. Has it gone up alot more A3b. Has it fallen behind alot

or a little more? or a little?



3
2

A4.

A4a.

A4c.

SOMetiMeS peOple think about other groups of people in society when they
think about their own economic well-being, people who are being helped or
hurt by economic conditions. When it cones to economic matters, what
groups of people do you feel close to?

A4i. Would you say that over the past year GROUP FROM A4b have had aharder time

finding enough work, an easier time, or have things stayed about the same?

(IF RDoESN’T KNOW whaT we mEAN By "groups": Some people have mentioned
farmers, the elderly, teachers, blacks, and union members.)

(GRoUP NamES)
A4j. Have they had amuch harder A4k. Have they had a much easier

time or a little harder time? time or a little easier time?

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

1. R NAMED MORE THAN ONE
GROUP IN a4

5.Rnamed only one

group in A4

When it comes to economic matters, BELOW, CHECK A BOXX! {;?. !11 c;. :L F
what sorts of people do you feel NANED IS .i~ , OR ,XrZR c::., ? I;.’ Jut,
closest to? FOR “OTNYR . “

10. women

A4b.

50. MIDDLE CLASS (INCL. upper-

MIDDLE & LOWER-MIDDLE)

A5. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

Q IN A4b ON, OF TNE CNECK

1- BOXES 10-50 IS “Xed”

BELOW, CHECK THE BOXES INDICATING

WHETNER THE GROUP WAS OR WAS NOT
MENTIONED BY R IN A4b :

5. IN A4b none OF THE CHECK BOXES

10-50 HAS BEEN “Xed” I

20.BLACKS
(OTHER: (SPECIGY)

30.ELDERLY (SENIOR CITIZENS)

40.THEPOOR

WOMEN:

BLACKS :

A6. What about women? Would you say that over

the past year the economic position of
women has gotten better, stayed about the

same, or gotten worse?

A7. What about blacks? (Would you say that

over the past year the economic position of
blacks has gotten better, stayed about the
same, or gotten worse?)

Would you say that over the past year the economic position ofGROUP FROMA4b
—.—___ ____

has gotten better, stayed about the same, or gotten worse?

A4e. Wouldyou say much worse A8. (And what
A4d.Would yousaymuchbetter

orsomewhat better? orsomewhat worse?
about) the elderly?

A9. (And what about)the poor?

about) the middle class?

THEELDERLY(SENIORCITIZEN)

THE POOR:

A4f. Would you say that over the past year the incomes ofGROUP FROM A4b have gone

up more than the cost of living, stayed about even, or fallen behind the cost
of living?

THE MIDDLE CLASS (INCL.
UPPER/LOWER MIDDLE):

NOT MENTIONED

TURN TO P.4,

SECTION B

A10. (And what

alittle?

—

A4h. Have they fallen behind alot

or a little?

A4g. Have they gone up alot or
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4

B1.

B2.

B3.

B4.

SECTION B

Some people seem to follow what’s going on in government and public affairs

most of the time, whether there’s an election going on or not. Others
aren’t that interested. Would YOU say YOU follow what’s going on in
government and public affairs most of the time, some of the time, only

now and then, or hardly at all?

Let’s switch to the presidential campaign for a minute. Would you say that
you are very much interested, somewhat interested, or not much interested in
following the presidential campaign in 1984?

Would you say that you personally care a good deal which party wins the

presidential election in the fall of 1984, or that you don’t care very much
which party wins?

Has anyone called you up or come around and talked to you about supporting
a candidate for president?

1. YES 5. NO

B4a. Has this happened in the last week?

1. YES 5. NO

B5. Has anyone called you up or come around to talk to you about registering
to vote?

B6. So far this year have you talked to anyone and tried to show them why

they should support one of the candidates for president?

1. YES

B6a. Have you done this in the last week?

1. YES 5. NO
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SECTION C

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION : USE BLUE CARD TO RECORD ANSWERS TO C1

C1. I'm going to read a list with names of possible presidential candidates
in 1984. Many people tell us that they have not heard about some of the

people on this list. As I read each name, please tell me when I come to
a person you have never heard of.

(INTERVIEWER: READ THE LIST SLOWLY, TO GIVE RACHANCE TO RESPOND.

CROSS OUT NAMES RHAS NEVER HEARD OF. )

INTERVIEWER:AFTER THE INTERVIEW IS Completed, ATTACH I

(,

C2. Now let’s talk about your feelings toward the candidates you know something about.

I’ll read the name of a person and I will ask you to rate that person on
a thermometer that runs from 0 degrees to 100 degrees. Ratings between
50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward

that person. Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degrees mean that you don’t
feel too favorable and are cool toward that person. You may use any
number from 0 to 100 to tell me how favorable or unfavorable your feelings
are for each person.

If you recognize the nane, but don’t feel particularly warm or cold
toward the person, you would rate the person at the 50 degree mark.

Our first person is Ronald Reagan. Now would you rate him using this
thermometer?

INTERVIEWER:

PLACE BLUE CARD

HERE, SUCH THAT

THE NAMES LINE
UP WITH THE
RESPONSE BOXES.

ASK ALL NAMES

NOT CROSSED OUT
ON THE BLUE
CARD.

FOR CROSSED OUT
NAMES, ENTER “X”
IN COLUMN 997.,
“R DOESN’T

RECOGNIZE NAME”

997. 998.
RDOESN'T DON'T KNOW
RECOGNIZE WHERE TO RATE;

RATING NAME CAN'T JUDGE

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

. g.

h.

i.

. j.

k.

m.

n.

o.

RONALD REAGAN

JOHN GLENN

TED KENNEDY

WALTER MONDALE

ALAN CRANSTON

JOHN ANDERSON

ERNEST HOLLINGS

REUBIN ASKEW

JEssE JACKSON

GEORGE BUSH

HOWARD BAKER

GEORGE MCGOVERN

ROBERT DOLE

GARY HART
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8

SECTION D

D1. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan ishandling his job

as president?

1. APPROVE 5. DISAPPROVE
8.DON'T KNOW

ID1a. Do you approve a strongly or D1b. Do you disapprove strongly or

not strongly? not strongly?

D2. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling theeconomy?

D2a. DO you approve strongly or D2b. Do you disapprove strongly or

not strongly? not strongly?

D3. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling our

relations with foreign countries?

ID3a. Do you approve strongly or D3b. Do you disapprove strongly or

not strongly? not strongly?

SECTION E

Now let’s talk about who is likely to win the
Democratic nomination for Presi dent. We will beusing a scale which
runs from 0 to 100, where 0 represents no chance for the nomination,

50 represents an even chance, and 100 represents certain victory.

[NTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CArD --

WALTER MONDALE

JOHN GLENN

YES NO

ALAN CRANSTON

JESSE JACKSON

YEs NO

TED KENNEDY

GARY HART

E1a.

> E1b.

* E1c .

~ E1d .

Using this 0 to 100 scale, what do you

think Walter Mondale’s chances are of
winning the nomination?

9

(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

(Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you

think John Glenn’s chances are of winning
the nomination?

(Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you

think Alan Cranston’s chances are of winning
the nomination?

(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

(Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you
think Jesse Jackson's chances are of winning
the nomination?

NUMBER)
-

* E1e. (Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you

think Ted Kennedy's chances are of winning

the nomination?

NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

+ E1f. (Using this 0 to 100 scale, ) what do you
think Gary Hart’s chances are of winning
the nomination?

(NUMBER) 998. DON'T KNOW—
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SECTION F

F1. How many days in the past week did you

(NUMBER OF DAYS IN WEEK)

I

watch national news on T. V.?

0.NONE

F1a. How much attention did you pay to news on T.V. about the campaign
for president -- a great deal, quite a bit, some, very little, or
none ?

F2. How many days in the past week did you

(NUMBER OF DAYS IN WEEK)

read a daily newspaper?

Which paper or papers did you read? (GET FULL TITLE AND CITY WHERE

PUBLISHED.) (Any others?)

TITLE CITY WHERE PUBLISHED

f2b. Howmuch attention did you pay to articles in the newspaper about
the campaign for president -- a great deal, quite a bit, some,
very little, or none?

G1 .

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

t3.

h.

i.

~.

k.

m.

SECTION G

Now we’ d like to know about your Impressions of Ronald Reagan. I am going to

read a list of words and phrases people use to describe political figures.
After each one, I would like you to tell me how much the word or phraae fits
your impression of Ronald Reagan.

The f irat phraae la “hard-working. ” How much would you aay “hard-working”

f ita your impression of Ronald Reagen: e great deal, somewhat, a little,—.
or not at all?

1.
A 3. 4. 5.

SARD-WSKING

decent

.x.mpaaaionate

commsnda respect

intelligent

moral

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

aeta a good example

reelly cares about
people like you

provides atrorrg

leadership

GRiAT 2, CiN%T A NOT

DEAL sonsufiAT DECIDE LITTLE AT AL]

a,

b,

c.

d.

e.

f.

8.

h.

i.

~.

k.

m.

(,,

8.
DK—

i
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G2. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTERMONDALE” , 5."WALTERMONDALE” IS

IS NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT

G3. Now about Walter mondale. Would

of him: a great deal, somewhat,

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

1.
A

you say “hard-working” fits
a little, or not at all?

3. 4.

HARD-WORKING

decent decent

compassionate

commands respect

intelligent

moral

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

sets a good example

really cares about
people like you

provides strong

leadership

GREAT 2. CAN'T

DEAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

n.

your impress ion

5.
NOT 8.A

LITTLE AT ALL DK

13

G4. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT

REFER TO BLUE CARD:
I

1.
“JOHN GLENN” IS
NOT CROSSED OUT

,~ , 5."JOHNGLENN" IS

CROSSED OUT

G5. And now about John Glenn. Would you say “hard-working” fits your impression

of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

HARD-WORKING

compassionate

commands respect

intelligent

moral

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

sets a good example

really cares about
people like you

provides strong

leadership

3. 4. 5.

AGREAT 2. CAN'T A NOT 8.

DEAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL DK

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.
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5."JESSE JACKSON" IS

CROSSED OUT

a.

b.

c.

d.

e .

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

C6. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“JESSE JACKSON” IS
1“ NOT CROSSED OUT—

C7. Now about Jesse Jackson, Would YOU say “hard-working” fits your impression
of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

HARD-WORKING

decent

compassionate

commands respect

intelligent

moral

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

sets a good example

really cares about
people like you

m. provides strong

leadership

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

1.
A 3. 4. 5.

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT 8.
DEAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL DK

I

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

14A

G8. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“GARY HART” IS
1“ NOT CROSSED OUT ❑ 5."GARY HART" IS

CROSSED OUT P.15,SECTION H

G9. Now about Gary Hart. Would you say “hard-working” fits
of him: agreat deal, somewhat, alittle, or not atall?
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a. HARD-WORKING

b. decent

c. compassionate

d. commands respect
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f. moral

g. kind

h. inspiring
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j. sets a good example

k. really cares about
people like you

m. provides strong
leadership
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H1.

SECTION H

Now, let’s talk about the country as a

the past year the nation’s economy has
same, or gotten worse?

whole. Would you say that over
gotten better, stayed about the

H1a. Would you say much better or H1b. Would you say much worse or

somewhat better? somewhat worse?

H2. Would you say that over the past year, people across the country have had
aharder time finding enough work, an easier time, or have things stayed
about the same?

H2a. Would you say much harder or H2b. Would you say much easier or

a little harder? a little easier?

H3. During the last year, have the costs of things gone up, gone down, or have
they remained about the same?

H4. During the past year, would you say that the United States’ position in

the world has grown weaker, stayed about the same, or has it grown

stronger?

H5. How worried are you about our country getting into aconventional war

at this time, one in which nuclear weapons are not used? Are you
very worried, somewhat worried, or not worried at all?

H6. How worried are you about our country getting into a nuclear war at this
time? Are you very worried, somewhat worried, or not worried at all?
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SECTION J

J1. When it comes to politics, do you usually

a conservative, a moderate, or what?

J2. What about Ronald Reagan? Do you usually think of Ronald Reagan as a liberal,

a conservative, a moderate, or what?

think of yourself as a liberal,

1.YES, LIBERAL

J1a. Do you think of yourself as astrong liberal

or a not-very-strong liberal?

I
5.YES, CONSERVATIVE J1b. Do you think of yourself as astrong

conservative or a not-very-strong

conservative?

oranot-very-strong conservative?

3. YES, MODERATE

7 . NO, NEVER

8. DON’T KNOW

18

J1c. Do you think of yourself as more like a
liberal or more like a conservative?

3. NEITHER; R REFUSED TO CHOOSE

8.DON'T KNOW

R HAS ABSOLUTELY NO UNDERSTANDING
O. OF TERMS "LIBERAL" AND "CONSERVATIVE" TURN TO P. 22, SECTION K

(,

1. LIBERAL

5. CONSERVATIVE

3. MODERATE

7. NONE OF THESE

8. DON’T KNOW

J2a. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

J2b. Do you think he is astrong conservative

TURN TO P. 19, J3

J2c. Do you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative?

(
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20

J3. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“JOHNGLENN” IS ❑ 5. “JOHN GLENN” IS
CROSSED OUT —

NOTCROSSED OUT

J4. Now think about
a conservative,

John Glenn.
a moderate,

Do you usually think of John Glenn as a liberal
or what?

1. LIBERAL ➤ 1.LIBERAL

5. CONSERVATIVE

19

J4a. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

J4b. Do you think he is astrong conservative
or a not-very-strong conservative?

3.MODERATE
3.MODERATE

7. NONE OF THESE

J4c. Do you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative? 7.NONEOFTHESE

J5.

J6.

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTERMONDALE” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT
5."W’ALTER MONDALE" IS
CROSSED OUT -—

P. 21, J7

What about Walter Mondale? Do you usually think of Walter Mondale as a liberal— ,
a conservative, a moderate, or what?

1 i

I I

5. CONSERVATIVE

J6a. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

J6h. Do you think he is astrong conservative

or a not-very-strong conservative?

8.DON'T KNOW I

J6c. Do you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative?

TURN TO P. 21, J7
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J7. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“JESSE JACKSON” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT
5. "JESSE JACKSON" IS

CROSSED OUT

J8. And what about Jesse Jackson. Do you usually think of Jesse Jackson as a
liberal, a conservative, a moderate, or what?

1. LIBERAL
anot-very-strong liberal?

5. CONSERVATIVE

3. MODERATE

7. NONE OF THESE

8. DON’T KNOW

3.MODERATE

7.NONE OF THESE

J8a. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

TURN TO P. 21A, J9

J8b. Do you think he is astrong conservative
or a not-very-strong conservative?

J8c. Do you think he is more like a liberal
or more like a conservative?

J9. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1. “GARY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT

❑ 5. "GARY HART" IS

CROSSED OUT =TURN TO P . 22,

SECTION K

J10. And what about Gary Hart. Do you usually
liberal, a conservative, a moderate, or what?

think of Gary Hart as a

1. LIBERAL J8a. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

TURN TO P. 22, SECTION K

5. CONSERVATIVE J8b. Do you think he is astrong conservative
or a not-very-strong conservative? I

TURN to P. 22, SECTION K

J8c. Do you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative?

8.DON'T KNOW

TURN TO P. 22, SECTION K
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K4. INteRVIEWERCHECKPOINT:

SECTION K

K1. We would like to know something about the feelings you have toward
Ronald Reagan. I would like you to tell me whether something about
Ronald Reagan, or something he has done, has made you have certain

feelings like “anger” or “pride.”

1."WALTER MONDALE" IS
NOT CROSSED OUT

5."WALTER MONDALE" IS
CROSSED OUT

First, has Ronald Reagan (because of the kind of person he is, or because
of something he has done) ever made you feel:

1.YES, HAVE

FELT
5.NO, NEVER

FELT

1. YES; HAVE 5. No; NEVER
FELT FELT

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud 1."JESSE JACKSON" IS
not crossed out

5."JESSE JACKSON" IS
CROSSED OUT

K2 . INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“JOHNGLENN” IS ❑ 5. “JOHN GLENN" IS
NOT CROSSEDOUT CROSSED OUT = TURN TO

P. 23, K4

K3. What about John Glenn? Has he (because of the kind of person he is, or
because of something he has done) ever made you feel:

1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER
FELT FELT

I I

K5.HasWalter Mondale(because ofthe kind of person he is or becauseof
somethinghe has done) evermade you feel:

a.angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraidof him

d. proud

K6. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

K7.And has Jesse Jackson(becauseof the kind of person he is, or becauseof
something hehasdone) ever made youfeel?

1.YES, HAVE 5. NO; NEVER
FELT FELT

a. angry towardhim

b. hopeful

c. afraidof him

d. proud

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud

23

K8.INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

1.“GARYHART" IS

NOTCROSSED OUT
q ,. 5.“GARYHART" IS

CROSSED OUT

K9. AndhasGary Hart (becauseof the kind of person he is, or becauseof
somethinghe has done) ever made you feel?

1.YES, HAVE 5.NO, NEVER
FELT FELT

1

A.angry toward him

b.hopeful

c.afraid ofhim

d. proud L I J
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SECTION M

SECTION L

M1.

Now let’s move to a different set of questions.

L1. Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican,
a Democrat, an independent, or what?

3.NOPREFERENCE

4.OTHER PARTY

L1a. Would you call your-

self astrong
Republican or anot

very strong Republi-
can?

L1b. Would you call your-
self astrong
Democrat or anot
very strong Democrat?

L1c. Do you thinkof
yourself as closer
to the Republican
Party or to the
Democratic Party?

L2. Who is your first choice for the Democratic nomination for president in 1984?

98. DON'T KNOW/CAN’T ANSWER
(NAME)

L2a. Suppose, for one reason or another, (he/she) is not chosen as the

Democratic candidate. Who would be your second choice for the

Democratic nomination?

I
(NAME)

DON'T KNOW/
98. CAN'T ANSWER

I I 1

The next few questions are about government spending and government

services.

Some people think the government should provide fewer services, even

in areas such as health and education, in order to reduce spending.

Other people feel it is important for the government to provide more

services even if it means an increase in spending.

Do you have an opinion on this topic or haven’t you thought much

about it?

I

M1a. (Do you think the government should reduce spending, provide more services,

or is your position somewhere in between?)

M1b. Would you prefer a moderate

reduction in spending and
services, or a large
reduction?

M1c. Would you prefer a moderate
increase in spending and
services, or a large

increase?

M1d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan think the government should reduce
spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere in between?

m1e. Do you think ha would prefer M1f. Do you think he would prefer

a moderate reduction in a moderate increase in

spending and services, or a spending and services, or a

large reduction? large increase?
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M1g. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:
I

1.“WALTERMONDALE” IS 5. "WALTER MONDALE” IS
NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT –

M1h. In your opinion, does Walter Mondale think the government should
reduce spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere
in between?

M1i. Do you think he would prefer M1j. Do you think he would prefer

a moderate reduction in a moderate increase in

spending and services, or a spending and services, or a

large reduction? large increase?

M1k INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“JOHNGLENN” IS
NOT CROSSED OUT

5."JOHN GLENN" IS

CROSSED OUT

M1m. In your opinion, does John Glenn think the government should reduce

spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere in between?

M1n. Do you think he would prefer M1o. Do you think he would prefer

a moderate reduction in amoderate increase in
spending and services, or a spending and services, or a

large reduction? large increase?

M1p. INTERVIEWERCHECKPOINT:

M1q. Inyouropinion, does Gary Hart think the government should reduce

spending, provide more services, oris hisposition somehere in between?

M1r. M1s. Do you think he would prefer

a moderate increase in

spending and services, or a

Do you think he would prefer

a moderate reduction in
spending and services, or a

large reduction?

,

large increase?
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M2. Some people feel that the government in Washington should make every effort
to improve the social and economic position of blacks and other minority
groups. Others feel that the government should not make any special effort
to help minorities because they should help themselves.

Do you have an opinion on this issue, or haven't you thought much about this?

M2a. (Do you feel the government should help improve the position of
minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is your
position somewhere in between?)

M2b. Should the government help
minorities to a great

extent or only to some
extent?

M2c. Should the government leave
minorities alone to help
themselves to a great
extent or only to some

extent?

M3. Some people think that the United States should become more involved in the

internal affairs of Central American countries. Others believe that the U.S.

should become less involved in this area. Do you have an opinion on this,

or haven’t you thought much about it?

M3a. (Do you feel that the U.S. should become less involved in Central America,
become more involved in this area, or is your position somewhere in

between?)

M3b. Do you think the U.S. should M3C. Do you think the U.S. should

increase its involvement to a decrease its involvement to a

great extent or only to some great extent or only to some

extent ? extent?

(

28

M4. OMITTED.

M5. OMITTED.

M6. Some people believe that we should spend less money for defense. Others feel

that defense spending should be increased. Do you- have an opinion on this
issue, or haven't you thought much about this?

M6a. (Do you feel the government should decrease defense spending, increase defense
spending, or is the government spending about the right amount?)
,

M6b. Should the government reduce M6c. Should the government increase
defense spending a lot or a defense spending a lot or a

little? little?

M6d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel the

defense spending, increase defense spending,
is spending about the right amount?

government should decrease

or does he feel the government

I

M6e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the M6f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the
government should reduce government should increase
defense spending alot or a defense spending a lotor a
little? little?
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groups. Others feel that the government should not make any special effort
to help minorities because they should help themselves.

Do you have an opinion on this issue, or haven't you thought much about this?

M2a. (Do you feel the government should help improve the position of
minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is your
position somewhere in between?)

M2b. Should the government help
minorities to a great

extent or only to some
extent?

M2c. Should the government leave
minorities alone to help
themselves to a great
extent or only to some

extent?

M3. Some people think that the United States should become more involved in the

internal affairs of Central American countries. Others believe that the U.S.

should become less involved in this area. Do you have an opinion on this,

or haven’t you thought much about it?

M3a. (Do you feel that the U.S. should become less involved in Central America,
become more involved in this area, or is your position somewhere in

between?)

M3b. Do you think the U.S. should M3C. Do you think the U.S. should

increase its involvement to a decrease its involvement to a

great extent or only to some great extent or only to some

extent ? extent?

(
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M4. OMITTED.

M5. OMITTED.

M6. Some people believe that we should spend less money for defense. Others feel

that defense spending should be increased. Do you- have an opinion on this
issue, or haven't you thought much about this?

M6a. (Do you feel the government should decrease defense spending, increase defense
spending, or is the government spending about the right amount?)
,

M6b. Should the government reduce M6c. Should the government increase
defense spending a lot or a defense spending a lot or a

little? little?

M6d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel the

defense spending, increase defense spending,
is spending about the right amount?

government should decrease

or does he feel the government

I

M6e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the M6f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the
government should reduce government should increase
defense spending alot or a defense spending a lotor a
little? little?
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INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:
<6p

M6g.

M6h.

M6k.

1."WALTER MONDALE" IS
NOTCROSSED OUT

In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feelthe government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the govern-

ment is spending about the right amount?

5."WALTER MONDALE" IS
CROSSED OUT

M6i. Does Walter Mondale feel the

government should reduce

defense spending a lot or a

little?

M6j. Does Walter Mondale feel the
government should increase

defense spending a lot or a

little?

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:
1

REFER TO BLUE CARD: I

1.“JOHNGLENN" IS

NOT CROSSED OUT

M6m. In your opinion does John Glenn feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the govern-

ment is spending about the right amount?

M6n. Does John Glenn feel the

government should reduce

defense spending a lot or a

little?

M6o. Does John Glenn feel the
government should increase

defense spending alot or a

little?

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1. “GARY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT— 5.

“GARY HART” IS

CROSSED OUT-- TURN TO

P. 30, M7

M6q. In your opinion does Gary Hart feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the govern-

ment is spending about the right amount?

M6r. Does Gary Hart feel the M6s. Does Gary Hart fee] the
government should reduce government should increase
defense spending alot or a defense spending a lot or a
little? little?

——.

5."JOHN GLENN' IS
CROSSED OUT
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CROSSED OUT
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M9.

M7. If you had a say in making up the federal budget this year, which programs

would you like to see increased and which reduced? Should federal spending

on improving and protecting the environment be increased, decreased, or
kept about the same?

8.

IMPROVING AND PROTECTING THE
a“ ENVIRONMENT

b. Dealing with crime

c. Public schools

d. Social Security

e. Food stamps

f. Medicare

Government jobs for the
g. unemployed

h. Science and technology

1. 3. 5. DON’T
INCREASED SAME DECREASED KNOW

M8. Some people feel that the government in Washington should make every effort

to improve the social and economic position of women. Others feel that the

government should not make any special effort to help women because they

should help themselves. Do you have an opinion on this issue, or haven’t

you thought much about it?

1. YES, HAVE OPINION 5. NO, HAVEN’T THOUGHT 8. DON’T KNOW

M8a. (Do you feel that the government should help improve the position of
women, that women should help themselves, or is your position some-
where in between?)

,

M8b. Should the government help women
to a great extent or only to

some extent?

M8c. Should the government leave
women alone to help them-

selves to a great extent or

only tosome extent?

(.

31

Some people feel it is important for us to try to cooperate more with
Russia, while others believea
with Russia. Do you have an
about it?

we should be much tougher in our dealings
opinion on this, or haven't you thought much

—.. .

M9a. (Do you feel that we should try to cooperate more with Russia, get

tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is your opinion somewhere

in between?)

M9b. Should we try to
cooperate a lot more

or somewhat more?

M9c. Should we get a lot
tougher, or only somewhat
tougher?
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32 SECTION N

N1. Now we’d like you to tell us about some of the candidates’ chances of
winningthe presidency in 1984.

As before,we will use ascale that runs from0 to 100, where 0 represents

no chance of winning the presidency, 50 representsan even chance, and 100

represents certain victory.

First, what if Ronald Reagan is nominated by the Republicans. What chance

would he have of winning the 1984 Presidential election?

(NUMBER)

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT

REFER TO BLUE CARD --

IS NAME CROSSEDOUT?

WALTERMONDALE

YES NO

JOHNGLENN
YES NO

ALANCRANSTON

7. "I AM NOT REGISTERED."

JESSEJACKSON

YES
NO

5.WIDOWED 3.DIVORCED 4.SEPARATED 2.NEVER
MARRIED

7.PARTNERS
NOT

MARRIEDSPOUSE IN

TEDKENNEDY

GARY HART

TURN To P.33,

SECTION Y

N1a. What if Walter Mondale is nominated by

Demorats. What chance would he have of
winning the 1984 Presidential election

N1b.

against Ronald Reagan?

(NUMBER)

(What if John Glenn is nominated by

Democrats.) What chance would John Glenn

have of winning the 1984 Presidential

election against Ronald Reagan?

(NUMBER) 998. DON’T KNOW

N1c. (Whatif Alan Cranston is nominated by
Democrats.) What chance would Alan Cranston

have of winning the 1984 Presidential election

against Ronald Reagan?

(NUMBER)

N1d. (Whatif Jesse Jackson is nominated by

Democrats.) What chance would Jesse Jackson

have of winning the 1984 Presidential

election against Ronald Reagan?

N1e. (What if Ted Kennedy is nominated by

Democrats.) What chance would Ted Kennedy

have of winning the 1984 Presidential

election against Ronald Reagan?

N1f. (Whatif Gary Hart is nominated by

Democrats. ) What chance would Gary Hart

have ofwinning the 1984 Presidential

election against Ronald Reagan?

(NUMBER)

SECTION Y

Now for a few questions about you.

Y1. As far as you know, are you currently registered to vote?

1. YES 5. NO
6. NOT REQUIRED TO

REGISTER IN STATE
8. DON’T KNOW 9. REFUSED

CO TO Y2
1

Y1a. Are you registered as a Republican, a Democrat, an independent,

or something else?

R VOLUNTEERS:

1.DEMOCRAT

2.INDEPENDENT

3.REPUBLICAN

4. OTHER PARTY,SPECIFY:

5. NOT REQUIRED TO DECLARE

PARTY TO REGISTER

6. NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER

8.DON'T KNOW

Y2. What is the month, day, and year of your birth?

(MONTH) (DAY) (YEAR)

33

Y3. Are you married now and living with your (husband/wife) -- or are you widowed,

divorced, separated, or have you never been married ?

1. SPOUSE (OR

SERVICE

Y4. What is the highest grade of school or year of college you have completed?

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16+

,
m

v
Y4a. Did you get a high school diploma or pass a Y4b. Did you gradu-

high school equivalency test? ate from a

four-year

1. YES 5. NO
college or

university?
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Y5. We'd like to know if you are working now, or are you unemployed, retired,

(a housewife), (a student), or what? (RESPONSES APPEAR ON PAGES 34 AND 35)
—

6.PERMANENTLY
DISABLED

1.WORKING
NOW 7.HOUSEWIFE

2.TEMPORARILY
LAIDOFF

5.RETIRED

Y5a. What is your main occupation? (What sort of work do you do?)

(IF NOT CLEAR : Tell me a little more about what you do, )

Y5b. What kind of (business/industry) is that?

Y6. How worried are you about losing your job in the near future

a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

Y7. Were you out of work or laid off at any time during the last

six months?

Y8. Have you had to reduce your work hours or take a cut in pay

at any time during the last six months?

TURN TO P. 36, Y14

Y9. Have you had a job in the past six months?

Y9a. About How many hours did you work on your job in the

average week?

(HOURS)
Y10. Are you looking for work at the present time?

----------------------- ------- ------------- ,

Y11. How worried are you about not being able to find

work in the near future: a lot, somewhat, or not

much at all?

8.STUDENT

Y12. Are you doing any work for pay at the present time?

1. YES 5. NO

GO BACK TO Y5a ,

“working NOW”

Y13. Are you looking for work at the present time?

Y13a. How worried are you about not being able to

find a job in the near future; a lot, some-

what, or not much at all?

TURN TO P. 36, Y14

4.UNEMPLOYED
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Y14 . INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

q 1. R ONLY ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD OR LIVES ALONE -TURN TO P. 38, Y23

5. R LIVES WITH OTHER ADULTS IN HOUSEHOLD

1

4.UNEMPLOYED

Y14a. 1.RMARRIED ANDLIVING WITH SPOUSE
2.ALLOTHERS

5.RETIRED

Y15.

Y14b. We'd like to talk about the person in

your household who provides the major

share of financial support -- the main

breadwinner. Who is this person? (What

is his/her relationship to you?)

We’d like to know about (your husband/ your wife/ PERSON NAMED IN Y14b). Is

(he/she) working now, unemployed, retired, (a housewife), (a student), or what?

(RESPONSES APPEAR ON PAGES 36 AND 37. )—

1.WORKING
NOW

2.TEMPORARILY
LAID OFF

Y16. What is (his/her) main occupation? (What sort of work does

(he/she) do?) (IF NOT CLEAR: Tell me a little more about

what (he/she) does.)

Y16a. What kind of (business/industry) is that?

Y17. How worried is (he/she) about losing (his/her) job in the

near future: a lot,somewhat, or not much at all?

Y18. Was (he/she) out of work or laid off at any time during

the last six months?

Y19. Has (he/she) had to reduce (his/her) hours or take a cut

in pay at any time during the last six months?

37

Y20. Has (he/she) had a job in the past six months?

I Y20a. About how many hours did (he/she) work on (his/her)

job in the average week?

Y21. Is (he/she) looking for work at the present time?

H
Y21a. How worried is (he/she) about not being able to

find work in the near future: a lot, somewhat,

or not much at all?

7.HOUSEWIFE Y22. Is (he/she) doing any work for pay at the present

time?

8. STUDENT
1. YES 5. NO

Y22a. Is (he/she) looking for work at the present time?

Y22b. How worried is (he/she) about not being

able to find a job in the near future:

a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

I
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Y23. Does anyone in this household belong to a labor union?

1. YES 5. NO

GO TO Y24

Y23a.Who is it that belongs? (CHECK ASMANY AS APPLICABLE)

1.RESPONDENT
3. OTHER FAMILY MEMBER

2. RESPONDENT ‘S SPOUSE
-

Y24. We would like to know the general range of your family income, that is

the family living with you, for 1983 before taxes. This figure should

include salaries, wages, pensions, dividends, interest, and all other

income. Was it under $20,000 or over $20,000?

(IF UNCERTAIN: What do you think it was?)

Y24a. Was it under $10,000 or over Y24b. Wasit under $30,000 or over

I
$10,000?

$30,000?

Y24c. Was it under $40,000 or over $40,000?

TURN TO P. 39, Y25—

Y25. Is your religious preference Protestant, Roman Catholic, Jewish, or

something else?

ROMAN
PROTESTANT 200. CATHOLIC 300.JEWISH OTHER 998. NONE, NOPREFERENCE

I I

Y25a. What church or denomination is that?

IY25b. (IF BAPTIST:) Is that Southern Baptist or something else?

I

Y26. (IF ANY RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE) Would you sayYOU go to (church/synagogue)

every week, almost every week, once or twice a month, a few times a year,

or never?

Y27. How long have you

have you lived in

90.ALLOFLIFE

Y28. How long have you

90.ALLOFLIFE

lived in your city

your county?)

YEARS

or town? (IF

OR

NECESSARY: How long

MONTHS IFLESS

THAN TWO YEARS

lived at your present address?

MONTHS IF LESS

YEARS OR THAN TWO YEARS
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Y29.

Y30.

Would you mind telling me your race? Are you white, black, American

Indian or Alaskan native, Asian or Pacific Islander?

And is your ethnic origin Hispanic, that is, are you Mexican-American

or Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or some other Hispanic origin?

Y31. HOW many telephones, counting extensions, do you have in your home?

Y31b. How many different numbers are there?

NUMBER OF DIFFERENT

TELEPHONE NUMBERS 8. DON’T KNOW 9. REFUSED

Y31C. Are any of the numbers for business use only?

,
Y31d. How many are used only for business?

Y32. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:_______ _._..__-—_

Time Now:
Date:
. ——.. _________..__.—-.—— —-—.—

TURNTOP. 4-OFCOVERSHEET

41

Z1. SEX OF RESPONDENT:

1.MALE 2.FEMALE

22. TNUMBNAIL SKETCH:

Y31a. Do(both/all) telephones have thesame number?
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1. Telephone interviewer’s number:

2. Control ID number (5-digit number from label on cover sheet):

3. Respondent’s area code (from label on cover sheet):

4. Sample assigned week (from label on cover sheet):

5. Date interview completed:

6. Time interview began:
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8. Time at beginning of edit:

9. Time at end of edit:

10. Total time to edit: (MINUTES)

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT MUST BE READ TO ALL RESPONDENTS:

This Interview is completely voluntary --ifwe should come
to any question which you don’t want to answer, just let
me know and we’ll go on to the next question.

TO BE COMPLETED IN CODING:

11a/b. Date interview started: (Month/Day)

12. Week interview started:

13. Week interview completed:

14. ICPSR state code/ FIPS state code:

Time Now:

SECTION A Date:
In this interview we will be talking about many different topics of interest.

Here is our first question:

A1. We are interested in how people are getting along financially these days.

Would you say that you (and your family living with you) are better or

worse off financially than you were a year ago?

A1a. Is that much better or

somewhat better?

A1b. Is that much worse or
somewhat worse?

A2. This past year, have you (and your family) had to watch your budget

more closely than the year before?

1. YES 5. NO 8. DON’T KNOW

A2a. Is that much more closely or a little more closely?

A3. Do you think that over the last year, (your/your family’s) income has
gone up more than the cost of living, has it fallen behind, or has it

stayed about even with the cost of living?

A3a. Has it gone up a lot more A3b. Has it fallen behind a lot
or a little more? or a little?
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20. BLACKS

A4. Sometimes people think about other groups of people in society when they

think about their own economic well-being, people who are being helped or
hurt by economic conditions. When it comes to economic matters, what

groups of people do you feel close to?

(IF R DOESN”T KNOW WHAT WE MEAN BY “GROUPS”: Seine people have mentioned

farmers, the elderly, teachers, blacks, and union members.

❑ CHECK THIS BOX IF THE DEFINITION OF "GROUPS" WAS READ TO R) ‘

(GROUP NAMES)

A4a . INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

1. R NAMED MORE THAN ONE 5. RNAMED ONLY ONE

GROUP IN A4 GROUP IN A4

When it comes to economic matters, BELOW, CHECK A BOX FOR THE GROUP

what aorta of people do you feel NAMED IN A4 , OR ENTER GROUP IN BOX

30. ELDERLY (SENIOR CITIZENS)

A4b. 40. THE POOR I

closest to? FOR “OTHER."

10. WOMEN

50. MIDDLE CLASS (INCL. UPPER-

A4c.

MIDDLE & LOWER-MIDDLE)

Would you say that over the past year the economic position of GROUP FROM A4b

has gotten better, stayed about the same, or gotten worse?

A4d. Would you say much better A4e. Would you say much worse

or somewhat better? or somewhat worse?

THE ELDERLY (SENIOR CITIZEN)

A4f. Would you say that over the past year the incomes of GROUP FROM A4b have gone

up more than the cost of living, stayed about even, or fallen behind the cost
ofliving? THE MIDDLE CLASS (INCL.

UPPER/LOWER MIDDLE):

A4g. Have they gone upalotor

alittle?

A4h. Have they fallen behind a lot

A5.

3

A4i. Would you say that over the past year GROUP FROM A4b have had a harder time

finding enough work, an easier time, or have things stayed about the same?

A4j. Have they had a much harder A4k. Have they had a much easier
time or a little harder time? time or a little easier time?

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

1. IN A4b OIWf OF TffE mECK

BOXES 1o-5O IS “Xed”

BELOW, CHECK THE BOXES INDICATING

WHETHER THE GROUP WAS OR WAS NO

MENTIONED BY R IN A4b :

WOMEN:
MENTIONED

BLACKS:
MENTIONED NOT MENTIONED

THEPOOR:
MENTIONED

5. IN A4b NONE OF THE CHECK BOXES

“ 10-50 HAS BEEN “Xed”

I

I

A6. What about women? Would you say that over

the past year the economic position of

woman has gotten better, stayed about the

same, or gotten worse?

A7. What about blacks? (Would you say that
over the past year the economic position of

blacks has gotten batter, stayed about the

same, or gotten worse?)

A8. (And what about) the elderly?

A9. (And what about) the poor?

A10. (And what about) the middle class?

oralittle?
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SECTION B

B1 . Some people seem to follow what’s going on in government and public affairs
most of the time, whether there's an election going on or not. Others
aren’t that interested. Would you say you follow what’s going on in
government and public affairs meet of the time, some of the time, only

noW and then, or hardly at all?

B2. Let’s switch to the presidential campaign for a minute. Would you say that

you are very much interested, somewhat interested, or not much interested in

following the presidential campaign in 1984?

B3. Would you say that you personally care a good deal which party wins the

presidential election in the fall of 1984, or that you don't care very much

which party wins?

B4 . Has anyone called you up or come around and talked to you about supporting

a candidate for president?

B4a.Has this this happened in the last week? I

I 1. YES 5. NO I ,,
I I

B5. Has anyone called you up or come around to talk to you about registering

to vote?

1. YES 5. NO

B6. So far this year have you talked to anyone and tried to show them why

they should support one of the candidates for president?

B6a. Have you done this in the last week?

1. YES 5. NO
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SECTION C

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: USE BLUE CARD TO RECORD ANSWERS TO C1

C1. I'm going to read a list with names of possible presidential candidates

in 1984. Many people tell us that they have not heard about some of the

people on this list. As I read each name, please tell me when I come to

a person you have never heard of.

(INTERVIEWER: READ THE LIST SLOWLY TO GIVE R A CHANCE TO RESPOND.

CROSS OUT NAMES R HAS NEVER HEARD OF. )

C2. Now let's talk about your feelings toward the candidates you know something about.

I'll read the name ofa person and I will ask you to rate that person on

a thermometer that runs from 0 degrees to 100 degrees. Ratings between
50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward

that person. Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degrees mean that you don’t
feel too favorable and are cool toward that person. You may use any

number from 0 to 100 to tell me how favorable or unfavorable your feelings

are for each person.

If you recognize the name, but don't feel particularly warm or cold

toward the person, you would rate the person at the 50 degree mark.

Our first person

thermometer?

INTERVIEWER:

PLACE BLUE CARD

WERE, SUCN ‘IMAT

TNE NANZS LINE

UP WITN TNE

I03SPONSE BOKBS ,

ASK ALL NAMES

NOT CROSSED OUT
ON THE BLUE

CARD.

FOR CROSSED OUT
NAMES, ENTER “X”

IN COLUMN 997.;
“R DOESN’T

RECOGNIZE NAME”

is Ronald Reagan. How would you rate him using this

997. 998.
R DOESN’T DON’T KNOW
RECOGNIZE WHERE TO RATE;

RATING NAME CAN’T JUDGE

a. RONALD REAGAN

b. JOHN GLENN

c. TED KENNEDY

d. WALTER MONDALE

e. ALAN CRANSTON

f. JOHN ANDERSON

g. ERNEST HOLLINGS

h. REUBIN ASKEW

i. JESSE JACKSON

j. GEORGE BUSH

~ k.HOWARD BAKER

m. GEORGE MCGOVERN

n . ROBERT DOLE

o . GARY HART
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SECTION D

D1. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling his job

as president?

D1a.Doyouapprove strongly or
notstrongly?

D1b. Do you disapprove strongly or

not strongly?

D2. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling the economy?

D2a. Do you approve strongly or

not strongly?

D2b. Do you disapprove strongly or

not strongly?

TED KENNEDY

D3. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling our

relations with foreign countries?

1. APPROVE 5. DISAPPROVE

D3a. Do you approve strongly or

not strongly?

D3b. Do you disapprove strongly or

not strongly?

SECTION E

E1. Now let’s talk about who is likely to win the Democratic nomination for

President. We will be using a scale which runs from 0 to 100, where

0 represents no chance for the nomination, 50 represents an even chance,

and 100 represent certain

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD --

IS NAME CROSSED OUT?

WALTERMONDALE
YES NO

JESSEJACKSON
NO

GARY
YES

To P.10,

SECTION “F

HART
NO

victory.

E1a.

E1b.

E1c.

E1d.

E1e.

E1f.

Using this 0 to 100 scale, what do you

think Walter Mondale's chances are of

winning the nomination?

(NUMBER)

OMITTED

OMITTED

(Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you

think Jesse Jackson’s chances are of winning

the nomination?

(Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you

think Ted Kennedy’s chances are of winning

the nomination?

—(NUMBER)

(Using this 0 to 100 scale, ) what do you
think Gary Hart’s chances are of winning

the nomination?
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SECTION F

F1. How many days in the past week did you watch national news on T.V.?

F2.

F1a. Mow much attention did you pay to news on T.V. about the campaign

for president -- a great deal, quite a bit, some, very little, or
none ?

How many days in the past week did you read a daily newspaper? GREAT

DEAL

2.CAN'T ANOT8.
SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE ATALLFK

(NUMBER OF DAYS IN WEEK)

TURN TO P. 11,

SECTION G

a.

b.

F2a. Which paper or papers did you read? (GET FULL TITLE AND CITY WHERE

PUBLISHED.) (Any others?)

TITLE CITY WHERE PUBLISHED

F2b. How much attention did you pay to articles in the newspaper about

the campaign for president -- a great deal, quite a bit, some,

very little, or none?

(.

G1.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

SECTION G

Now we'd like to know about your impresions of Ronald Reagan. I am going to

read a list of words and phrases people use to describe political figures.

After each one, I would like you to tell me how much the word or phrase fits

your impression of Ronald Reagan,

The first phrase is “hard-working." How much would you say “hard-working”

fits your impression of Ronald Reagan: a great deal, somewhat, a little,—.
or not at all?

1.
A 3. 4. 5.

HARD-WORKING

decent

compassionate

commands respect

intelligent

moral

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

sets a good example

really cares about

people like you

provides strong

leadership

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.
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G2 . INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

"WALTER MONDALE”
1.

IS NOT CROSSED OUT—

❑ 5. “WALTER MONDALE” IS

CROSSED OUT — tuRN TO
F.13,G6

5."JESSE JACKSON" IS

v
G3. Now about Walter Mondale. Would you say “hard-working” fits your impression

of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

HARD-WORKING

decent

compassionate

comands respect

intelligent

moral

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

sets a good example

really cares about

people like you

provides strong

leadership

G4. OMITTED

G5. OMITTED

1.

A 3. 4. 5.

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT

DEAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

8.

DK—

G6. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“JESSE JACKSON” IS
1“ NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSEDOUT—

1 I

G7. Now about Jesse Jackson. Would you say “hard-working” fit a your impression

of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?—.

a. HARD-WORKING

b. decent

c. compassionate

d. commands respect

e. intelligent

f. moral

g. kind

h. inspiring

i. knowledgeable

j. sets a good example

k. really cares about

people like you

m. provides strong
leadership

●✎

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.

i.

j.

k.

1.
A 3. 4. 5.

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT 8.
DEAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL DK

M.
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intelligent
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kind

inspiring
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sets a good example
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people like you

provides strong

leadership

G4. OMITTED

G5. OMITTED

1.

A 3. 4. 5.

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT

DEAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

8.

DK—

G6. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“JESSE JACKSON” IS
1“ NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSEDOUT—

1 I

G7. Now about Jesse Jackson. Would you say “hard-working” fit a your impression

of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?—.

a. HARD-WORKING

b. decent

c. compassionate

d. commands respect

e. intelligent

f. moral

g. kind

h. inspiring

i. knowledgeable

j. sets a good example

k. really cares about

people like you

m. provides strong
leadership

●✎

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.

i.

j.

k.

1.
A 3. 4. 5.

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT 8.
DEAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL DK

M.
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G8. INTERVIEWERCHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“GARY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT—

5."GARYHART" IS—

CROSSED OUT
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A 3. 4. 5.

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT

DEAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL

8.

DK

SECTION H

H1. Now, let’s talk about the country as a

the past year the nation’s economy has

same, or gotten worse?

whole. Would you say that over

gotten better, stayed about the

H1a. Would you say much better or H1b. Would you say much worse or

somewhat better? somewhat worse?

H2. Would you say that over the past year, people across the country have had

a harder time finding enough work, an easier time, or have things stayed

about the same?

v
H2a. Would you say much harder or H2b. Would you say much easier or

a little harder? a little easier?

H3. During the last year, have the costs of things gone up, gone down, or have

they remained about the same?

H3a. Have they gone up a lot or H3b. Have they gone down a lot or
or a little? or a little?

(<
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SECTION J

H4. During the past year, would you say that the United States’ position in

the world has grown weaker, stayed about the same, or has it grown

stronger?

H5. How worried are you about our country getting into a conventional war

at this time, one in which nuclear weapons arenot used? Are you

very worried, somewhat worried, or not worried at all?

H6. HOW worried areyou about our country getting into a nuclear war at this

time? Are you very worried, somewhat worried, or not worried at all?

3.YES, MODERATE

. .

J1. When it comes to politics, do you usually think of yourself as a liberal,

a conservative, a moderate, or what?

1. YES, LIBERAL J1a. Do you think of yourself as astrong liberal

or a not-very-strong liberal?

TURN TO P. 18, J2

5. YES, CONSERVATIVE Jlb. Do you think of yourself as astrong

conservative or a not-very-strong

conservative?

TuRN TO P. 18, J2

J1c. Do you think of yourself as more like a

7. NO, NEVER liberal or morE like a conservative?

8. DON’T KNOW

I

R HAS ABSOLUTELY NO UNDERSTANDING
O. OF TERMS "LIBERAL" AND"CONSERVATIVE" TURN TO P . 22, SECTION K
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J2, What about Ronald Reagan? Do you usually think of Ronald Reagan as a liberal,

a conservative, a moderate, or what?

NOT CROSSED OUT 5."WALTER MONDALE" IS

1. LIBERAL J2a. Do you think he isa strong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

J5. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTER MONDALE” IS

CROSSED OUT -- TURN TO

P. 20, J7

J6. What about Walter Mondale? Do you usually think of Walter Mondale as a liberal
a conservative, a moderate, or what?

— ●

1.LIBERAL

5. CONSERVATIVE J2b. Do you think he is a strong conservative

or a not-very-strong conservative?

3. MODERATE

J2c. DO you think he is more like a liberal

7. NONE OF THESE or more like a conservative?

I I

J3. OMITTED

J4. OMITTED

TURN TO P. 19, J5

J6a. Do you think he is a strong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

5. CONSERVATIVE —>

TURN TO P. 20, J7

J6b. Do you think he is astrong conservative

or a not-very -strong conservative?

m TO P. 20, J7

J6c. Do you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative?

(
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J7. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“JESSE JACKSON” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT.
6. "JESSE JACKSON" IS

CROSSED OUT —TURN TO

P. 21, J9

v
J8. And what about Jesse Jackson. Do you usually think of Jesse Jackson as a

liberal, a conservative, a moderate, or what?

1. LIBERAL J8a. Do you think he is a strong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal? 1.LIBERAL

anot-very-strong liberal?

5. CONSERVATIVE J8b. DO you think he is a strong conservative
or a not-very -strong conservative?

3.MODERATE
J8c. Do you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative?

TURN TO P. 21, J9

21

J9. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1. “GARY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT—

5."GARYHART" IS—

CROSSED OUT ~TURN TO P. 22,
SECTION K

J10. And what about Gary Hart. Do you usually think of Gary Hart as a

liberal, a conservative, a moderate, or what?

J8e. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

TURN TO P. 22, SECTION K

5. CONSERVATIVE J8b. Do you think he is astrong conservative
or a not-very-strong conservative?

3. MODERATE

J8c. Do you think he is more like a liberal

7. NONE OF THESE or more like a conservative?

8. DON’T KNow I
1. LIBERAL 5. CONSERVATIVE]

1

TURN TO P. 22, SECTION K
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SECTION K 23

K1. We would like to know something about the feelings you have toward
Ronald Reagan. I would like you to tell me whether something about

Ronald Reagan, or something he has done, has made you have certain
feelings like “anger” or “pride.”

First, has Ronald Reagan (because of the kind of person he is, or because

of something he has done) ever made

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud

you feel:

1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER

FELT FELT

K6 . INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“JESSE JACKSON” IS ❑ , 5."JESSE JACKSON” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT – GO TO K8
—

K7. And has Jesse Jackson (because of the kind of person he is, or because of

something he has done) ever made you feel?

1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER

FELT FELT

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud I I J

K2 . OMITTED

K3.

K4.

KS.

OMITTED
K8. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT : REFER TO BLUE CARD:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

❑ 1. "GARY HART" IS

1.“WALTER MONDALE” IS 5. “WALTER MONDALE" IS

❑ 5. "GARY HART" IS

NOT CROSSED OUT

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT -TURN TO P. 24,

CROSSED OUT -T~ii TO P. 23>K6 SECTION J

K9. And has Gary Hart (because of the kind of person he is, or because of

HaS Walter Mondale (because of the kind of person he iS, or because of something he has done) ever made you feel:

something he has done) ever made you feel:

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER
FELT FELT

d. proud I I I

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER
FELT FELT

c. afraid of him I I I
d. proud
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NoW

L1 .

SECTION L

let’s move to a different set of questions.

Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican,
a Democrat, an independent, or what?

L1a. Would you call your- L1b. Would you call your- L1c. Do you think of

self astrong self astrong yourself as closer

Republican or a not Democrat or a not to the Republican

very strong Republi- very strong Democrat? Party or to the

can? Democratic Party?

L2. Who is your first choice for the Democratic nomination for president in 1984?

8. DON’T KNOW/CAN’TANSWER

TURNTO P. 25, SECTION M

L2a. Suppose, for one reason or another, (he/she) is not chosen as the

Democratic candidate. Who would be your second choice for the

Democratic nomination?

(NAME)

M0.

M1.

SECTION M

Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald

balancing of the national budget?

Reagan is handling the

M0a. Do you approve strongly or M0b. Do you disapprove strongly or

not strongly? not strongly?

The next few questions are about government spending and government services.

Some people think the government should provide fewer services, even in areas

such as health and education, in order to reduce spending. Other people feel

it is important for the government to provide more services even if it means

an increase in spending.

Do you have an opinion on this topic or haven’t you thought much about it?

M1a. (Do you think the government should reduce spending, provide more services,

or is you position somewhere in between?)

S. D’

CO TO

M1d

M1b. Would you prefer a moderate M1c. Would you prefer a moderate

reduction in spending and increase in spending and

services, or a large services, or a large

reduction? increase?

M1d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan think the government should reduce

spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere in between?

M1e. Do you think he would prefer M1f. Do you think he would prefer

a moderate reduction in a moderate increase in

spending and services, or a spending and services, or a
large reduction? large increase?
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M1g . INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTERMONDALE” IS ❑ 5."WALTER MONDALE” IS
IS CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT — GO TO M1p

M1h. In you opinion, does Walter Mondale think the government should

reduce spending, provide more services , or is his position somewhere
in between?

M1k.

M1p.

M1i. Do you think he would prefer

a moderate reduction in

spending and services, or a

large reduction?

- M1o OMITTED

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

M1j. Do you think he would prefer

a moderate increase in

spending and services, or a

large increase?

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1. “GARY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT
❑ 5. "GARY HART" IS

CROSSED OUT -TURN TO P. 27, M2

M1q. In your opinion, does Gary Hart think the government should reduce

spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere in

between?

M1r. Do you think he would prefer M1s. Do you think he would prefer
a moderate reduction in a moderate increase in
spending and services, or a spending and services, or a
large reduction? large increase?

N2.

M3.

Some people feel that the government in Washington should make every effort

to improve the social and economic position of blacks and other minority

groups. Others feel that the government should not make any special effort
to help minorities because they should help themselves,

Do you have an opinion on this issue, or haven't you thought much about this?

M2a. (Do YOU feel the government should help improve the position of

minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is your

position somewhere in between?)

M2b. Should the government help M2c. Should the government leave

minorities to a great minorities alone to help

extent or only to some themselves to a great

extent? extent or only to some

extent?

Some people think that the United States should become more involved in the

internal affairs of Central American countries. Others believe that the U.S.

should become less involved in this area. Do you have an opinion on this,

or haven’t you thought much about it?

M3a. (Do you feel that the U.S. should become less involved in Central America,

become more involved in this area

between?)

, or is your position somewhere in

,

M3b. Do you think the U.S. should M3c. Do you think the U.S. should

increase its involvement to a decrease its involvement to a
great extent or only to come great extent or only to some

extent? extent ?
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M3d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewhere in between?

—.

M3e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the U.S. M3f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to to a great extent or only to

some extent ? some extent ?

M3g . INTERVIEWER ‘S CHECKPOINT:
REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“WALTER MONDALE” IS ❑ , 5."WALTER MONDALE” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT —> GO TO M3k

M3h. In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewhere in between?

1. MORE INVOLVED
1

M3i. Ones Walter Mondale feel the U.S. M3j. Does Walter Mondale feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement should decrease its involvement

M3k. INTERVIEWER'S CHECKPOINT:
REFER TO BLUE CARD:

I
1."GARY HART" IS

NOT CROSSED OUT

5."GARY HART" IS
CROSSED OUT

M3m. In your opinion, does Gar y Hart feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewhere in between?

M3n. Does Gary Hart feel the U.S.
should increase its involvement

to a great extent or only to
some extent?

M3o. Does Gary Hart feel the U.S.

should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to
some extent?

—

M4. OMITTED.

M5. OMITTED.

M6. Some people believe that we should spend less money for defense. Others feel

that defense spending should be increased. Do you have an opinion on this

issue, or haven't you thought much about this?

1. YES, NAVE AN OPINION 5. NO, HAVEN ‘ T THOUGHT

29

1

M6a. (Do you feel the government should decrease defense spending, increase defense

spending, or is the government spending about the right amount?)

M6b. Should the government reduce
defense spending a lot or a
little?

M6C. Should the government increase
defense spending a lot or a

little?

M6d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the government

in spending about the right amount? I

M6e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the M6f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the

government should reduce government should increase

defense spending a lot or a defense spending a lot or a

little? little?
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M3d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewhere in between?

—.

M3e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the U.S. M3f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to to a great extent or only to

some extent ? some extent ?

M3g . INTERVIEWER ‘S CHECKPOINT:
REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“WALTER MONDALE” IS ❑ , 5."WALTER MONDALE” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT —> GO TO M3k

M3h. In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewhere in between?

1. MORE INVOLVED
1

M3i. Ones Walter Mondale feel the U.S. M3j. Does Walter Mondale feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement should decrease its involvement

M3k. INTERVIEWER'S CHECKPOINT:
REFER TO BLUE CARD:

I
1."GARY HART" IS

NOT CROSSED OUT

5."GARY HART" IS
CROSSED OUT

M3m. In your opinion, does Gar y Hart feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewhere in between?

M3n. Does Gary Hart feel the U.S.
should increase its involvement

to a great extent or only to
some extent?

M3o. Does Gary Hart feel the U.S.

should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to
some extent?

—

M4. OMITTED.

M5. OMITTED.

M6. Some people believe that we should spend less money for defense. Others feel

that defense spending should be increased. Do you have an opinion on this

issue, or haven't you thought much about this?

1. YES, NAVE AN OPINION 5. NO, HAVEN ‘ T THOUGHT

29

1

M6a. (Do you feel the government should decrease defense spending, increase defense

spending, or is the government spending about the right amount?)

M6b. Should the government reduce
defense spending a lot or a
little?

M6C. Should the government increase
defense spending a lot or a

little?

M6d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the government

in spending about the right amount? I

M6e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the M6f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the

government should reduce government should increase

defense spending a lot or a defense spending a lot or a

little? little?
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M6g. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

M6h.

m6k

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTER MONDALE” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT
❑ 5."WALTER MONDALE" IS

CROSSED OUT TO M6P

In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the govern-

ment is spending about the right amount?

GO TO M6p

M6i. Does Walter Mondale feel the

government should reduce

- M6o. OMITTED

M6p. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

N6j. Does Walter Mondale feel the

government should increase

defense spending a lot or a

little?

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“GARY HART” IS ❑ ,. 5.“GARYHART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT =TURN TO P. 31, M7

M6q. In your opinion does Gary Hart feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the

government is spending about the right amount?

.,
IM6r. Does Gary Hart feel M6s. Does Gary Hart feel the

government should reduce government should increase I
defense spending a lot or defense spending alot or

a little? a little? I
some extent?

only tosome extent?

(,

M7.

M8.

(.

If you had a say in making up the federal budget this year, which programs

would you like to see increased and which reduced? Should federal spending

on improving and protecting the environment be increased, decreased, - or -
kept about the seine?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

IMPROVING AND PROTECTING THE

ENVIRONMENT

Dealing with crime

Public schools

Social Security

Food stamps

Medicare

Government jobs for the

unemployed

Science and technology

1. 3. 5. DON’T

INCREASED SAME DECREASED KNOW

Sores people feel that the government in Washington should make every effort

to improve the social and economic position of women. Others feel that the

government should not make any special effort to help women because they

should help themselves. Do you have an opinion on this issue, or haven’ t

you thought much about it?

I

M8a. (Do you feel that the government should help improve the position of

women, that women should help themselves, or is your position some-

where in between?)

M8b. Should the government help women M8c. Should the government leave
to a great extent or only to women alone to help them-

selves to a great extent or
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M6g. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

M6h.

m6k

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTER MONDALE” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT
❑ 5."WALTER MONDALE" IS

CROSSED OUT TO M6P
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defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the govern-

ment is spending about the right amount?
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- M6o. OMITTED
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to improve the social and economic position of women. Others feel that the

government should not make any special effort to help women because they

should help themselves. Do you have an opinion on this issue, or haven’ t

you thought much about it?

I

M8a. (Do you feel that the government should help improve the position of

women, that women should help themselves, or is your position some-

where in between?)

M8b. Should the government help women M8c. Should the government leave
to a great extent or only to women alone to help them-

selves to a great extent or
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M8d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that the government should help

improve the position of women, that women should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

M8e. Does Ronald Reagan feel that M8f. Does Ronald Reagan feel that

the government should help the government should leave

women to a great extent women alone to help themselves

or only to some extent? to a great extent or only to

some extent ?

M8g. INTERVIEWER ‘S CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“WALTER MONDALE” IS
1.

❑ , 5."WALTER MONDALE” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT ~ GO TO M8k
—

M8h.

M8k.

In your opinion does Walter Mondale feel that the government should help

improve the position of women, that women should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

M8i. Does Walter Mondale feel that

the government should help
women to a great extent

or only to some extent?

M8j. Does Walter Mondale feel that

the government should leave
women alone to help themselves
toagreat extent oronly to
some extent?

1."GARY HART" IS
NOT CROSSED OUT

INTERVIEWER’S CHECKPOINT:
REFER TO BLUE CARD:

5."GARY HART" IS
CROSSED OUT

M8m. In youropinion does Gary Hart feel that the government should help

improve the position of women, that women should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

M8n. Does Gary Hart feel that M8o. Does Gary Hart feel that the

government should help government should leave women

women to a great extent or alone to help themselves to a

only to some extent? great extent or only toasome

extent?

33
M9. Some people feel it is important for us to try to cooperate more with Russia,

while others believe we should be much tougher in our dealings with Russia.

Do you have an opinion on this, or haven’t you thought much about it?

1. YES, HAVE OPINION 5. NO, HAVEN’T THOUGHT 8. DON’T KNOW

TURN TO P. 35, SECTION N

M9a. (Do you feel that we should try to cooperate more with Russia, get

tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is you opinion somewhere

in between?)

1. COOPERATE 3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 5. GET TOGETHER 8. DK

GO TO M9d GO TO M9d

M9b. Should we try to cooperate

a lot more or somewhat more?
M9c. Should we get a lot tougher,

or only somewhat tougher?

M9d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that we should try to cooper-

ate more with Russia, get tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is

his opinion somewhere in between?

V
M9e. Does Ronald Reagan feel we

should try to cooperate

a lot more or somewhat more?

P. 34, M9g

M9f. Dues Ronald Reagan feel we

should get a lot tougher, or

only somewhat tougher?
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M8d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that the government should help

improve the position of women, that women should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

M8e. Does Ronald Reagan feel that M8f. Does Ronald Reagan feel that

the government should help the government should leave

women to a great extent women alone to help themselves

or only to some extent? to a great extent or only to

some extent ?

M8g. INTERVIEWER ‘S CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“WALTER MONDALE” IS
1.

❑ , 5."WALTER MONDALE” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT ~ GO TO M8k
—

M8h.

M8k.

In your opinion does Walter Mondale feel that the government should help

improve the position of women, that women should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

M8i. Does Walter Mondale feel that

the government should help
women to a great extent

or only to some extent?

M8j. Does Walter Mondale feel that

the government should leave
women alone to help themselves
toagreat extent oronly to
some extent?

1."GARY HART" IS
NOT CROSSED OUT

INTERVIEWER’S CHECKPOINT:
REFER TO BLUE CARD:

5."GARY HART" IS
CROSSED OUT

M8m. In youropinion does Gary Hart feel that the government should help

improve the position of women, that women should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

M8n. Does Gary Hart feel that M8o. Does Gary Hart feel that the

government should help government should leave women

women to a great extent or alone to help themselves to a

only to some extent? great extent or only toasome

extent?

33
M9. Some people feel it is important for us to try to cooperate more with Russia,

while others believe we should be much tougher in our dealings with Russia.

Do you have an opinion on this, or haven’t you thought much about it?

1. YES, HAVE OPINION 5. NO, HAVEN’T THOUGHT 8. DON’T KNOW

TURN TO P. 35, SECTION N

M9a. (Do you feel that we should try to cooperate more with Russia, get

tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is you opinion somewhere

in between?)

1. COOPERATE 3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 5. GET TOGETHER 8. DK

GO TO M9d GO TO M9d

M9b. Should we try to cooperate

a lot more or somewhat more?
M9c. Should we get a lot tougher,

or only somewhat tougher?

M9d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that we should try to cooper-

ate more with Russia, get tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is

his opinion somewhere in between?

V
M9e. Does Ronald Reagan feel we

should try to cooperate

a lot more or somewhat more?

P. 34, M9g

M9f. Dues Ronald Reagan feel we

should get a lot tougher, or

only somewhat tougher?
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M9g . INTERVIEWER ‘S CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“WALTER MONDALE” IS
1.

NOT CORSSED OUT
❑ , 5.“WALTER MONDALE" IS

CROSSED OUT -- TO M9k

M9h. In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel that we should try to cooperate

more with Russia, get tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is his (NUMBER)
opinion somewhere in between?

M9i. Does Walter Mondale feel we M9i. Does Walter Mondale feel we
should try to cooperate a lot should get a lot tougher,

more or somewhat more? or only somewhat tougher?

M9k. INTERVIEWER’ S CHECKPOINT :

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1. "GARY HART" IS

NOTCROSSED OUT

5."GARYHART" IS

CROSSED OUT =TUrN TO P. 35,

SECTION N

M9m. In your opinion does Gar y Hart feel that we Should try to cooperate

more with Russia, get tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is his

opinion somewhere in between?

1. COOPERATE 3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 5. GET TOUGHER 8. DK

TURN TO P. 35, SECTION N TURN TO P.35,

SECTION N

moreorsomewhat more?

M9n. Does Gary Hart feel we

should try to cooperate alot

M9o. Does Gary Hart feel we

should get a lot tougher,

or only somewhat tougher?

N1.

SECTION N 35
Now we’d like you to tell us about some of the candidate’s chances of

winning the presidency in 1984.

As before, we will use a scale that runs from 0 to 100, where 0 represents

no chance of winning the presidency, 50 represents an even chance, and 100

represents certain victory.

First, what if Ronald Reagan is nominated by the Republicans. What

would he have of winning the 1984 Presidential election?

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD --

IS NAME CROSSED OUT?

WALTERMONDALE
YES NO

JESSEJACKSON
YES NO

TEDKENNEDY
YES NO

GARYHART
YES NO

TURN TO P.37,

SECTION Y

N1a.

N1b.

N1c.

N1d.

N1e.

N1f.

chance

What if Walter Mondale is nominated by Democrats.

what chance would he have of winning the 1984
Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

OMITTED

OMITTED

(What if Jesse Jackson is nominated by Democrats.)

What chance would Jesse Jackson have of winning

the 1984 Presidential election against Ronald

Reagan?

—(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

(What if Ted Kennedy is nominated by Democrats.)

What chance would Ted Kennedy have of winning the

1984 Presidential elect ion against Ronald Reagan?

—(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

(What If Gary Hart is nominated by Democrats.)

What chance would Gary Hart have of winning the

1984 Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

—(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

(.
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M9g . INTERVIEWER ‘S CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“WALTER MONDALE” IS
1.

NOT CORSSED OUT
❑ , 5.“WALTER MONDALE" IS

CROSSED OUT -- TO M9k

M9h. In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel that we should try to cooperate

more with Russia, get tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is his (NUMBER)
opinion somewhere in between?

M9i. Does Walter Mondale feel we M9i. Does Walter Mondale feel we
should try to cooperate a lot should get a lot tougher,

more or somewhat more? or only somewhat tougher?

M9k. INTERVIEWER’ S CHECKPOINT :

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1. "GARY HART" IS

NOTCROSSED OUT

5."GARYHART" IS

CROSSED OUT =TUrN TO P. 35,

SECTION N

M9m. In your opinion does Gar y Hart feel that we Should try to cooperate

more with Russia, get tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is his

opinion somewhere in between?

1. COOPERATE 3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 5. GET TOUGHER 8. DK

TURN TO P. 35, SECTION N TURN TO P.35,

SECTION N

moreorsomewhat more?

M9n. Does Gary Hart feel we

should try to cooperate alot

M9o. Does Gary Hart feel we

should get a lot tougher,

or only somewhat tougher?

N1.

SECTION N 35
Now we’d like you to tell us about some of the candidate’s chances of

winning the presidency in 1984.

As before, we will use a scale that runs from 0 to 100, where 0 represents

no chance of winning the presidency, 50 represents an even chance, and 100

represents certain victory.

First, what if Ronald Reagan is nominated by the Republicans. What

would he have of winning the 1984 Presidential election?

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD --

IS NAME CROSSED OUT?

WALTERMONDALE
YES NO

JESSEJACKSON
YES NO

TEDKENNEDY
YES NO

GARYHART
YES NO

TURN TO P.37,

SECTION Y

N1a.

N1b.

N1c.

N1d.

N1e.

N1f.

chance

What if Walter Mondale is nominated by Democrats.

what chance would he have of winning the 1984
Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

OMITTED

OMITTED

(What if Jesse Jackson is nominated by Democrats.)

What chance would Jesse Jackson have of winning

the 1984 Presidential election against Ronald

Reagan?

—(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

(What if Ted Kennedy is nominated by Democrats.)

What chance would Ted Kennedy have of winning the

1984 Presidential elect ion against Ronald Reagan?

—(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

(What If Gary Hart is nominated by Democrats.)

What chance would Gary Hart have of winning the

1984 Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

—(NUMBER)
998. DON'T KNOW

(.
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Now for a few questions

Y1. As far as you know,

SECTION Y

37
about you.

are you currently registered to vote?

1.YES5.NO 6.NOTREQUIRED TO

REGISTER IN STATE

GO TO Y2

8.DON'T KNOW9.REFUSED

Y1a. Are you registered as a Republican, a Democrat, an independent,

or something else?

R VOLUNTEERS:

1.DEMOCRAT 5. NOT REQUIRED TO DECLARE

PARTY TO REGISTER

3.REPUBLICAN

2.INDEPENDENT
6. NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER

8.DON'T KNOW

7."IAMNOTREGISTERED"

4.OTHER PARTY, SPECIFY:t

Y2. What is the month, day, and year of your birth?

(MONTH) (DAY) (YEAR)

1.MARRIED OR
LIVING WITH
SPOUSE (OR
SPOUSE IN
SERVICE)

Y3. Are you married now and living with your (husband/wife) -- or are you widowed,

divorced, separated, or have you never been married?

5.WIDOWED 3.DIVORCED 4.SEPARATED 2.NEVER MARRIED 7.PARTNERS;
NOTMARRIED

Y4. What is the highest grade of school or year of college you have completed?

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16+

,
TURN TO

P.38,Y5

Y4a. Did you get a high school diploma or pass a

high school equivalency test?

1. YES 5. NO

TURN TO P. 38, Y5

Y4b. Did you gradu-

ate from a

four-year

college or

university?

TURN TO P. 38, Y5
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Now for a few questions

Y1. As far as you know,

SECTION Y

37
about you.

are you currently registered to vote?

1.YES5.NO 6.NOTREQUIRED TO

REGISTER IN STATE
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8.DON'T KNOW9.REFUSED
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divorced, separated, or have you never been married?

5.WIDOWED 3.DIVORCED 4.SEPARATED 2.NEVER MARRIED 7.PARTNERS;
NOTMARRIED

Y4. What is the highest grade of school or year of college you have completed?

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16+
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TURN TO

P.38,Y5

Y4a. Did you get a high school diploma or pass a

high school equivalency test?

1. YES 5. NO

TURN TO P. 38, Y5

Y4b. Did you gradu-

ate from a

four-year

college or

university?

TURN TO P. 38, Y5
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Y5. We’d like to know ifyou are working now, or are you unemployed, retired,

39

(a housewife), (a student), or what? (RESPONSES APPEAR ON PAGES 38 AND 39) 6.PERMANENTLY
DISABLED

1.WORKING
NOW

2.TEMPORARILY
LAIDOFF

7.HOUSEWIFE

8.STUDENT

5.RETIRED

Y5a. What is your main occupation? (What sort of work do you do?)

(IF NOT CLEAR: Tell me a little more about what you do. )

I

Y5b. What kind of (business/industry) is that?

Y6. How worried are you about losing your job in the near future:

a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

Y7. Were you out of work or laid off at any time during the last

six months?

Y8. Have you had to reduce your work hours or take a cut in pay

at any time during the last six months?

TURN TO P. 40, Y14

Y9. Haveyou had a job in the past six months?

Y9a. About how many hours did you work on your job in the

average week? I

Y10. Are you looking for work at the present time?

Y11. How worried are you about not being able to find i
work in the near future: a lot, somewhat, or not

much at all?

TURN TO P. 40, Y14

Y12. Are you doing any work for pay at the present time?

Y13. Are you looking for work at the present time?

1. YES 5. NO

I Y13a. How worried are you about not being able to

find a job in the near future; a lot, some-

what, or not much at all?

1, I

TURN TO P. 40, Y14

4.UNEMPLOYED
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4.UNEMPLOYED
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Y14. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

1. R ONLY ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD OR LIVES ALONE ~TURN TO P. 42, Y23

5. R LIVES WITH OTHER ADULTS IN HOUSEHOLD

Y14a. 1. R MARRIED & LIVING WITH SPOUSE ❑ 2. ALL OTHERS

GO TO Y15. ASK Y15-Y22b ABOUT R’s SPOUSE

Y14b. We'd like to talk about the person in

your household who provides the major

share of financial support -- the main

breadwinner. Who is this person? (What
is his/her relationship to you?)

RELATIONSHIP TO R RESPONDENT

GO TO Y15. ASK Y15-Y22b

ABOUT PERSON NAMED IN Y14b

IN Y14b). IsY15. We'd like to know about (your husband/ your wife/ PERSON NAMED

(he/she) working now, unemployed, retired, (a housewife), (a student), or what?

(RESPONSES APPEAR ON PAGES 40AND 41. )

1.WORKING
NOW

2.TEMPORARILY
LAIDOFF

Y16. What is (his/her) main occupation? (What sort of work does

(he/she) do?) (IF NOT CLEAR: Tell me a little more about

what (he /she) does. )

Y16a. What kind of (business /industry) is that?

Y17. How worried is (he/she) about losing (his/her) job in the

near future: a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

Y18. Was (he/she) out of work or laid off at any time during

the last six months ?

Y19. Has (he/she) had to reduce (his/her) hours or take a cut

in pay et any time during the last six months?

TURN TO P. 42, Y23

4.UNEMPLOYED

5.RETIRED

41

Y20. Has (he/she) had a job in the past six months?

Y20a. About how many hours did (he/she) work on (his/her)
job in the average week?

Y21. Is (he/she) looking for work at the present time?

Y21a. How worried is (he/she) about not being able to
find work in the near future: a lot, somewhat,

or not much at all?

TURN TO P. 42, Y23

6.PERMANENTLY

DISASLED
TURN TO P. 42, Y23

7. HOUSEWIFE Y22. Is (he/she) doing any work for pay at the present

time?

8. STUDENT
1. YES 5. NO

GO BACK TO Y16,

“WORKING NOW”

Y22a. Is (he/she) looking for work at the present time?

I
Y22b. How worried is (he/she) about not being

able to find a job in the near future:

a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

TURN TO P. 42, Y23
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Y23. Does anyone in this household belong to a labor union?

1. YES 5. NO

GO TO Y24

Y23a. Who is it that belongs? (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLICABLE)

1.RESPONDENT
3. OTHER FAMILY MEMBER

2. RESPONDENT’ S SPOUSE
4.SOMEONE ELSE

Y24. We would like to know the general range of your family income, that is

the family living with you, for 1983 before taxes. This figure should
include salaries, wages, pensions, dividends, interest, and all other

income. Was it under $20,000 or over $20,000?

(IF UNCERTAIN: What do you think it was?)

P.43, Y25

Y24a. Was it under $10,000 or over

$10,000?

TURN TO P. 43, Y25

Y24b. Was it under $30,000 or over $30,000?

P.43,Y25

Y24c. Was it under $40,000 or over $40,000?

TURN TO P. 43, Y25

Y25. Is your religious preference Protestant, Roman Catholic, Jewish, or

something else?

I
I

Y25a. What church or denomination is that?

Y25b. (IF BAPTIST:) is that Southern Baptist or something else?

Y26.

Y27.

(IF ANY RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE)Would you say you go to (church/synagogue)

every week, almost every week, once or twice a month, a few times a year,

or never?

HOW long have you lived in your city or town? (IF NECESSARY: How long
have you lived in your county?)

---

MONTHS IF LESS
YEARS OR THAN TWO YEARS

Y28. HOW long have you lived at your present address?

90.ALLOFLIFE —
YEARS

MONTHS IF LESS
OR THAN TWO YEARS
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Y29.

Y30.

Would you mind telling me your race? Are you white, black, American

Indian or Alaskan native, Asian or Pacific Islander?

And is your ethnic origin Hispanic, that is, are you Mexican-American

or Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or some other Hispanic origin?

Y31. How many telephones, counting extensions, do you have in your home?

1. ONE

GO TO Y32

Y31a. Do (both/all) telephones have the same number?

1. YES 5. NO 8. DON’T KNOW 9. REFUSED

GO TO Y32
GO TO Y32

Y31b. How many different numbers are there?

NUMBER OF DIFFERENT
. TELEPHONE NuMBERS 8. DONtT KNOW 9. REFUSED

Y31c. Are any of the numbers

Y31d. Now many are used only

I

for business use only?

for business?

Y32.INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

Time Now:
Date:

TURNTO P. 4 OF COVERSHEET

SECTION Z

Z1. SEX OF RESPONDENT:

Z2. IN A4 ON PAGE 2, THE CHECKBOX, INDICATING THAT THE DEFINITION OF “GROUPS”

WAS READ, IS "Xed”:

Z3. INTERVIEWER’S THuMBNAIL SKETCH:

45

1.MALE 2.FEMALE
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A1a. Is that much better or
somewhat better?

A1b. Is that much worse or
somewhat worse?

,.
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ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 48106

1. Telephone interviewer’s number:

2. Control ID number (5-digit number from label on cover sheet):

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Respondent’s area cOde (from label On cOver sheet):

Sample assigned week (from label on cover sheet):

Date interview completed:

Time interview began:
m“

m

m

—m

ANN ARBOR TIME

R’s LOCAL TIMe

Length of interview: (MINUTES)

8. Time at beginning of edit:

9. Time at end of edit:

10. Total time to edit: (MINUTES)

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT MUST BE READ TO ALL RESPONDENTS:

1This interview is completely voluntary--if we should come
to any question which you don’t want to answer, just let
me know and we’ll go on to the next question. I

TO BE COMPLETED IN CODING:

11a/b. Date interview started: (Month/DaY)

12. Week interview started:

13. Week interview completed:

14. ICPSR state code/ FIPS state code:

( (

Time Now:

SECTION A Date:

In this interview we will be talking about many different topics of interest.

Here is our first question:

Al. We are interested in how people are Getting alonG financially these days.
Would you say that you (and your family living with you) are better or

worse off financially than you were a year ago?

1. BETTER
same

T

worse don't know
GO TO A2

[

A

A2. This past year, have you (and your family) had to watch your budget

more closely than the year before?

1. YES 5. NO 8. DON’T KNOW

1I
GO TO A3

A2a. Is that much more closely or a little more closely?

A3. On you think that over the last year, (your/your family’s) income has

gone up more than the cost of living, has it fallen behind, or has it

stayed about even with the coat of living?

~. FALLEN

BEHIND

TORN Ill P. 2, A4 TURN To P. 2,

1
A3a. Has it gone up a lot more A3b. Has it fallen behind a lot

or a little more? or a little?

A4
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A4 .

A4a.

A4c.

Sometimes people think about other groups of people in society when they

think about their own ecOnomic well-being, people who are being helped or

hurt by economic conditions. When it comes to economic matters, what

groups of people do you feel close to?

(IF R DOESN'T KNOW whAT WE MEAN BY “GROUPS”: Some people have mentioned

farmers, the elderly, teachers, blacks, and union members.

❑ CHECK THIS BOX IF THE DEFINITION OF “GROUPS” WAS READ TO R)

(GROUP NAMES)

-

A4j. Have they had amuch harder
time oralittle harder time?

t

1
RN TOP 3, .4

(ASK A6 - “A1O)

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

~ R NAMED MORE THAN ONE ~ R NAMED ONLY ONE
“ GROUP IN A4 “ GROUP IN A4

T i

When it comes to economic matters, BELOW, CHECK A BOX FOR THE GROUP

what sorts of people do you feel NAMED IN A4 , OR ENTER GROUP IN BOX

cloSESt to? FOR “OTHER. “

10. wOMEN

I 20. BLACKS

I 30. ELDERLY (SENIOR CITIZENS)

A4b. 40. THE POOR

50. MIDDLE CLAss (INCL. UFPER-+In

MIDDLE & LOWER-MIDDLE

Would you say that over the peat year the economic poSItion of GROUP FROM A4b

has gotten better, stayed about the same or gotten worse?
—-—

5. GOTTEN WORSE
D

8. DK

GO TO A4f GO TO A4f

A4d. Would you say much better A4e. Would you say much worse

or somewhat better? or somewhat better? I

I I

A4f. Would you say that over the past year the incomes of GROUP FROM A4b have gone

up more than the coat of living, stayed about even, or fallen behind the cost

of living?

A4g. Have they gone up a lot or A4h. Have they fallen behind alot

a little? or a little?

3’

A4i. Would you say that over the past year GROUP FROM A4b have had aharder time

finding enough work, an easier time, or have things stayed about the same?

AS

A4k. Have they had a much easier

time or a little easier time? I
4. A LITTLE EASIER

I

[INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

~ IN A4b ONE OF THE CHECK

“ BOXES 10-50 IS “Xed” ~
s IN A4b NONE OF THE ChECK BOXES

“ 10-50 HAS BEEN “Xed”

BELOW , CHECK THE BOXES INDICATe

WHETHER THE GROUP WAS OR WAS NO

MENTIONED BY R IN A4b:

WOMEN:

MENTIONED NOTMENTIONED~

BLACKS:

F

MENTIONED NOT MENTIONED~

THE ELDERLY (SENIOR CITIZENS)

1=1 ~
THEPOOR:

@
MENTIONED NOT MENTIONED

THE MIDDLE CLASS (INCL.
upper/LOWER MIDDLE):..

mENTIONED NOT MENTIONED

TUSN TO P.4,

AECTIO NB —.-

A6. What about women? Would you say that over

the paSt yEar the economic position of

women haS gotten better, stayed about the

same, or gotten worse?

EBHn

A7. What about blacks? (Would you Say that

over the paSt year thE economic position of

blacks has gotten better, stayed about the

same, or gotten worse?)

BE-n

A8. (And what about) the elderly?

-B-=

A9. (And what about) the poor?

~TW_pl

A10. (And what about) the middle class?

mFl=~l
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4

B2.

B3.

B4.

SECTION B

B1 . Some people seem to follow what’s going on in Government and public affairs

most of the time, whether there’s an election going on or not. Others
aren't that intereSted. Would you say you follow what’s going on in
government and public affairs most of the time, some of the time, only

now and then, or hardly at all?

Let’s switch to the presidential campaign for a minute. Would you say that

you are very much interested, somewhat interested, or not much Interested in

following the presidential campaign in 1984?

1. VERY mUCH INTERESTED 3. SOMEWhAT INTERESTED 5. NOT MUCH INTERESTED

Would you say that you personally care a good deal which party wins the

presidential election in the fAll of 1984, or that you don't care very much

which party wins?

~1
3. DON’T CARS VERY MUCH

1-

Has anyone called You up or come around and talked to You about supporting

a candidate for president?
. .

1. YES
n

5. NO

00 TO B5

B4a. Has this happened in the last week?

o
1. YES

u
5. NO

B5 . Has anyone called you up or come around to talk to you about registering

to vote?

(

B6 .

(

So far this year have you talked to anyone and tried to show them why

they should support one of the candidates for president?

1, YES

~
B6a. Have you done this in the last week?

u
1. YES

m
5. NO

B7. As far as you know, are you now registered so that you can vote in the

election for president this year?

B8. So far as you know now, do you expect to vote in the presidential election

this November, or not?

~

J -P
E w

1
B8a. Are you pretty certain you will B8b. Are you pretty certain you won’t

vote, or not certain? vote, or not certain?

1. CERTAIN I 2. NOT CERTAIN [ [=] I 5. CERTAIN I I 4. NOT CERTAIN [ 1-

b8c. If the presidential election were B8d. If you were going to vote, and the

being held today, would you vote presidential election were being

for Walter Mondale, the Democratic held today, would you vote for

candidate, or for Ronald Reagan, Walter Mondale, the Democratic

the Republican candidate? candidate, or for Ronald Reagan,

the Republican candidate?

R’ S CHOICE: R VOLUNTEERS:

01. WALTER MONDALE 95. WOULDN'T VOTE AT ALL

20. RONALD REAGAN 96. NEITHER OF THESE CANDIDATES

“ (NO MENTION OF ANOTHER CAND.)

SOMEONE ELSE , SPECIFY:
95. DON’T knOW/CAN’T ANSWER

\

v

TURN TO P.6,

SECTION C

B8e. Would YOU SaY that your preference fOr this candidate iS strong or not

strong?
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R’ S CHOICE: R VOLUNTEERS:

01. WALTER MONDALE 95. WOULDN'T VOTE AT ALL

20. RONALD REAGAN 96. NEITHER OF THESE CANDIDATES

“ (NO MENTION OF ANOTHER CAND.)

SOMEONE ELSE , SPECIFY:
95. DON’T knOW/CAN’T ANSWER

\

v

TURN TO P.6,

SECTION C

B8e. Would YOU SaY that your preference fOr this candidate iS strong or not

strong?
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SECTION C

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: USE BLUE CARD TO RECORD ANSWERS TO C1

C. I'm going to read a list with names of possible presidential candidates
in 1984. Many people tell us that they have not heard about some of the
people on this list. As I read each name, please tell me when I come to
a person you have never heard of.

(INTERVIEWER: READ THE LIST SLOWLY, TO GIVE R A CHANCE TO RESPOND,

CROSS OUT NAMES R HAS NEVER HEARD OF. )

INTERVIEWER : AFTER THE INTERVIEW IS COMPLETED, ATTACH

BLUE CARD TO THIS PAGE

7

C2. NoW let’s talk about your feelings toward the candidates you know something about.

I'11 read the name of a person and I will ask you to rate that person on
a thermometer that runs from 0 degrees to 100 degrees. Ratings between
50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward
that person. Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degrees mean that you don't
feel too favorable and are cool toward that person. You may use any
number from 0 to 100 to tell me how favorable or unfavorable your feelings
are for each person.

If you recognize the name, but don't feel particularly warm or cold
toward the person, you would rate the person at the 50 degree mark.

Our first person is Ronald Reagan. Now would you rate him using this
thermometer?

997. 998.
R DOESN'T DON‘T KNOW
RECOGNIZE WHERE TO RATE;

RATING NAME CAN'T JUDGE
, 1 I

a . RONALDREAGAN
INTERVIEWER:

b. JOHN GLENN
PLACE BLUE CARD
HERE, SUCH THAT c . TED KENNEDY
THE NAMES LINE ,
UP WITH THE d. WALTER MONDALE
RESPONSE BOXES.

f. JOHN ANDERSON
ASK ALL NAMES
NOT CORRSED OUT
ON THE BLUE

g. ERNEST HOLLINGS

CARD. i. JESSE JACKSON

FOR CROSSED OUT j . GEORGE BUSH
NAMES, ENTER “X"
IN COLUMN997, k. HOWARDBAKER
“R DOESN'T
RECOGNIZE NAMES”. m. GOERGE MCGOVERN

o. GARY HART

r . LLOYD BENTSEN

s. DALE BUMPERS

t . MARIO CUOMO
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SECTION D

D1. Do you Approve or disapprove of the way Ronald ReaGan is handling his job

as president?

1. APPROVE 5. DISAPPROVE

i

-
GO TO D2

ID1a. DO you approve strongLY or ID1b. Do you disapprove strongly or

not strongly? NOT strongly? I

D2. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling the economy?

ID2a.DO you approve strongly or

I

D2b. DO you diSApprove strongly or

not Strongly? not strongly?

D3. DO you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling our

RElations wit h foreign countrieS?

w 1 “.,”. . . . . .

D3a. DO you approve strongly or D3b. DO you disapprove strongly or

not strongly? not strongly?

( (’

SECTION E

El. Now let’s talk about who is likely to win the Democratic nomination for

President. We will be using a scale which runs from 0 to 100, where

O represents no chance for the nomination, 50 represents an even chance,

and 100 represents certain victory.

iNTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

rEFER TO BLUE CARD --

iS NAmE CROSSED OUT?

WALTERmONDALE

T

YES
n--

NO

JESSEJACKSON

7

YES
n-

NO

TEDKENNEDY

I

GARYHART

❑ m
TURN

TO P.10,

SECTION F
—

Ela.

E1b.

E1c.

~ E1d.

- E1e.

- E1f.

9

USing this 0 to 100 scale, what do you

think Walter Mondale’s chances are of

winning the nomination?

—(NumbER)
~

OMITTED

OMITTED

(Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you

think Jesse Jackson’s chances are of winning

the nomination?

(Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you

think Ted Kennedy's chances are of winning

the nomination?

—(NumBER)

(Using this 0 to

IEIEIEl

100 scale,) what do you

think Gary Hart’s chances are of winning

the nomination?

(NUMBER) I 998. DON’T KNOW I
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F1.

F2 .

SECTION F

How many days in the past week did you watch national news on T.V.?

(NumBER OF DAYS IN WEEK)

T

B
GO TO F2

F1a. How much attention did you pay to news on T.V. about the campaign

for president -- a great deal, quite a bit, some, very little, or
none ?

How many days in the past week did you read a daily newspaper?

(NUMBER OF DAYS IN WeeK)

T

m
TURN TO P. 11,

SECTION G

F2a.

F2b.

Which paper or papers did you read? (GET FULL TITLE AND CITY WHERE

PUBLISHED.) (Any others?)

= CITY WHERE PUBLISHED

How much attention did You pay to articles in the newspaper about

the campaign for president -- a great deal, quits a bit, some,

very little, or none?

G1.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

n.

0.

P.

r.

SECTION C

Now we’d like to know about your impressions of Ronald Reagan. I am going to

read a list of words and phrases people use to describe political figures.

After each one, I would like you to tell me how much the word or phrase fits

your impression of Ronald Reagan.

The first phrase is “hard-working.” How much would you say “hard-working”

fits your impression of Ronald Reagan: a great deal, somewhat, a little,——
or not at all?

1.

A 3. 4. 5.

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT 8.

DEAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL DK

hARD-WORKINC

decent

compassionate

commands respect

intelligent

moral

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

sets a good example

really cares about

people like you

provides strong

leadership

understands people

like you

fair

in touch with

ordinary people

religous

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

n.

0.

P.
—

r.

(
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G2. INTERVIEweR CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

~

"wALTeR MONDALE”
1.

❑ ,. "WALTER MONDALE” IS

IS NOT CROSSED OUT—
CROSSED OUT – = TURN TO

P.13,G6

T
G3. Now about Walter Mondale. would you say “hard-working” fits your impression

of him: a Great dealt somewhat, a little, or not et all?

a. HARD-WORKING a.

b. decent b.

c. compassionate c.

d. commandS respect d.

a. intelligent e.

f. moral f.

g. kind G.

h. inspiring h.

i. knowledgeable i.

j. sets a good example j.

k.
really careS about k/

people like you

m. provides strong

leadership
m,

n. understands people ~

like you

o. fair 0

p. in touch with
P

ordinary people

r. religous r

1.
A 3. 4. 5.

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT 8.

SOMEWhAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL OKdeal

A

G6 . INTeRVIeWER CHECKPOINT:
,

I I

I REFER TO BLUE CARD:
I I

“JESSE JACKSON” Is
NOT CROSSED OUT

❑ JESSE JACKSON ISCROSSEDOUT ~ TURN TO
— P. 145 GE I

1 I J

G7. Now about JeSse Jackson. Would you say “hard-working” fits your imPressiOn

of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?_— I

1.

A 3. 4. 5. I

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT 8.

DEAL SOMEWhAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL DK {

a . HARD-WOrking

b. decent

c. compassionate

d. commands respect

e. intelligent

f. moral

g. kind

h, inspiring

i. knowledgeable

j. sets a good example

k. really cares about

people like YOU

m. provides strong

leadership

n. understands people

like you

o. fair

p. in touch with

ordinary people

r. religous

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

n.

0.

P.

r.
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G8.

15

INTERVIEWER CHECKpoINt:

reFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“GARY HART” IS ❑ 5. “GARY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT
CROSSED OUT ---TURN TO P. 15,

— SECTION H

1

SECTION H

Now, let's talk about the country as a

the past year the nation’S economy haS

same, or gotten worse?

whole.

gotten

Would you Say that over

better, stayed about the
H1.

HZ.

H3.

‘ORsE1 =
GO TO H2G9. NoW about Gary Hart. Would you say “hard-working” fits YOUr imPresaiOn

of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?— —

GO TO HZ

H1a. Would you say much better or

somewhat better?

m=.

H1b. Would you say much worse or

somewhat worse?

——
1.

A 3. 4. 5.

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT 8.

DEAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL DK

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

n.
—

0.

P.

r. L

a . HARD-WORKING

b. decent

c. compassionate

d. commands respect

e. intelligent

f. moral

g. kind

h. inspiring

i. knowledgeable

j. acts a good example

k.
really cares about

people like you

M. provides strong

leadership

n. understands people

like you

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

Would you say that over the past year, people across the country have had

a harder time finding enough work, an easier time, or have things stayed

about the same?

v
H2a. Would you say much harder or

a little harder?

m=

v
N2b. Would you say much easier or

a little easier?

mm

During the last year, have the costs of things gone up, gone down, or have

they remained about the same?

1 ‘NE” m

Y

5 ‘NE ““ -
TURN TO P. 16, H4

7

TURN TO P. 16, H4

H3a. Have they gone up alot or

or a little?

m-

H3b. Have they gone down a lot or

or a little?

mm

0. fair

p. in touch with

ordinary people

r. religous
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H4. During the past year, would YOU say that the United States’ position in

the world has grown weaker, stayed about the same, or has it grown

stronger?

E---

SECTION J

When it comes to politics, do you usually think of yourself as a liberal,

a conservative, a moderate, or what?

J1.

~

J1a. Do you think of yourself as astrong liberal

or a not-very-strong liberal?

H5. How worried are you about our country getting into a conventional war

at this time, one in which nuclear weapons are not used? Are you

very worried, somewhat worried, or not worried at all?

~~-@l

H6. HOW worried are YOU abOut Our country getting into a nuclear war at this
time? Are you very worried, somewhat worried, or not worried at all?

1- ~1 -1 ~]

TUSN TO P. 18, J2

5. YES, CONSERVATIVE J1b. Do you think of yourself as astrong

conservative or a not-very-strong

conservative?

I EEIEEIEEEI

3.YES, MODERATE

I 8. DON’T KNOW ~

TURN TO P. 18, J2

J1c. Do you think of yourself as more like a

liberal or more like a conservative?

I J I

TuRN TO P. 18, J2

R HAS ABSOLUTELY NO UNDERSTANDING
ofterms "liberal" and "CoNSERVATIVE"

t-

TUKN TO P . 22, SECTION K

..
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J5.

J6.

INTERVIEWER CheckpOINT :
I

J2. What about Ronald Reagan? Do you usually think of Ronald Reagan as a liberal

a conservative, a ❑oderate, or what?

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

Y

1.
“WALTER MONDALE” IS ❑ s.

“WALTER MONDALE” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT -— *~U RN ‘TO——
P. 20, J7

,

1. LIBEral - J2e. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

-~

What about Walter Mondale? Do you usually think of Walter mondale as a liberal,

a conservative, a moderate, or what?

TURN TO P. 19, J5

J6a. Do you think he is a strong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

=~

5. CONSERVATIVE > J2b. Do you think he is a strong conservative

or a not-very -strong conservative?

m-

1
TURN TO P. 20, J7

TORN TO P. 19, J5

5. CONSERVATIVE
3. MODEraTE

1

J6b. Do you think he is a strong conservative

or a not-very-strong conservative?

-~

TURN TO P . 0, J7

1

II
J2c. Do you think he la more like a liberal

7. NONE OF thESE or more like a conservative?

‘ d

3. MODERATE

>

7. NONE OF THESE
t

8. DON’T kNOW

J6c. On you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative?TURN TO P. 19, J5

J3. OmITTED

J4. OmITTED

TURN TO P. 20, J7
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REFER TO BLUE CARD:

Y

1.
“WALTER MONDALE” IS ❑ s.

“WALTER MONDALE” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT -— *~U RN ‘TO——
P. 20, J7

,

1. LIBEral - J2e. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

-~
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a conservative, a moderate, or what?
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a not-very-strong liberal?

=~

5. CONSERVATIVE > J2b. Do you think he is a strong conservative

or a not-very -strong conservative?

m-

1
TURN TO P. 20, J7

TORN TO P. 19, J5

5. CONSERVATIVE
3. MODEraTE

1

J6b. Do you think he is a strong conservative

or a not-very-strong conservative?

-~

TURN TO P . 0, J7

1

II
J2c. Do you think he la more like a liberal

7. NONE OF thESE or more like a conservative?

‘ d

3. MODERATE

>

7. NONE OF THESE
t

8. DON’T kNOW

J6c. On you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative?TURN TO P. 19, J5

J3. OmITTED

J4. OmITTED

TURN TO P. 20, J7
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J7. INTERVENER CHECKPOINT:

J9. INTeRVIeweR CHECKPOINT:
4

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“JESSE JACKSON” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT
❑ ,. “JESSE JACKSON" IS

CROSSED OUT -&-TURN TO

P. 21, J9

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1. “GARY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT

❑ ,. "GARY HART" IS

CROSSED OUT -TURN TO F. 22,

SECTION K

v
j8. And what about Jesse Jackson. De you usually think of Jesse Jackson as a

liberal, a conservative, a moderate, or what?
J10. And what about Gary Hart. Do you usually think of Gary Hart as a

liberal, a conservative, a moderate, or what?

1 I

1. liberal J8a. Do you think he is a strong liberal or
anot-very-strong liberal? 1. LIBERAL - 18a. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

l.strong 5. NOT VERY STRONG
~~

TIIDN ml D 77 CWPTTI)N IfTURN TO F, 21, J9 . . .. . .“ . . -.. , “H” ..”.. . .

5.CONSERVATIVE I 1
5. CONSERVATIVE J8b. Do you think he is astrong conservative

or a not-very -strong conservative?
J8b. Do you think he is a strong conservative

or a not-very-strong conservative?

TURN TO P. 22, SECTION K

5. NOT VeRY STRONG

TUSN TO P. 21, J9

=

3. MODErATE

7. NONE OF THESE

8. DON’T knoW

-1 J8c. Do you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative?
J8C. Do you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative?

1 EEIEEEEI

TURN TU P . 22, SECTION K
TURN TO P. 21, J9
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K2. We would like to know something about the feelings you have toward
Ronald Reagan. I would like you to tell me whether something about

Ronald Reagan, or something he has done, has made you have certain
feelinge like “anger” or “pride.”

First, has Ronald Reagan (because of the kind of person he Is, or because

of something he has done) ever made you feel:

1. YES; hAVE 5. NO; NeVER

FeLT FELT
b

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud =

K2. OMITTED

K3. OMITTED

K4. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“WALTER MONDALE” IS ❑ 5. “WALTER MONDALE” IS
not CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT turn TO P.23, K6

1v
K5. Has Walter Mondale (because of the kind of person he is, or because of

something he has done) ever made you feel:

1, YES; have 5. NO; NEVeR

FELT FELT
1 I 3

e. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud 1 I I

. .

(

K6 .

K7 .

K8.

K9 .

(

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“JESSE JACKSON” IS ❑ , ‘*JESSE JACKSON” is

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT – > CO TO K8
—

v

And has Jesse Jackson (because of the kind of person he is, or because of

something he has done) ever made you feel?

1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER

FELT FELT

a. angry toward him I
b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud I I J

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT :

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

~

1. “GARY HART” IS ❑ 5."GARY HART" iS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT -TURN TO P .24,

SECTION J

And has Gary Hart (because of the kind of person he is, or because of

something he has done) ever made you feel:

1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER
FELT

r---r-%

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud

(
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SECTION L

Now let’s move to a different set of questions.

L1. Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican,

a Democrat, an independent, or what?

1. REPUBLICAN

v ‘T

5. DEMOCRAT

1
L1a. Would you call your- L1b. Would you call your- L1c. Do yOU think of

self a strong self astrong yourself as closer
Republican or a not Democrat or anot to the Republican
very strong Republi- very strong Democrat? Party or to the
can? Democratic Party?

E E

~ ~

m

m

E

L2. Who is your first choice for the Democratic nomination for president in 1984?

(

TURN TO P. 25, SECTION M

,
L2a. Suppose, for one reason or another, (he/she) is not chosen as the

Democratic candidate. Who would be your second choice for the
Democratic nomination?

(NAME)

(

SECTION M

M0. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald

balancing of the national budget?

E =

M1.

25

Reagan is handling the

-
GO TO Ml

w

M0a. Do you approve strongly or M0b. Do you disapprove strongly or

not strongly? not strongly?

The next few questions are about government spending and government services.

Some people think the government should provide fewer services, even in areas

such as health and education, in order to reduce spending. Other people feel

it is important for the government to provide more services even if it means

an increase in spending.

Do you have an opinion on this topic or haven’ t you thought much about it?

I 1. YES, HAVe AN OPINION I I 5. NO, HAVEN’T THOUGHT I ~

[la. (Do you think the government should reduce spending, provide more services,

or is you position somewhere in between?)

1. REDUCE SPENDING 3. SOMeWhere BEtWeEN 5. MOre SERVICES
Ir

8. DK

t

GO TO Mld

I

GO TC

Mld

M1b. Would you prefer a moderate M1c. Would you prefer a moderate

reduction in spending and Increase In spending and

services, or a large services, or a large

reduction? increase?

M1d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan think the government should reduce

spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere in between?

M1e. Do you think he would prefer M1f. Do you think he would prefer

a moderate reduction in a moderate increase in

spending and services, or a spending and services, or a

large reduction? large increase?

—— —— —. —.

..
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GO TC

Mld
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—— —— —. —.

..
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... “’

—— __ __
M1g.INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT :

~
m1h. In your opinion, does Walter Mondale think the government should

reduce spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere
in between?

M1i. Do you think he would prefer M1j. Do you think he would prefer
a moderate reduction in a moderate increase in
spending and services, or a spending and services, or a
large reduction? large increase?

I I

27
— .—— 1

m1k. m1o OMITTED

t

m1P. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT : T

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

T

1. “GARY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT
❑ 5. "GARY HART" IS

CROSSED OUT ‘-TORN TU P. 27 .Mlt

m1q.In your opinion, does Gary Hart think the government should reduce

spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere in

between?

(

11 t . INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“JESSE JACKSON” IS ❑ ,"JESSEJACKSON” is

NOT CROSSED OUT— “ CROSSED OUT ~ GO TO M2
I

1
m1u. In your opinion, does Jesse Jackson think the government should reduce

spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere in between?

1. REDUCE SPENDING 3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 5. MORE SERVICES

~

In
8. DK

~

CO TO M2 GO TO M2

M1v. Do you think he would prefer a B1w. Do you think he would prefer a

moderate reduction in spending moderate increase in spending

and services, or a large and services, or a large

reduction? increase?

1- I t

m2. Some people feel that the government in Washington should make every effort

to improve the social and economic position of blacks and other minority

groups. Others feel that the government should not make any special effort

to help minorities because they should help themselves.

Do youhave an opinion on this issue, or haven't You thought much about this?-.

] 1. YES. HAVE AN OPINION I I 5. NO. HAVEN’T THOUGHT I I 8. DON’T KNOW I
I I 1 I I J

I 1 1

t TURN TO P. 27b, M’

1

M2a. (Do YOU feel the government should help improve the position of
minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is your

posit ion somewhere in between?)

1. GOVT SHOULD HELP 3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 5. MINORITIES 8. DK

TURN TO P.27a, M2d
“ HELP SELVES

TURN TO

P. 27a ,f42d

M2b. Should the government help M2c. Should the government leave

minorities to a great minorities alone to help

extent or only to some themselves to a great

extent? extent or only to some

extent?

EEl IElm EEZIEEI

—. —
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— .—— 1
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In
8. DK
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1
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“ HELP SELVES

TURN TO
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M2b. Should the government help M2c. Should the government leave

minorities to a great minorities alone to help

extent or only to some themselves to a great

extent? extent or only to some

extent?

EEl IElm EEZIEEI

—. —
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M2d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan think the government should help improve

the position of minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

-[
3os0:%,;mENlelB

M2e. Does Ronald Reagan feel that the

government should help minorities

to a great extent or only to some

extent ?

EEEHIEl@l

w

M2f. Does Ronald Reagan feel that the

government should leave minorities

alone to help themselves to a

great extent or only to some

extent ?

mm@!l

2g. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“WALTER MONDALE” IS ❑ “WALTE R MONDALE” is

1not CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT ~CO TO M2k

2h. In your opinion, does Walter Mondale think the government should help improve
the position of minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is his

position somewhere in between?

1. gOVT SHOULD HELP 3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN
5. MINORITIES

~ #

In~DON’T

HELP SELVES “ KNow
’20 TO H2k

GO TO f42k
I

m2i. Does Walter Mondale feel that the M2j. Does Walter Mpndale feel that the

government should help minorities government should leave minorities

to a great extent or only to some alone to help themselves to a

extent? great extent or only to some

extent?

II

(

—---—-r !

m2k. INTERVIEWER CHECkPOInT :

REFER TO BLUE CARD: ‘-—--”-1 I

“GARY HART” IS ❑ ,. “GARY HART” IS
1 “ NOT CROSSED OUT— CROSSED OUT ‘~ ~flb~M2

.
.

m2m. In your opinion, does Gary Hart think the government should help improve

the position of minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

~
TURN ‘IO P.27b, M2P

Tdf?, To TURN TO
P. 27b. M20 P.27b, M2P

-

(
27b— —. —.

m2n. Does Gary Hart feel that the
government should help minorities

to a great extent or only to some

extent?

M2o. Does Gary Hart feel that the

government should leave minorities

alone to help themselves to a

great extent or only to some

extent?

m2p. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“JESSE JACKSON” IS ❑ "JESSE JACKSON” is

not CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT ~ GO TO M’

T
M2q. In your opinion, does Jesse Jackson think the government should help improve

the position of minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere In between?

w m

M2r. Does Jesse Jackson feel that the M2s. Does Jesse Jackson feel that the

government should help minorities government should leave minor-

to a great extent or only to some ities alone to help themselves to

extent? a great extent or only tO some
extent?

M3. Some people think that the United States should become more involved in the

internal affairs of Central American countries. Others believe that the U.S.
should become less involved in this area. Do you have an opinion on this,
or haven't you thought much about it?

1. YES, HAVE AN OPINION 5. NO, HAVEN ‘ T THOUGHT 8. DON’T KNOW

J

#

1
TURN TO P. 29, M6

M3a. (Do you feel that the U.S. should become less involved in Central America,

become more involved in this area, or is your position somewhere in

between?)

1. MORE INVOLVED

+

J ~ 150 “ss lNvOL”Dl m
TURN TO P. 28, M3d TURN TO

P.28, M3d

M3b. Do you think the U.S. should M3c. Do you think the U.S. should
increase its involvement to a decrease its involvement to a
great extent or only to some great extent or only to some
extent ? extent?

-
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EEEHIEl@l

w
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mm@!l
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(
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great extent or only to some great extent or only to some
extent ? extent?

-



28 29

toagreat extent oronly to
some extent?

M3n. Does Gary Hart feel the U.S.

toagreat extent oronly to
some extent?

. .

— .
M3d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that the U.S. should become less

Involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewhere in between?

-1

M3e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement

to a great extent or only to

some extent ?

m3f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the U.S.

should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to

some extent?

M3g. INTERVIEWER ‘S CHECKPOINT:
REFER TO BLUE CARD:

D “WALTER MONDALE” IS ❑ , "WALTER MONDALE” IS

1 “ NOT CROSSED OUT— CROSSED OUT ~ GO TO M3k

M3h. In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewhere in between?

F’

1. MORE INVOLVED 3. SOMEWHERE BETWeEN 5. LESS INVOLVED
IE

GO TO M3k
~

GO TO M3k

M3i. DoeS Walter Mondale feel the U.S. M3j. Does Walter Mondale feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement should decrease itS involvement

to a great extent or only to to a great extent or only to

some extent? some extent ?

M3k. INTERVIEWER’ S CHECKPOINT:
REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1P1.
“ CROSSED OUT ~TORN TO P .29, M3P—

M3m. In your opinion, doeS gar y Hart feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central America, becomE more involved in this area, or is his

position somewhere in between?

should increaSe its involvement

M3o. Does Gary Hart feel the U.S.

should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to

some extent ?

—. —. —— —— —-— — -—. -
M3P . INTERVIEWER ‘S CHECKPOINT: —.—-——

REFER Tt3 BLUE CARD:

1.
“JEssE JACKSON” iS ❑ , "JESSE JACKSON” is

NOT CROSSED OUT—. “ CROSSED OUT ~ GO ‘N3 M6
..— —— .— —

M3q. In your opinion, does Jesse Jackson feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central america, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewhere in between?

1. MORE INVOLVED 3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN

GO TO M6

=:=

M3r. Does Jesse Jackson feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement

M3s. DoesJesse Jackson feel the U.S.

should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to some

extent?

M4 AND M5 OMITTED

M6. Some people believe that we should spend less money for defense. Others feel
that defense spending should be increased. Do you have an opinion on this
issue, or haven’t you thought much about this?

1
M6a. (DO you feel the government should decrease defense spending, increase defense

spending, or is the government spending about the right amount?)

1. DECREASE SPENDING

~

lEiaE51
5. INCREASE SPENDING

~

ICJ
6. DK

GO TO M6d GO TO M6d

M6b. Should the government reduce def- M6c. Should the government increase def-
ense spending a lot or a little?—_ ense spending a lot or a little?

~ [2. LITTLE] -

—z

~ i40 LITTLE I =

M6d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel the government should decrease
defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the government

is spending about the right amount?

M6e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the govern- M6f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the govern-
ment should reduce defense spending ment should increase defense spend-
alot or a little? ing a lot or a little?—_

(

-
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m6q.

m8a. (Do you feel that the government should help improve the position of
women, that women should help themselves, or isyour position some-

where inbetween?)

toagreat extent oronly to
some extent?

women tohelp them-

selves toagreat extent oronly some extent?

. .

I —— ._

m6g. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

m6h.

m6k

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“WALTER MONDALE” IS ❑ , “WALTE R MONDALE” IS
NOT CROSSED OUT “ CROSSED OUT ~ GO TO MaP—

7
In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel the government should decrease

defense sapending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the govern-

ment is spending about the right amount ?

I I

J GO TO MaP

M6i. Does Walter Mondale feel the

government should reduce

defense spending a lot or a

little?

- M6o. OMITTED

M6P. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

.
M6j. Does Walter Mondale feel the

government should increase

defense spending a lot or a

little?

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“GARY HART” IS ❑ ,. “GARY HART” IS

1 “ NOT CROSSED OUT— CROSSED OUT -TURN TO P. 31, M7
L

In youropinion does Gary Hart feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the
government is spending about the right amount?

.,

M6r. Does Gary Hart feel
government should reduce

defense spending a lot or
a little?

M6a. Does Gary Hart feel the

government should increase

defense spending a lot or

a little?

budget this year, which programs
reduced? Should federal spending

M7. If you had a say in making up the federal

would you like to see increased and which

on improving and protecting the environment be increased, decreased, or

kept about the same?

M8.

8.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

1, 3. 5. DON‘

INCREASED SAME DECREASED KNOW

IMPROVING AND PROTECTING THE

ENVIRONMENT

Dealing with crime

Public schools

Social Security

Food stamps

Medicare

Government jobs for the

unemployed

Science and technology

Some people feel that the government in Washington should make every effort

to improve the social and economic position of women. Others feel that the

government should not make any special effort to help women because they

should help themselves. Do you have an opinion on this issue, or haven’ t

you thought much about it?

1. YES, HAVE OPINION 5. NO, HAVEN’ THOUGHT 11====1
I I I , , ,

J

I J
TURN TO P. 33, H9

M8b. Should the government help women M8c. Should the government leave

II I ‘1

:-
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I I I , , ,
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II I ‘1
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M8d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that the government should help

improve the POSition of women, that women should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

r’

M8e. Does Ronald Reagan feel that M8f. Does Ronald Reagan feel that
the government should help the government should leave
women to a great extent women alone to help themselves
or only to some extent? to a great extent or only to

some extent?

M8g.

m8h.

m8km

m8m.

INTERVIEWER'S CHECKPOINT :

I REFER ‘IO BLUE CARD:

“WALTER MONDALE” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT
❑ “WALTER MONDALE" IS

CROSSED OUT ~ %0 TU M8k
alotmore orsomewhat more?

In your opinion does Walter Mondale feel that the government should help

improve the position of women , that women should help themselves, or is
his position somewhere in between?

the government should help
women toagreat extent
oronly tosome extent?

M8i. Does Walter Mondale feel that M8j. Does Walter Mondale feel that

women alone to help themselves

the government should leave

toagreat extent oronly to
some extent?

INTERVIEWER’ S CHECKPOINT:

I RBFER TO BLUE CARD:

y

“GARY HART” IS

1 “not CROSSED OUT

❑ ,"GARY HART" IS

CROSSED OUT =-TURN TO P. 33, M9

In your opinion does Gary Hart feel that the government should help

improve the position of women, that women should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

M8n. Does Gary Hart feel that

7

M8n. Does Gary Hart feel that the

government should help government should leave women
women to a great extent or alone to help themselves to a
only to some extent? great extent or only to some

.

33
M9. Some people feel it is important for us to try to cooperate more with Russia,

while others believe we should be much tougher in our dealings with Russia.

Do you have an opinion on this, or haven’t you thought much about it?

5. NO, HAVEN ‘ T THOUGHT

TURN lYl F . 35, SECTION N

r

m9a. (Do you feel that we should try to cooperate mere with Russia, get

tougher in nor dealings with RUSSia, or is YOU opinion somewhere

in between?)

, 1 , I

i

rl
8. DK

CO TO M9d

!
; M9b. Should we try to cooperate

,
M9c. Should we get a lot tougher,

or only somewhat tougher? I

m9d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that we should try to cooper-

ate more with Russia, get tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is

his opinion somewhere in between?

-l
3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN

I TURN TO P. 34, N9g
1=1=

—1

M9e. Does Ronald Reagan feel we

should try to cooperate

a lot more or somewhat more?

t P. 34, M9g

~
M9f. Does Ronald Reagan feel we

should get a lot tougher, or

only somewhat tougher?

(
—
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(
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M9g. INTERVIEWER ‘S CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:
{

ij
1.“WALTER MONDALE” IS 5."WALTERMONDALE” is

not CRoSSED OUT
I

CROSSED OUT ~ CO TO M9k \

In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel that we should try to cooperate

mOre with Russia, get tOugher in our dealings with Russia, or iS his
opinion somewhere in between?

=] I 3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN] I 5. GET tOUGHER 1 l=] ‘

m9h.

GO TO M9k

M9i. Does Walter Mondale feel we
should try to CoOperate alot

more or somewhat more?

M9j. Does Walter Mondale feel we

m9k . INTERVIEWER ‘S cHECKPOINT :

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

“GARY HART” IS

1 “not CROSSED OUT
❑ , "GARY HART" IS

CROSSED OUT ‘~ TURN TO P . 35,

SECTION N

m9m. In your opinion does Gary Hsrt feel that we should try to cooperate

mOre with Russia, get tOugher in our dealings with Russia, or is his
opinion somewhere in between?

1, COOPERATE 3. SOmeWHERe BETWEEN
!

i

TURN TO P. 35, SECTION N

J EzpjjHEzi5, ;

omitted

r 1

M9n. Does Gary Hart feel we M9o. Does Gary Hart feel we
should try to cooperate alot should get a lot tougher,

!

more or somewhat More? or only somewhat tougher? i!

I

N1.

(

SECTION N 35

Now we’d like you to tell me about some of the candidate’s chances of

winning the presidency in 1984.

As before, we will use a scale that runs from 0 to 100, where 0 represents

no chance of winning the presidency, 50 represents an even chance, and 100

represents certain victory.

First, what if Ronald Reagan is nominated by the Republicans. What chance

would he have of winning the 1984 Presidential election?

iNTERVIeWER CHECKPOINT:

rEFER TO BLUE CARD --

S NAME CROSSED OUT?

WALTERMONDALE

g ‘0c1

JESSEJACKSON

3YES
u

NO

TEDKENNEDY

--lYES ❑NO

GARYHART

IYES
•1

NO

URN TO P.37,

ECTION Y

(NumBER) 998. DON’T KNOW

N1a.

N1b.

N1c.

N1d.

N1e.

N1f.

What if Walter Mondale is nominated by Democrats.

What chance would he have of winning the 1984

Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

(NUMBER)
~

OMITTED

(What if Jesse Jackson is nominated by Democrats.)

What chance would Jesse Jackson have of winning

the 1984 Presidential election against Ronald

Reagan?

(NumbeR)
~

(What if Ted Kennedy is nominated by Democrats. )

What chance would Ted Kennedy have of winning the

1984 Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

(NUMBER) I 998. DON’T KNOW I

(What if Gary Hart is nominated by Democrats. )

What chance would Gary Hart have of winning the

1984 Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

(NUMBER) I 998. DON’T KNOW I
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SECTION Y

37
Now for a few questions about you.

Y1. As far as you know, are you currently registered to vote?

Y2.

Y3.

1 Iv I I
CO TO Y2

Y1a. Are you registered as a Republican, a Democrat, an independent,

or something else?

R VOLUNTEERS:

1.DEMOCRAT

5. NOT ReQUIRED TO DECLaRE

PARTY TO REGISTER

2.independent
6. NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER

3.REPUBLICAN
7. “I AM NOT REGISTERED. “

4. oTHER PARTY, SPECIfY:
lb

8. DON’T KNOW

1 I

What is the month, day, and year of your birth?

(MONTh) (DAY) (YEAR)

Are you married now and living with your (husband/wife) -- or are you widowed,

divorced, separated, or have you never been married?

1. SPOUSE (OR
Text

I SERVICE I
L

Y4. What is the highest grade of school or year of college you have completed?

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16+

I , , , , I 1 I r

v

TURN TO
‘.38,Y5 i’1

Y4a. Did You get a high school diploma or pas a
high school equivalency test?

I 1. YES 5. NO

TURN TO P. 38, Y5

(“

Y4b. Did you gradu-
ate from a

four-year

college or

university?

1. YES

u
5. No

URN TO P. 38, Y5
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Text

I SERVICE I
L

Y4. What is the highest grade of school or year of college you have completed?

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16+

I , , , , I 1 I r

v

TURN TO
‘.38,Y5 i’1

Y4a. Did You get a high school diploma or pas a
high school equivalency test?

I 1. YES 5. NO

TURN TO P. 38, Y5

(“

Y4b. Did you gradu-
ate from a

four-year

college or

university?

1. YES

u
5. No

URN TO P. 38, Y5
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Y5. We'd like to know if YOu are working now, or are You unemployed, retired,
(a housewife), (a student), or what? (JWKSPONSES APPEAR ON PAGES 38 & 39)

working

now

5a. What is your main occupation? (What sort of work do you do?)

(IF NOT CLEAR: Tell me a little more about what you do.) 7.HOUSEWIFE

Y5b. What kind of (business/industry) is that?

Y6. How worried are you about losing your job in the near future:

a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

Y7 .

Y8.

Were you out of work or laid off at any time during the last

six months?

Have you had to reduce your work hours or take a cut in pay

at any time during the last six months?

TURN To P . 40, Y14

r

5. ReTIReD ~

y9. Have you had a job in the past six months?

Y9a. About how many hours did you work on your job in the
average week?

(HOURS)
J.

Y10. Are you looking for work at the present time? ~

Y11. How worried are you about not being able to find i
work in the near future: a lot, somewhat, or not

much at all? i
t

TuRN TO P. 40, ,14

39
, ,

6.PERMANENTLY

DISABLED t-
TURN TO P. 40, Y14

8.student

Y12. Are you doing any work for pay at the present time?

Y13. Are you looking for work at the present time?

D
1. YES

n
5. NO

Y13a. How worried are you about not being able to

find a job in the near future; a lot, some-

what, or not much at all?

1. ,

TURN TO P. 40, Y14

4.umemployed
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Y14 . INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

I m 1. R ONLY ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD or LIVES ALONE ~ TURN TO P. 42, Y23

5. R LIVES WITH OTHER ADULTS IN HOUSEHOLD

Y14a.

9

1. R MARRIED & LIVING WITH SPOUSE
2. ALL OTHERS

Go To Y15. ASK Y15-Y22b ABOUT R’s SPOUSE

1

4.unemployed

Y14b. Would like to talk about the person in

your household who provides the major

share of financial support -- the main

breadwinner. Who is this person? (what
is his/her relationship to you?)

1 I

RELATIONSHIP TO R

GO ‘IO Y15. ASK Y15-Y22b

ABOUT PERSON NAMED IN Y14b

Y15. We’d like to know about (your husband/ your wife/ PERSON NAMED IN Y14b). Is

(he/she) working nOw, unemployed, retired, (a housewife), (a student), or what?
(mSpONSES AFpSAR ON pAGEs 40 ~ 41. )

1.working
now

6.permanently
disabled

2. temporarily
LAID OFF

Y16. What is (his/her) main occupation? (What sort of work doe

(he/she) do?) (IF NOT CLEAR: Tell me a little more about
what (he/she) does.)

Y16a. What kind of (buSiness/industry) is that?

Y17. How worried is (he/she) about losing (his/her) job in the

near future: a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

Y18. Was (he/she) out of work or laid off at any time during

the last six months?

Y19. Has (he/she) had to reduce (his/her) hours or take a cut

in pay at any time during the last six months?

TURN TO P. 42, Y23

(

EEEil-

41

Y20. Has (he/she) had a job in the past six months?

5. NO- CO TO Y21

Y20a. About how many hours did (he/she) work on (his/her)

job in the average week?

~-----------
-----------------------=1=~~~~-’-------,

-~ Y21. Is (he/she) looking for work at the present time?
I

~

i

I ( 5, NO ~KN TO P.42, Y23 !

!
I

I

Y21a. How worried is (he/she) about not being able to

find work in the near future: a lot, somewhat, ,
or not much atall?

TUrN TO P. 42, Y23

7. HOUSEWIFE Y22. Is (he/she) doing any work for pay at the present
time ?

8. STUDENT n
1. YES

T

5. NO

GO BACK TO Y16,

“W~NG NOW’‘

Y22a. Is (he/she) looking for work at the present time?

mm

Y22b. How worried is (he/she) about not being

able to find a job in the near future:

a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

(,

TLLKN TO P. 42, Y23
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42 43

Y23. Does anyone in this household belong to a labor union?

1

Y23a. Who is it that belOngs? (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLICABLE)

Y24. We would like to know the general range of your family income, that is

the family living with you, for 1983 before taxes. This figure should

include salaries, wages, pensions, dividends, interest, and all other
income. Was it under $20,000 or over $20,000?

(IF UNCERTAIN : What do you think it was?)

Y24a. Was it under $10,000 or over Y24b. Was it under $30,000 or over $30,000?

$10,000?

T

Y24c. Was it under $40,000 or over $40,000?

~ ‘- BF1-

TURN TO P. 43, Y25

1. YES
n

5. NO

GO TO Y24

1.respondent
3. OTHER FAmILY memBER

2. RESPONDENT’ S SPOUSE
-

Y25. Is your religious preference Protestant, Roman Catholic, Jewish, or

something else?

PROTESTANT
200 ROmAN

“ CATHOLIC
3000. JEWISH other(specify)

CO TO Y26
~-

1

Y25a. What church or denomination is that?

IY25b. (IF BAPTIST:) Is that Southern Baptist or something else?

I

Y26.

Y27.

Y28.

(IF ANY RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE) Would you say you go to (church/synagogue)

every week, almost every week, once or twice a month, a few times a year,

or never?

1.EVERY

WeEK

AlmOST

2. EVERY

WEEK

A FeW

4. TIMES A

YEAR

How long have you lived in your city or town? (IF NECESSARY : How long

have you lived in your county?)

~
YeARS

MONTHS IF LESS

~ THAN tWO YEARS

How long have you lived at your present address?

90. ALL OF LIFE

MONThs IF LESS
YeaRS ~ ThAN TWO YEARS
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Y29.

Y30.

—

Would you mind telling me your race? Are you white, black, American

Indian or Alaskan native, Asian or Pacific Islander?

And is your ethnic origin Hispanic, that is, are you Mexican-American

or Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or some other Hispanic origin?

5. NO
1. YES, NEXICAN-

“ AMERICAN/CHICANO II2Puerto Ricanl13%d1’R~RERl
Y31. How many telephones, counting extensions, do you have in your home?

1. ONE

GO TO Y32

GO TO Y32

Y31a. Do (both/all) telephones have the same number?

u
1. YES

7’ 1’’”

5. NO 8. DON’T KNOW 9. REFUSED

00 TO Y32
CO TO Y32

IY31b. How many different numbers are there?

NUMbER OF DIFFERENT

TELEPHONE NuMbERS 8. DON’T KNOW 9. REFUSED

L I
GO TO Y32

Y31c. Are any of the numbers for business use only?

I v
I Y31d. How many are used only for business?

Y32. INTERVIEwER CHECKLIST:..._—-–.—-—_._.——..

Time Now:
Date:

1
TURNTO P, 4 OF COVERSHEET

(

,i

45
SECTION Z

Z1. SEX OF RESPONDENT:

~=1 l=];]

Z2. IN A4 ON PAGE 2, THE CHECKBOX, INDICATING THAT THE DEFINITION OF “CROUPS”

WAS RwAD, IS “Xed”:

~1
5. NO, BOX HAS NO “X”

Z3. INTERVIEWER’S THUMBNAIL SKETCH:
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I 1984 NATIONAL ELECTION STUDY Protect 495806

Time Now:

Date:

ROLLING CROSS-SECTION
Jan.-Nov.,1984
Version @

I
SECTION A

In this interview we will be talking about

Were is our first question:

many different topics of interest.

along financially these days.

w
SURVEY RESEARCH CENTER
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 48106

A1. We are interested in how people are getting

Telephone interviewer’s number:

Control ID number (5-digit number from label on cover sheet):

Would you say that you (and your family listing with You) are better or
worse off financially than you were a year ago?1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

1. BETTER

T

GO TO A2Respondent’s area code (from label on cover sheet):

Sample assigned week (from label on cover sheet):

Date interview completed:

A1a. Is that much better or
somewhat better?

A1b. Is that much worse or

somewhat worse?

Time interview began: w

~ ANN ARBOR TINE

m

~ R’s LOCAL TImE

A2. This past year, have you (and your family) had to watch your budget
Length of interview: (MINLTES) more closely than the year before?

1. YES 5. NO B. DON*T KNOW

JI
GO TO A3

A2a. Is that much more closely or a little more closely?

2. A LITTLE more CLOSELY

8. Time at beginning of edit:

9. Time at end of edit:

10. Total time to edit: (MINUTES)

THE FOLLOWINGSTATEMENT&JSJBE REAO TO ALL RESPONDENTS:

I This interviewis completelyvoluntary--ifwe should come
to any questionwhich you don’t want to answer, just let
me know and we’ll go on to the next question.

I
A3. Do you think that over the last year, (your/your family’s) income has

gone up more than the cost of living, has it fallen behind, or has it

stayed about even with the cost of living?

TO BE COmPLETED IN CODING:

11a/b. Date interview started: (Month/Day)

12. Week interview started: —

13. Week interview completed:

14. ICPSR state code/ FIPS state code:

.—

A3a. Has it gone up alot more A3b. Has it fallen behind a lot
or a little more? or a little? 1
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has gotten better, stayed about the same, orgotten worse?

oralittle?

“.

2
A4.

A4a.

A4c.

Sometimes people think about other groups of people in society when they
think about their own economic well-being, people who are being helped or
hurt by economic conditions. When it comes to economic matters, what

groups of people do you feel close to?

(IF R DOESN”T kNOW WHAT we MEAN BY “GROUPS”: Some peOple have mentiOned

farmers, the elderly, teachers, blacks, and union members.

•1
CHECK THIS BOX IF THE DEFINITION OF “GROUPS” WAS READ TO R)

‘-

(GROUP NAMES)

(ASK A6 -“Al;)

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

~ RNAMEDNORETMHONE ~ R NAMED ONLY ONE

“ GROUP IN A~ “ GROUP IN A4
1 I

WHEN it comes to economic matters, BELOW, CHECK A BOX FOR THE GROUP

what sorts of people do you feel NAMED IN A4 , OR ENTER GROUP IN BOX

closest to? FOR “OTHER . “

10. WOMEN

[ 20. BLACKS 1
OTHER (sPEcifY):

I

30. ELDERLY (sENIOR CITIZENS)

A4b. 40. THE POOR

50. MIDDLECLASS (INCL. UPPER-.

MIDDLE & LOWEr-mIDDLE) I

Would you say that over the past year the economic position of GROUP FROM A4B-—

GO TO A4f

Y

GO TO A4f

A4d. Would you say much better A4e. Would you say much worse

or somewhat better? or somewhat Worse?

A4f. Would you say that over the past year the incomes of GROUP FROM A4b have gone
Up more than the cost of living, stayed abOut even, Or fallen behind the cOst

of living?

A4g. Have they gone up a lot or

a little?

m=

A4h. Have they fallen behind a lot

A5.

3

A4i. Would you say that over the past year GROUP FROM A4b have had a harder time

finding enough work, an easier time, or have things stayed about the same?

Il. HARDERTIMR] 1-115. EAS

IA4j. Have they had a much harder

I

A4k. Have they had a much easier
time or a little harder time? time or a little easier time?

[NTERVIEWeR CHECKPOINT:

~

~ IN A4b ONE OF THE CHECK

“ BOXES 10-50 IS “Xed”

BELOW, CHECK THE BOXES INDICATE

WHETHER THE CROUP WAS OR WAS NO

MENTIONED BY R IN A4b:

WOmEN:

F

MENTIONED

BLACKS:

F

mENTIONED

THEELDERLY (SENiORCITIZEns)

qEiil EEEl--

THEPOOR:

-l ~

THE MiDDLE CLASS (inCL.
UPPER/LOWER

NOT MENTIONED

TURN TO P.4,

3xUQK4-----

A6. What about women? Would you say that over

the past year the economic position of
women has gotten better, stayed about the
same, or gotten worse?

A7. What about blacks? (Would you say that
over the past year the economic position of
blacks has gotten better, stayed about the
same, or gotten worse?)

A8. (And what

m

A9. (And what

B

about) the elderly?

about) the poor?

A10. (And what about) the middle class?

I
,

I
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~ IN A4b ONE OF THE CHECK

“ BOXES 10-50 IS “Xed”

BELOW, CHECK THE BOXES INDICATE

WHETHER THE CROUP WAS OR WAS NO

MENTIONED BY R IN A4b:

WOmEN:

F

MENTIONED

BLACKS:

F

mENTIONED

THEELDERLY (SENiORCITIZEns)

qEiil EEEl--

THEPOOR:

-l ~

THE MiDDLE CLASS (inCL.
UPPER/LOWER

NOT MENTIONED

TURN TO P.4,

3xUQK4-----

A6. What about women? Would you say that over

the past year the economic position of
women has gotten better, stayed about the
same, or gotten worse?

A7. What about blacks? (Would you say that
over the past year the economic position of
blacks has gotten better, stayed about the
same, or gotten worse?)

A8. (And what

m

A9. (And what

B

about) the elderly?

about) the poor?

A10. (And what about) the middle class?

I
,

I
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B1.

B2.

B3.

b4.

SECTION B

Some people seem to follow what's going on in government and public affairs
most of the time, whether there's an election going on or not. Others
aren't that interested. Would you say you follow what’s going on in
government and public affairs most of the time, some of the time, only

now and then, or hardly at all?

Let’s switch to the presidential campaign for a minute. Would you say that
you are very much interested, somewhat interested, or not much interested in

following the presidential campaign in 1984?

1. VERY MUCH INTERESTED 3. SOmEWhAT INTERESTED 5. NOT MUCH InTERESTRD

Would you say that you personally care a good deal which party wins the

presidential election in the fall of 1984, or that you don't care very much
which party wins?

3. DON’T CARE VERY MUCH

Has anyone called you up or come around and talked to You about supporting
a candidate for president?

7

1. YES
D

5. NO

GO TO B5

B4a. Has this happened in the last week?

D
1. YES

n
5. NO

B5 . Has anyone called you up or come around to talk to you about registering

to vote?

n
1. YES

n
5. NO

(

B6. So far this year have you talked to anyone and tried to show them why

they should support one of the candidates for president?

B6a. Have you done this in the last week?

u
1. YES

n
5. NO

117. AS far as you know, are you now registered so that you can vote in the
election for president this year?

B8. So far as you know now, do you expect to vote in the presidential election
this November, or not?

if= .
1

B8a. Are you pretty certain you will B8b. Are you pretty certain you won’ t

vote, or not certain? vote, or not certain?

3. CERTA~ \ 2. NOT CERTAIN ] [-1 [ 5. CERTAIN I I 40 NOT CERTAIN! -

b8C. If the presidential election were B8d. If you were going to vote, and the

being held today, would you vote presidential election were being

for Walter Mondale, the Democratic held today, would you vote for

candidate, or for Ronald Reagan, Walter Mondale, the Democratic

the Republican candidate? candidate, or for Ronald Reagan,

the Republican candidate?

R’S CHOICE: R VOLUNTEERS:

~
95. WOULDN'T VOTE AT ALL

E

98. DON’T 10W3W/CAN’T ANSW.R

TURN TO P.6,
SECTION C

b8e. wouldyou say that your preference for this candidate isstrong Or not

strong?

5

96. Neither of these candidates

(no mention ofanother candidate)

someone else, specify:
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SECTION C

INTERVIEweR INSTRUCTION: USE SLUE CARD IV R2NXJRD ANSWRRS TO Cl

Cl. I'm going to read a list with names of possible presidential candidate

in 1984. Many people tell us that they have not heard about some of the

people on this list. As I read each name, please tell me when I come to
a person you have never heard of.

(IN’2ERVIRUER: RXAD TNE LIST SLOWLY TO GIVE R A CHANCE WJ RSSPOND.—9

CROSS OUT NANSS R HAS NEVER HEARD OF. )

(

C2.

-------------
.-.

Now let’s talk about your feelings toward the candidates You know something about.

I'll read the name of a person and I will ask you to rate that person on

a thermometer that runs from 0 degrees to 100 degrees. Ratings between

50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward
that person. Ratingsbetween 0 degrees and 50 degrees mean that you don’t
feel too favorable and are cool toward that person. You may use any

number from 0 to 100 to tell me how favorable or unfavorable your feelings
are for each person.

If you recognize the name, but don’t feel particularly warm or cold
toward the person, you would rate the person at the 50 degree mark.

Our first person is Ronald Reagan. How would you rate him using this
thermometer?

.------------------

INTERVIEWER:

PLACE BLUE CARD

HERB , SUCH ThAT
THE NAmES LINE

VP With THE
ReSPONSE BOXeS.

ASK ALL NAmeS
NOT COrsSED OUT
ON THE BLUE
CARD.

FOR CROSSED OUT

NAmES, ENTER “X”
IN COLUMN 997,
“R DOESN ‘ T

RECOCNIZE NANE” .

~

---
-----------------------------

II
I

997. 998.
R DOESN'T DON'T KNOW

RECOGNIZE WHERE TO RATE;
RATING NAMe CAN'T JUDgE

a. RONALD REAGAN

b. JOHN GLENN

C. TED KENNEDY

d. WALTER MONDALE

f. JOHN ANDERSON

g. ErNEST HOLLingS

i. JESSE JACKSON

j. GEORGE BUSH

k. HOWARD BAKER

m. GEORGE MCGOVERN

o. GARY HART

r. LLOYD BENTSEN

s. DALE BUmpERS

t. MARIO CUOMO

, u. GERALDINE FERRARO

(
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SECTION F.

Now let’s talk about who is likely to win the Democratic nomination for

President. We will be using a scale which runs from 0 to 100, where

8
E1.

0 represents no chance for the nomination, 50 represents an even chance,
and 100 represents certain victory.

SECTION D

D1. Do yOu approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling his job

aS president?

INTERVIEWERCHECKPOINT:

:FER TO BLUE CARD --

: NANE CROSSED OUT?

WALTERMONDALE

7

YES
n--

NO

JESSEJACKSON

7E

- E1a.

E1b .

E1c.

E1d.

- E1e.

E1f.

UsinG this O to 100 scale, what do you

think Walter Mondale’s chances are of
winning the nomination?D1a. DO you approve stronGLy or D1b. dO you disapprove strongly or

not strongly? not Strongly?

.—@~sER) I 998. OON’T KNOW I

1. ONITTED

OMITTEO

(Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you

think Jesse Jackson’s chances are of winningD2. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling the economy?

the nomination?

(NumBER)
1. APPROVe 5. DISAPPROVE

i

m
CO TO D3

I 998. DON’T KNOW I

Ted Kennedy

(Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you

think Ted Kennedy’s chances are of winning

the nomination?

D2a. DO you approve strongly or ID2b. DO you disapprove strongly or

not strOngly? not strongly?

(number) EE.EE!d

(Using this 0 to 100 scale,) what do you
think Gary Hart’s chances are of winning
the nomination?

GARYHART

SECTION F

D3. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling our

relations with foreign countries?

1 ,

D3a. DO you approve strongly or D3b. DO you disapprove strongly or

not strongly? not strongly?

1~1 ~1 1~1 ~1

)

.
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F1. HOW many days in the past week did you watch national news on T. V.?
SECTION G

Now we’d like to know about your impressions of Ronald Reagan. I am going to

read a list of words and phrases people use to describe political figures.
(NuMbER OF DAYS IN WEEK)

J

m
GO 2U F2

G1.

After each one, I would like you to tell me how much the word or phrase fits

your impression of Ronald Reagan.

I

F1a. How much attention did you pay to news on T.V. about the campaign

for president -- a great deal, quite a bit, some, very little, or
none ?

The first phrase is “hard-working.” How much would you say “hard-working”

fits your Impression of Ronald Reagan: a great deal, somewhat, a little,—.
or not at all?

1.
A 3. 4. 5.

GREAT 2. cAN'T A NOT 8.

DeAL SOMEWHAT EECIDE LITTLE AT ALL DK

F2. How many days in the past week did you read a daily newspaper? a. hARD-WORKING

b. decent

c. compassionate

d. commands respect

e. intelligent

f. moral

g. kind

h. inspiring

i. knowledgeable

j. acts a good example

k.
really cares about

people like you

m. provides strong

leadership

n. understands people

like you

o. fair

in touch with

ordinary people

r. religous

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

n.

0.

P.

r.

(numbER OF DAys IN WEEK)

T

M
TUR21 TO P. 11,

SEGTION G

Which paper or papers did you read? (GET FuLL TITlE AND CITY where

PUBLISHED.) (Any others?)

S CITY WHERE PUBLISHED

F2a.

F2b. how much atteNtion did you pay to articleS in the newspaper About
the campaign for preSident — A great deal, quite a bit, some,
vary little, or none?

I

([
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G2. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

Y

“WALTER MONDALE” 5. "WALTER MONDALE” IS

1 “ IS NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT – > TURN TO—
P.13,c6

(23. NOw about Walter Mondale. Would you say “hard-working” fits your impress Ion

of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?——

1.
A 3. 6. 5.

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT 8.
DEAL SOMEWhAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL DK

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

n.

0.

P.

r.

HARD-WOPJUNG

decent

compassionate

commands respect

intelligent

moral

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

sets a good example

really cares about

people like you

provides strong

leadership

understand people

like you

fair

in touch with
ordinary people

religous

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

n.

0.

P.

r.

13

G6. INTeRVIeWeR CSECI@OI’iJT :
I

REPSR TO SLUS CARD:

“JESSE JACKSON” IS
NOT CROSSED OUT—

❑ "JESSE JACKSON IscroSEDOUT
P. 14} GS

G7. Now about Jesse Jackson. Would you say “hard-working” fits
of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not atall?— —

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

n.

0.

P.

r.

WARD-WORKING

decent

compassionate

commands respect

intelligent

moral

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

sets a good example

really cares about

people like you

provides strong
leadership

understands people

like yOu

fair

in touch with

ordinary people

religous

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

n.

o.

P.

r.

1.
A 3. 4.

GREAT 2. cAN’T A

DEAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE

your impression

5.

NOT 8.

AT ALL DK

t
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G8. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

RRFSR TO BLUE CARD:

T

1.
“GARY HART” IS

not CROSSED OUT
❑ , "GARY HART" is

CROSSED OUT —>*T1~ ; “ 15 ‘

v
C9. Now about Gary Hart. Would you say “hard-working” fits your impression

of him: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?— —

a. HAND-WORKING

b. decent

c. compassionate

d. commands respect

e. intelligent

f. moral

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

n.

0.

P.

r.

kind

inspiring

knowledgeable

sets a good example

really cares about
people like you

provides strong
leadership

understands people

like you

fair

in touch with

ordinary people

religous

1.
A 3. 4. 5.

GREAT 2. CAN’T A NOT 8.
DeAL SOMEWHAT DECIDE LITTLE AT ALL DK

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f. I

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

m.

n.

0.
—.

P.

r.

15

SECTION H

H1. Now, let’s talk about the county as a whole. Would you say that over

the past year the nation's economy has gotten better, stayed about the

same, or gotten worse?

1

H1a. Would you say much better or
somewhat better?

mm.

I

H1b. Would you say much worse or

somewhat worse?

H2. Would you say that over the past year, people across the country have had
a harder time finding enough work, an easier time, or have things stayed

about the same?

GO TO h3

H2a. Would you say much harder or
a little harder?

H2b. Would you say much easier or

a little easier?

H3. During the last year, have the costs of things gone up, gone down, or have
they remained about the same?

5.‘ONE‘“ IEEEiIl
TURN TO P. 16, HL

T

TURN TO P. 16, H4

H3a. Have they gone up a lot or H3b. Have they gone down a lot or
or a little? or a little?
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k.
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SECTION H

H1. Now, let’s talk about the county as a whole. Would you say that over

the past year the nation's economy has gotten better, stayed about the

same, or gotten worse?

1

H1a. Would you say much better or
somewhat better?

mm.

I

H1b. Would you say much worse or

somewhat worse?

H2. Would you say that over the past year, people across the country have had
a harder time finding enough work, an easier time, or have things stayed

about the same?

GO TO h3

H2a. Would you say much harder or
a little harder?

H2b. Would you say much easier or

a little easier?

H3. During the last year, have the costs of things gone up, gone down, or have
they remained about the same?

5.‘ONE‘“ IEEEiIl
TURN TO P. 16, HL

T

TURN TO P. 16, H4

H3a. Have they gone up a lot or H3b. Have they gone down a lot or
or a little? or a little?
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h4. During the pest year, would You say that the United States’ position in
the world has grown weaker, stayed about the same, or has it grown

stronger?

H5. How worried are you about our country getting into a w~ ar

at this time, one in which nuclear weapons are not used? Are you

veryworried, somewhat worried, or not worried atall?

H6. How worried are You about our country getting into a nuclear war at this
time? Are you very worried, somewhat worried, or not worried et all?

SECTION J

J1. When it comes to politics, do you usually think of yourself as a liberal,

a conservative, a moderate, or what?

J1a. DO you think of yourself as astrong liberal

or a not-very-strong liberal?

TURN TO P. 18, J2

5. YES, CoNSERVATIVe J1b. Do you think of yourself asastrong

conservative or a not-very-strong
conservative?

3. YES, MODerATE

7. NO, NEVeR

8. DON’T kNOW
I I

TURN 2YI P. 18, J2

J1c. Do you think of yourself as more like a
liberal or more like a conservative?

3. NeIThER; R REFUSED TO CHOOSE

TIxu4 TU P. 18, J2

I
1“
I

I R HAS ABsOLUTELY NO UNDERSTANDING
Of TERMS "lIBERAL" AND "CONSERVATIVE" TURN TO P . 22, SECTION K

... ;
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J5 INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT :

REFER TO BLUE CARD:———. —

Y

1.
“WALTER MONDALE” IS ❑5. "wALTER mONDALE"MONDALE” IS

not CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT — - TURN TO

P. 20, J7

t
J2. what about Ronald Reagan? Do you usually think of Ronald Reagan as a liberAl

—~
a conservative, a moderate, or what?

I.,

1. LIBERAL - 7
What about Walter Mondale? Do you usually think of Walter Mondale as a liberal,

a conservative, a moderate, or what?

J2a. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?

TURN TO P. 19, J5

J6.

1. LIBERAL - J6a. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

a not-very-strong liberal?
I

5. CONSERVATIVE > J2b. Do you think he Is astrong conservative

or a not-very-strong conservative?

TURN TO P. 19, J5

I
TURN TO P. 20, J7

3. MODERATE

5. CONSERVATIVE > J6b. Do you think he is astrong conservative

or a not-very-strong conservative?

TURN TO P. O, J7

I I I 1

J2c.Do

or

you think he is more like a liberal

more like a conservative?

1===1-J

>
7. NONE OF ThESE

t

J6c.Do you think he is more like a liberal

or more like a conservative?

TURN TO P. 20, J7

TuSN TO P. 19, J5

J3. OMITTED

J4. OMITTED

(\{
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20

J7. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:
I

UFER TO BLUB CA8D :

1.
“JESSE JACKSON” IS
NOT CROSSED OUT—

❑ 5. "JESSE JACKSON" IS
CROSSED OUT ~—TURN TO

P. 21, J9

,

And what about JeSSe Jackson. Do you usually think of Jesse Jackson as a
liberal, a conservative, a moderate, or what?

anot-very-strong liberal?

5. CONSERVATIVE >
oranot-very-strong conservative?

t

J8e. Do you think he isastrong liberal or

TORN TO P. 21, J9

J8b. Do you think he is astrong conservative

TURN TO P. 21, J9

J8c. Do you think he is more like a liberal
or more like a conservative? 1

TORN TO P. 21, J9

21
J9. INTERVIeWeR cHECKPOINT:

J1O.

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1. “GARY HART” IS ❑ ,. "GARY HART" IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT = TORN TO P. 22,—
SECTION K

v
And what about Gary Hart. DO you usually think of Gary Hart as a
liberal, a conServatIve, a moderate, or what?

1. LIBERAL >

5. CONSERVATIVE >

J8a. Do you think he is astrong liberal or

e not-very-strong liberal?

TURN TO P. 22, SECTION K

J8b. Do you think he is astrong conservative
or a not-very-strong conservative?

TORN ~ P. 22, SECTION K

3.MODERATE.
r

J8c. Do you think he iS more like a liberal
or more like a conservative?

TORN TU P. 22, SECTION K
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SECTION K

K1. We would like to knew something about the feelings you have toward
Ronald Reagan. I would like you to tell me whether something about

Ronald Reagen, or something he has done, has made you have certain
feelings like “anger” or “pride.”

First, has Ronald Reagan (because of the kind of person he is, or because
of something he has done) ever made you feel:

1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER
FELT FELT

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. PROUD

K2 . OMITTED

K3. OMITTED

K4. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

NEFBR TO BLUE cARD:

1.“WALTERmondALE” Is

not CROSSED OUT
❑ 5.“WALTER MONDALE” IS

CROSSED OUT -~~ TO P. 23, K6
I

KS. HaS Walter Mondale (becauSe of the kind of person he is, or because of

something he has done) ever made you feel:

1. YES; hAVE 5. NO; NEVER

! FELT FELT
1 , 1

a. angry tOWArd him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud I I J

K6.

K7.

k8.

K9.

23

INTeRVIEWeR chECKPOINT :

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“JESSE JACKSON” IS 5. "JESSE JAcKSON” is

is NOT CROSSED OUT— CROSSEd OUT –> CO TO K8

v

AnD has Jesse Jackson (because of the kind of person he is, or because of

something he has done) ever made you feel?

1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER

FELT FELT

I I I
a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud a

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT :

NSFER TO BLUE CARD:

1. “GARY HART” IS ❑ 5. "GARY HART" IS
NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT =TUNN TO P. 24,

SECTION J

And has Gary Hart (because of the kind of person he is, or because of

something he has done) ever made you feel:

{

1. YES; HAVE 5. NO; NEVER
FELT FELT

a. angry toward him

b. hopeful

c. afraid of him

d. proud
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SECTION L

Now let's move to a different set of questions,

L1. Generally speaking, do YOU usually think of yourself as a Republican,

a Democrat, an independent, or what? “

1. REPUBLICAN

L1e. Would you call your-

self astrong
Republican or anot

very strong Republi-
can?

I1. STRONG I 1.closer to
REPUBLICAN1 1

-
I 5. NOT VERY STRONG I

5. DEMOCRAT

L1b. Would you call your-

self astrong

Democrat or anot

very strong Democrat?

1==1

3. NO PREFERENCE

4. OThER PARTy

r

L1c. Do you think of

yourself as closer
to the Republican

Party or to the

Democratic Party?

5.closer to
DEMOCRATIC

3.neither

L2. Who iS your first choice for the Democratic nomiNation for preSidEnt in 1984?

(NAME)
98. DON’T know/CAN’T ANSweR

TURN TO P. 25, SECTION M

L2a. Suppose, for one reaSon or another, (he/she) is not chosen at the

Democratic candidate. Who would be your second choice for the
Democratic nomination?

NAME

(

I

I

I

M0.

M1.

—

SECTION M

Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald

balancing of the national budget?

Reagan is handling the

M0a. On you approve strongly or M0b. Do you disapprove strongly or

not strongly? not strongly?

——

The next few questions are about government spending and government services.

Some people think the government should provide fewer services, even in areas

such as health and education, in order to reduce spending. Other people feel
it is important for the government to provide more services even if it means
an increase in spending.

Do you have an opinion on this topic or haven’t you thought much about it?

1

M1a. (Do you think the government should reduce spending, provide more services,
or is you position somewhere in between?)

1. RECUDE SPENDINC 3. SOmewheRE BEtwEEN 5. MORe SERVICES

i

IE
8. Dl

{

GO TO Mld CO T(

Mld

M1b. Would you prefer a moderate M1c. Would you prefer a moderate
reduction in spending and increase in spending and

services, or a large services, or a large
reduction? Increase?

M1d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan think the government should reduce
spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere in between?

M1e. Do you think he would prefer M1f. Do you think he would prefer
a moderate reduction in a moderate increase in

spending and services, or a spending and services, or a
large reduction? large increase?

——
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26
M1g. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOInT :

ReFER To BLUE CARD:
I

1.“WALTERMONDALE” IS ❑ 5.WALTER MONDALE” IS
not CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT —--co To Mlp

J

M1h. iNyou opinion, does Walter Mondale think the government should

reduce spending, provide more serviceS, or is his position somewhere
in between?

Mln and services, oralarge
reduction?

and services, oralarge

M1jj . Do you think he would prefer
M1I. Do you think hewould prefer

amoderate reduction in
spending and services, ora

large reduction?

amoderate increase in
spending and services, ora
large increase?

M1k-M1o OmITTED

i
M1P.INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: I

REFeR TO BLUE CARD:
I

not crossed out
1."GARY HART" is ❑ 5. "GARY HART" IS

— CROSsED OUT ‘-TURN TO P. 27 ,Mlt

v
M1q.In your opinion, does Gary Hart think the government should reduce

spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere in
between?

TWRN TO P. 27, W3t

—— ——. ..— ——- —
M1t. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

reFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.
“JESSE JACKSON" IS

NOT CROSSED OUT
5, “JESSE JACKSON" is

CROsSED OUT ---==0 ‘TO M2

1

MuU. In your opinion, does Jesse Jackson think the government should reduce

spending, provide more services, or is his position somewhere in between?

~ increase?

M1v. Do you think he would prefer a M1W. Do you think he would prefer a

moderate reduction in spending moderate increase in spending

M2. Some people feel that the government in Washington should make every effort

to improve the social and economic position of blacks and other minority

groups. Others feel that the government should not make any special effort
to help minorities because they should help themselves.

Do you have an opinion on this Issue, or haven't you thought much about this?

1. YES, NAVE AN OPINION 5. NO, HAVEN ‘ T TNOUCNT 8. DOli ‘ T KNOW

I

t

I

TURN TO P. 27b, M3

M2a. (Do YOU feel the government should help improve the position of
minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is your
position somewhere in between?)

m1r. Do you think hewould prefer
amoderate reduction in
spending and services, ora
large reduction?

M1s. Do you think hewould prefer
amoderate increase in
spending and services, ora
large increase?

M2b. Should the government help
minorities to a great

extent or only to some
extent?

M2c. Should the government leave
minorities alone to help

themselves to a great
extent or only to some

extent?

— -—

(,
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(,
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27bb
27a N2n. Does Gary Hart feel that the

government should help minorities

to a great extent or only to some
extent?

N2o. Does Gary Hart feel that the
government should leave minorities
alone to help themselves to a
great extent or only to some

extent?

—— —— —— —— _
M2d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan think the government should help improve

the position of minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is
his position somewhere in between?

M2p. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“JESSE JACKSON” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT

5. “JESSE JACKSON” IS

CROSSED OUT ~—GO TO M,

M2e. Does Ronald Reagan feel that the M2f. Does Ronald Reagan feel that the

government should help minorities government should leave minorities

to a great extent or only to some alone to help themselves to a

extent? great extent or only to some
extent?

M2q. In your opinion, does Jesse Jackson think the government should help improve

the position of minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is
his position somewhere in between?

M2g.

M2h.

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT :

REFER To BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTERMONDALE” IS 5. “WALTER MONDALE” is

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT -GO TU M2k M2r. Does Jesse Jackson feel that the

government should help minorities
to a great extent or only to some
extent?

M2S. Does Jesse Jackson feel that the

government should leave minor-
ities alone to help themselves to

a great extent or only to some
extent?

In your opinion, does Walter Mondale think the government should help improve
the position of minorities, thatminoritiesshould help themselves, or is his
position somewhere in between?

M3. Some people think that the United States should become more involved in the
internal affairs of Central American countries. Others believe that the U.S.
should become less involved in this area. Do you have an opinion on this,
or haven’t you thought much about it?

m2i. Does Walter Mondale feel that the
government should help minorities

to a great extent or only to some
extent ?

M2j. Does Walter Mondale feel that the
government should leave minorities

alone to help themselves to a
great extent or only to some
extent?

1

M3a. (Do you feel that the U.S. should become less involved in Central America,
become more involved in this area
between?)

, or is your position somewhere in
M2k. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: —..

~REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“GARY HART” IS ❑ 5. “GARY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT ‘~ ~~km.,m

M2m. In your opinion, does Gary Hart think the government should help improve
the position of minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

1
M3b. Do you think the U.S. should

increase its involvement toa
great extent or only tosome
extent?

2’0S2{ ‘IW P.27b, M2P
TURN 20

P.27b, M2P

M3c. Do you think the U.S. should
decrease its involvement toa
great extent oronly tosome
extent?

-— —
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27bb
27a N2n. Does Gary Hart feel that the

government should help minorities

to a great extent or only to some
extent?

N2o. Does Gary Hart feel that the
government should leave minorities
alone to help themselves to a
great extent or only to some

extent?

—— —— —— —— _
M2d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan think the government should help improve

the position of minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is
his position somewhere in between?

M2p. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“JESSE JACKSON” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT

5. “JESSE JACKSON” IS

CROSSED OUT ~—GO TO M,

M2e. Does Ronald Reagan feel that the M2f. Does Ronald Reagan feel that the

government should help minorities government should leave minorities

to a great extent or only to some alone to help themselves to a

extent? great extent or only to some
extent?

M2q. In your opinion, does Jesse Jackson think the government should help improve

the position of minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is
his position somewhere in between?

M2g.

M2h.

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT :

REFER To BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTERMONDALE” IS 5. “WALTER MONDALE” is

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT -GO TU M2k M2r. Does Jesse Jackson feel that the

government should help minorities
to a great extent or only to some
extent?

M2S. Does Jesse Jackson feel that the

government should leave minor-
ities alone to help themselves to

a great extent or only to some
extent?

In your opinion, does Walter Mondale think the government should help improve
the position of minorities, thatminoritiesshould help themselves, or is his
position somewhere in between?

M3. Some people think that the United States should become more involved in the
internal affairs of Central American countries. Others believe that the U.S.
should become less involved in this area. Do you have an opinion on this,
or haven’t you thought much about it?

m2i. Does Walter Mondale feel that the
government should help minorities

to a great extent or only to some
extent ?

M2j. Does Walter Mondale feel that the
government should leave minorities

alone to help themselves to a
great extent or only to some
extent?

1

M3a. (Do you feel that the U.S. should become less involved in Central America,
become more involved in this area
between?)

, or is your position somewhere in
M2k. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: —..

~REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“GARY HART” IS ❑ 5. “GARY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT ‘~ ~~km.,m

M2m. In your opinion, does Gary Hart think the government should help improve
the position of minorities, that minorities should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

1
M3b. Do you think the U.S. should

increase its involvement toa
great extent or only tosome
extent?

2’0S2{ ‘IW P.27b, M2P
TURN 20

P.27b, M2P

M3c. Do you think the U.S. should
decrease its involvement toa
great extent oronly tosome
extent?

-— —
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m3d.In your opinion, does ROnald Reagan feel that the U.s.should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewherein between?

1. MORE INVOLVED 3. SOMEWNERS BETWEEN I I 5. LESS INVOLVED I ~

w

M3e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the U.S.
should increase its involvement
to a great extent or only to
some extent?

I ~1’ I
k co Tu M3S

#

~

M3f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the U.S.
should decrease its involvement
to a great extent or only to
some extent?

M3g.INTERVIEWER’S CHECKPOINT:
RSFlfR TO BLUE CARD:

“WALTER MONDALE” IS
1.

❑ 5. “WALTER MONDALE” IS

not CROSSED OUT “ CROSSED OUT ~CO ‘fU M3k

M3h.In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel that the U.S. should become less
involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewhere in between?

3. SOMSWHERE BEIWEEN 5. LESS INVOLVED

M3i. Does Walter Mondale feel the U.S. M3j. Does Walter Mondale feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to to a great extent or only to

some extent? some extent?

M3k.INTERVIEWER’S CHECKPOINT :

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1."GARYHART” IS ❑ 5. “GArY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT ~TUSN TO P. 29, M3P

w

M3m.In your opinion, does Gary Hart feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his
position somewhere in between?

M3n. Does Gary Hart feel the U.S. M3o. Does Gary Hart feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to to a greet extent or only to

some extent? some extent?

— ,— __ —=

29——
M3p . INTERVIEWER ‘ S CNEI.XFOINT : _

~

——. — —. _—-— —

REFER TO BLUE CARD:.——

1.“JESSE JACKSON” iS ❑ 12
5.“JESSE JACKSON” IS

nOT CROSSED OuT CROSSED OUT ~GO TO M6
1—— —

M3q. In your opinion, does Jesse Jackson feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his
position somewhere in between?

J
1. MORE INVOLVED 3. SOMEWhERE BETWEEN 5. LESS INVOLVED . ‘

SO TOM6’

M3r. Does Jesse Jackson feel the U.S.

extent?

M3s. Does Jesse Jackson feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to to a great extent or only to some

some extent?

M4 AND M5 OMITTED

M6. Some people believe that we should spend less money for defense. Others feel
that defense spending should be increased. Do you have an opinion on this
issue, or haven’t you thought much about this?

TURN TO P. 31, 147

M6a. (Do you feel the Government should decrease defense spending, increase defense

spending, or is the government spending about the right amount?)

M6b. Should the government reduce def- M6c. Should the government increase def-

ense spending a lot or a little? ense spending a lot or a little?

M6d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel the government should decrease
defense spending, Increase defense spending, or does he feel the government
is spending about the right amount?

M6e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the govern- M6f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the govern-

ment should reduce defense spending ment should increase defense spend-
a lot or a little? ing a lot or a little?

{ (
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m3d.In your opinion, does ROnald Reagan feel that the U.s.should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewherein between?

1. MORE INVOLVED 3. SOMEWNERS BETWEEN I I 5. LESS INVOLVED I ~

w

M3e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the U.S.
should increase its involvement
to a great extent or only to
some extent?

I ~1’ I
k co Tu M3S

#

~

M3f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the U.S.
should decrease its involvement
to a great extent or only to
some extent?

M3g.INTERVIEWER’S CHECKPOINT:
RSFlfR TO BLUE CARD:

“WALTER MONDALE” IS
1.

❑ 5. “WALTER MONDALE” IS

not CROSSED OUT “ CROSSED OUT ~CO ‘fU M3k

M3h.In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel that the U.S. should become less
involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his

position somewhere in between?

3. SOMSWHERE BEIWEEN 5. LESS INVOLVED

M3i. Does Walter Mondale feel the U.S. M3j. Does Walter Mondale feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to to a great extent or only to

some extent? some extent?

M3k.INTERVIEWER’S CHECKPOINT :

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1."GARYHART” IS ❑ 5. “GArY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT ~TUSN TO P. 29, M3P

w

M3m.In your opinion, does Gary Hart feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his
position somewhere in between?

M3n. Does Gary Hart feel the U.S. M3o. Does Gary Hart feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to to a greet extent or only to

some extent? some extent?

— ,— __ —=

29——
M3p . INTERVIEWER ‘ S CNEI.XFOINT : _

~

——. — —. _—-— —

REFER TO BLUE CARD:.——

1.“JESSE JACKSON” iS ❑ 12
5.“JESSE JACKSON” IS

nOT CROSSED OuT CROSSED OUT ~GO TO M6
1—— —

M3q. In your opinion, does Jesse Jackson feel that the U.S. should become less

involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is his
position somewhere in between?

J
1. MORE INVOLVED 3. SOMEWhERE BETWEEN 5. LESS INVOLVED . ‘

SO TOM6’

M3r. Does Jesse Jackson feel the U.S.

extent?

M3s. Does Jesse Jackson feel the U.S.

should increase its involvement should decrease its involvement

to a great extent or only to to a great extent or only to some

some extent?

M4 AND M5 OMITTED

M6. Some people believe that we should spend less money for defense. Others feel
that defense spending should be increased. Do you have an opinion on this
issue, or haven’t you thought much about this?

TURN TO P. 31, 147

M6a. (Do you feel the Government should decrease defense spending, increase defense

spending, or is the government spending about the right amount?)

M6b. Should the government reduce def- M6c. Should the government increase def-

ense spending a lot or a little? ense spending a lot or a little?

M6d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel the government should decrease
defense spending, Increase defense spending, or does he feel the government
is spending about the right amount?

M6e. Does Ronald Reagan feel the govern- M6f. Does Ronald Reagan feel the govern-

ment should reduce defense spending ment should increase defense spend-
a lot or a little? ing a lot or a little?

{ (
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30

I M6g. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTERMONDALE” IS ❑ , 5.“WALTBR MONDALE” is
not CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT

7
M6h. In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel the Government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the govern-
ment is spending about the right amount?

GO TO f46P

M6i. Does Walter Mondale feel the
government should reduce

defense spending alot or a
little?

M6k - M6o. OMITTED

M6P.

M6q.

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

Mi6j. Does Walter Mondale feel the

governmentshould increase
defense spending a lot or a——
little?

mmm

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“GARYHART” IS ❑ 5.“GARYHART” Is
IS NOT CROSSEDOUT CROSSED OUT -TURN TO P.31, M7

L

In your opinion does Gary Hart feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the
government is spending about the right amount?

.,

I
M6r. Does Gary Hart feel

I
M6s. Does Gary Hart feel the

government should reduce Government should increase
defense spending a lot or defense spending a lot or
a little? a little?

M7. If you had a say in making up the federal budget this year, which programs
would You like to see increased and which reduced? Should federal spending

on improving and protecting the environment be increased, decreased, or
kept about the same?

8.

1. 3. 5. DON’T

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

IMPROVING AND PROTECTING THE

ENVIRONMENT

Dealing with crime

Public schools

Social Security

Food stamps

Medicare

Government jobs for the

unemployed

Science and technology

M8. Some people feel that the government in Washington should make every effort

to improve the social and economic position of women. Others feel that the

government should not make any special effort to help women because they
should help themselves. DO you have an opinion on this issue, or haven’t

you thought much about it?

M8a. (Do you feel that the government should help improve the position of
women, that women should help themselves, or is your position some-

where in between?)

1. GOVT SHOULD HELP 3. SOMWNE8E BETWBEN

#

TURN TO P. 32, N8d
P.32, M8d

MBb. Should the government help women M8c. Should the government leave

to a great extent or only to women alone to help them-

some extent? selves to a great extent or

Only tO some extent?
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31
30

I M6g. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“WALTERMONDALE” IS ❑ , 5.“WALTBR MONDALE” is
not CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT

7
M6h. In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel the Government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the govern-
ment is spending about the right amount?

GO TO f46P

M6i. Does Walter Mondale feel the
government should reduce

defense spending alot or a
little?

M6k - M6o. OMITTED

M6P.

M6q.

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

Mi6j. Does Walter Mondale feel the

governmentshould increase
defense spending a lot or a——
little?

mmm

REFER TO BLUE CARD:

1.“GARYHART” IS ❑ 5.“GARYHART” Is
IS NOT CROSSEDOUT CROSSED OUT -TURN TO P.31, M7

L

In your opinion does Gary Hart feel the government should decrease

defense spending, increase defense spending, or does he feel the
government is spending about the right amount?

.,

I
M6r. Does Gary Hart feel

I
M6s. Does Gary Hart feel the

government should reduce Government should increase
defense spending a lot or defense spending a lot or
a little? a little?

M7. If you had a say in making up the federal budget this year, which programs
would You like to see increased and which reduced? Should federal spending

on improving and protecting the environment be increased, decreased, or
kept about the same?

8.

1. 3. 5. DON’T

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

IMPROVING AND PROTECTING THE

ENVIRONMENT

Dealing with crime

Public schools

Social Security

Food stamps

Medicare

Government jobs for the

unemployed

Science and technology

M8. Some people feel that the government in Washington should make every effort

to improve the social and economic position of women. Others feel that the

government should not make any special effort to help women because they
should help themselves. DO you have an opinion on this issue, or haven’t

you thought much about it?

M8a. (Do you feel that the government should help improve the position of
women, that women should help themselves, or is your position some-

where in between?)

1. GOVT SHOULD HELP 3. SOMWNE8E BETWBEN

#

TURN TO P. 32, N8d
P.32, M8d

MBb. Should the government help women M8c. Should the government leave

to a great extent or only to women alone to help them-

some extent? selves to a great extent or

Only tO some extent?
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M8d.

M8g.

M8h.

M8k.

M8m.

In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that the government should help
improve the position of women, that women should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

the government should help
women toagreat extent

oronly tosome extent?

M8e. Does Ronald Reagan feel that M8f. Does Ronald Reagan feel that

women alone to help themselves

THE GOVERNMENT should leave

toagreat extent oronly to
some extent?

INTERVIEWER'S CHECKPOINT:

NEFRR TO BLOS CARO :

~

1.“WALTERMONDALE” IS

not cROSSED OUT
❑ 5.“WALTERMONDALE" IS

CROSSED OUT ~ TO TO M8k
alotmore orsomewhat more? oronly somewhat tougher?

In your opinion does Walter Mondale feel that the governmentshould help
improvethe position of women, that women should help themselves,or is
his positionsomewhere in between?

M8i. Does Walter Mondale feel that
1

M8j. Does Walter Mondale feel that

the government should help the government should leave

women to a great extent

I

women alone to help themselves
or only to some extent? to a great extent or only to

some extent?

INTERVIEWER’ S CffffCKPOINT :
I RSPER TO BLUS CARD:

1."Gary HART" Is
1.

❑ ,. 5.“GARYHART” IS

NOT CROssED OUT CROSSED OUT ‘>TUNN lt3 P. 33, f’f9

w

In your opinion does Gary Hart feel that the government should help

improve the position of women, that women should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

M8N. Does Gary Hart feel that
government should help

women toagreat extent or
only tosome extent?

M8o. Does Gary Hart feel that the

M9.

33
Some people feel it is important for us to try to cooperate more with Russia,

while others believe we should be much toucher in our dealings with Russia.

Do you have an opinion on this, or haven’t you thought much about it?

.-_-..-J

M9a. (Do you feel that we should try to cooperate more with Russia, get

tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is you opinion somewhere
in between?)

T’

1. COOPERATE 3. SOMENNERE BETWEEN 5. GET TOCETNER
In

8. DK

CO lTI M,d

i

CO TO N,d

M9b. Should we try to cooperate M9C. Should we get a lot tougher,

M9d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that we should try to cooper-

ate more with Russia, get tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is
his opinion somewhere in between?

I

~

M9e. Does Ronald Reagan feel we

should try to cooperate
alot more or somewhat more?

—.— —

{, (

*
P. 34, M9g

:
M9f. Does Ronald Reagan feel we

should get a lot tougher, or
only somewhat tougher?

—

government should leave women
alone tohelp themselves toa
great extent oronly tosome
extent?
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M8d.

M8g.

M8h.

M8k.

M8m.

In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that the government should help
improve the position of women, that women should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

the government should help
women toagreat extent

oronly tosome extent?

M8e. Does Ronald Reagan feel that M8f. Does Ronald Reagan feel that

women alone to help themselves

THE GOVERNMENT should leave

toagreat extent oronly to
some extent?

INTERVIEWER'S CHECKPOINT:

NEFRR TO BLOS CARO :

~

1.“WALTERMONDALE” IS

not cROSSED OUT
❑ 5.“WALTERMONDALE" IS

CROSSED OUT ~ TO TO M8k
alotmore orsomewhat more? oronly somewhat tougher?

In your opinion does Walter Mondale feel that the governmentshould help
improvethe position of women, that women should help themselves,or is
his positionsomewhere in between?

M8i. Does Walter Mondale feel that
1

M8j. Does Walter Mondale feel that

the government should help the government should leave

women to a great extent

I

women alone to help themselves
or only to some extent? to a great extent or only to

some extent?

INTERVIEWER’ S CffffCKPOINT :
I RSPER TO BLUS CARD:

1."Gary HART" Is
1.

❑ ,. 5.“GARYHART” IS

NOT CROssED OUT CROSSED OUT ‘>TUNN lt3 P. 33, f’f9

w

In your opinion does Gary Hart feel that the government should help

improve the position of women, that women should help themselves, or is

his position somewhere in between?

M8N. Does Gary Hart feel that
government should help

women toagreat extent or
only tosome extent?

M8o. Does Gary Hart feel that the

M9.

33
Some people feel it is important for us to try to cooperate more with Russia,

while others believe we should be much toucher in our dealings with Russia.

Do you have an opinion on this, or haven’t you thought much about it?

.-_-..-J

M9a. (Do you feel that we should try to cooperate more with Russia, get

tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is you opinion somewhere
in between?)

T’

1. COOPERATE 3. SOMENNERE BETWEEN 5. GET TOCETNER
In

8. DK

CO lTI M,d

i

CO TO N,d

M9b. Should we try to cooperate M9C. Should we get a lot tougher,

M9d. In your opinion, does Ronald Reagan feel that we should try to cooper-

ate more with Russia, get tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is
his opinion somewhere in between?

I

~

M9e. Does Ronald Reagan feel we

should try to cooperate
alot more or somewhat more?

—.— —

{, (

*
P. 34, M9g

:
M9f. Does Ronald Reagan feel we

should get a lot tougher, or
only somewhat tougher?

—

government should leave women
alone tohelp themselves toa
great extent oronly tosome
extent?
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M9g.

M9h.

M9k.

M9m.

INTERVIEWER‘S CHECKPOINT:
I

REFER TO bLUE CARD:

“WALTER MONDALE” IS
1.

NOT CORSSED OUT
❑ , 5.“WALTeR MONDALE" IS ‘

cROSSED OUT ~ti 10 M9k

t

In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel that we should try to cooperate
more with RusSia, get tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is his
opinion somewhere in between?

L

if 1

M9i. DoeS Walter Mondale feel we M9j. Does Walter Mondale feel we
should try to cooperate alot should get alot tougher,
more or somewhat more? or only somewhat tougher?

INTERVIEWER ‘S CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD: ~~

1.
“GARY HART” IS ❑ ,. “GARY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT ‘~TURN TO P. 35, : ;
SE~ION N

!!
!11 !,

I

In your opinion does Gary Hart feel that we should try to cooperate
more with Russia, get tougher in our dealings with Russie, or is his

opinion somewhere in between?

1. COOPERATE 3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN

TURN TO P.35, SECTION N

1

M9n. DOes Gary Hart feel we

should try to cooperate alot
more or somewhat more?

M9o. Does Gary Hart feel we
should get a lot tougher, I

or only somewhat tougher? I

●

SECTION N 35

N1. Now we’d like you to tell us about some of the candidate’s chances of
winning the presidency in 1984.

As before, we will use a scale that runs from 0 to 100, where 0 represents

no chance of winning the presidency, 50 represents an even chance, and 100
represents certain victory.

First, what if Ronald Reagan is nominated by the Republicans. What chance
would he have of winning the 1984 Presidential election?

(NUMBER)
~ I

INTERVIEWER CNECKFOINT :

REFER TU BLUE CARD --

IS NAME CROSSED OUT?

JESSEJACKSON
YES ❑NO

TEDKENNEDY
YEs ❑NO

GARYHART
YES

n
NO

TURN TO P.37,

SECTION Y

N1a.

N1b.

N1c.

N1d.

N1e.

N1f.

What if Walter Mondale is nominated by Democrats.
What chance would he have of winning the 1984
Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

OMITTED

OMITTED

(What if Jesse Jackson is nominated by Democrats. )

What chance would Jesse Jackson have of winning
the 1984 Presidential election against Ronald
Reagan?

(NUMBER)
~

(What if Ted Kennedy is nominated by Democrats.)
What chance would Ted Kennedy have of winning the

1984 Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

(What if Gary Hart is nominated by Democrats. )

What chance would Gary Hart have of winning the
1984 Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

(NUmbER)
~
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M9g.

M9h.

M9k.

M9m.

INTERVIEWER‘S CHECKPOINT:
I

REFER TO bLUE CARD:

“WALTER MONDALE” IS
1.

NOT CORSSED OUT
❑ , 5.“WALTeR MONDALE" IS ‘

cROSSED OUT ~ti 10 M9k

t

In your opinion, does Walter Mondale feel that we should try to cooperate
more with RusSia, get tougher in our dealings with Russia, or is his
opinion somewhere in between?

L

if 1

M9i. DoeS Walter Mondale feel we M9j. Does Walter Mondale feel we
should try to cooperate alot should get alot tougher,
more or somewhat more? or only somewhat tougher?

INTERVIEWER ‘S CHECKPOINT:

REFER TO BLUE CARD: ~~

1.
“GARY HART” IS ❑ ,. “GARY HART” IS

NOT CROSSED OUT CROSSED OUT ‘~TURN TO P. 35, : ;
SE~ION N

!!
!11 !,

I

In your opinion does Gary Hart feel that we should try to cooperate
more with Russia, get tougher in our dealings with Russie, or is his

opinion somewhere in between?

1. COOPERATE 3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN

TURN TO P.35, SECTION N

1

M9n. DOes Gary Hart feel we

should try to cooperate alot
more or somewhat more?

M9o. Does Gary Hart feel we
should get a lot tougher, I

or only somewhat tougher? I

●

SECTION N 35

N1. Now we’d like you to tell us about some of the candidate’s chances of
winning the presidency in 1984.

As before, we will use a scale that runs from 0 to 100, where 0 represents

no chance of winning the presidency, 50 represents an even chance, and 100
represents certain victory.

First, what if Ronald Reagan is nominated by the Republicans. What chance
would he have of winning the 1984 Presidential election?

(NUMBER)
~ I

INTERVIEWER CNECKFOINT :

REFER TU BLUE CARD --

IS NAME CROSSED OUT?

JESSEJACKSON
YES ❑NO

TEDKENNEDY
YEs ❑NO

GARYHART
YES

n
NO

TURN TO P.37,

SECTION Y

N1a.

N1b.

N1c.

N1d.

N1e.

N1f.

What if Walter Mondale is nominated by Democrats.
What chance would he have of winning the 1984
Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

OMITTED

OMITTED

(What if Jesse Jackson is nominated by Democrats. )

What chance would Jesse Jackson have of winning
the 1984 Presidential election against Ronald
Reagan?

(NUMBER)
~

(What if Ted Kennedy is nominated by Democrats.)
What chance would Ted Kennedy have of winning the

1984 Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

(What if Gary Hart is nominated by Democrats. )

What chance would Gary Hart have of winning the
1984 Presidential election against Ronald Reagan?

(NUmbER)
~
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SECTIONY
37

Now for a few questions about you.
—.

Y1. As far as you know, are you currently registered to vote?

1. YES 5. NO
6. NOT REQUIRED TO

REGISTER IN STATE

GO TO Y2
1

Y1a. Are you registered as a Republican, a Democrat, an independent,

or something else?

R VOLUNTEERS:

4 . OThER PARTY, SPECIFY:

1

5. NOT REQUIRED TO DECLARe

“ PARTY TO reGISTER

6. NOT REQUIreD TO ReGISTER

,

I “I Am NOT REGISTERED. “

u
8. DON’T SNOW

Y2. What is the month, day, and year of your birth?

(MONTN) (DAy) (YSAN)

Y3. Are you married now and living with your (husband/wife) -- or are you widowed,

divorced, separated, or have You never been married?

1. SPOUSE (OR

SERVICE

Y4. What is the highest grade of school or year of college you have completed?

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16+

1 , , a , 1 1 , r

v

TURN TO
P.38,Y5 k

Y4a. Did you get a high school diploma or pass a
high school equivalencytest?

T4b. Did you gradu-
ate from a
four-year

cl
1. YES

D
5. NO

II

college or
university?

TURN TO P. 38. Y5 o
1. YES

5. NO
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1.working

now

Y5. We’d like to know if You are working now, or are you unemployed, retired,
(a housewife), (a student), or what? (RESPONSES APPEAR ON PAGES 38AND 39)

y5a. What iS your main occupation? (What sort of work do you do?)
(IF NOT CLEAR: Tell me a little more about what you do.)

2.temporarily
laid off

I

Y5b. What kind of (business/industry) is that?

Y6.

Y7.

Y8.

How worried are you about losing your job in the near future:

a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

Were you out of work or laid off at any time during the last
six months?

Have You had to reduce your work hours or take a cut in pay

at any time during the last six months?

TUS24 To P. 40, Y14

4. UnEmPLOyED Y9. Have you had a job in the past six months?

Y9a. About how many hours did You work on your job in the

I

average week?
(HOURS)

Y10. Are you looking for work at the present time?

i
Y11. How worried are you about not being able to find

work in the near future: a lot, somewhat, or not

I much at all?

I

TURN ‘m P. 40, Y14

I

39

t -1

6.permanently TO P. 40, Y14
-- DISABLED

I

7. HOUSEWIFE

8. STUDENT

Y12. Are you doing any work for pay at the present time?

D
1. YES

T

5. NO

Go ~ TO Y5a,
“WOrKINg NOW”

Y13. Are you looking for work at the present time?

D
1. YES

u
5. NO

Y13a. How worried are you about not being able to
find a job in the near future; a lot, some-

what, or not much at all?

TURN TO P. 40, Y14
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now
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Y14. INTeRVIeWER CHECKPOINT:

❑ 1. R ONLY ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD ORLIVES ALONE, -TOSN TO P. 42,,23

5. R LIVES WITH OTHER ADULTS IN HOUSEHOLD

t
Y14a.

T

1. R MARRIED & LIVING WITH SPOUSE
2. ALL OTHERS

Go m Y15. ASK Y15-Y22b ABOUT R ‘ e SPOUSE

Y15 .

Y14b. We'd like to talk about the person in

your household who provides the major

share of financial support -- the main

breadwinner. Who is this person? (What
is his/her relationship to you?)

RELATIONSHIP TO R
TUW2,

CO YO Y15. ASK Y15-Y22b
ASOUT PERSON NANED IN Y14b

We’d like to know about (your husband/ your wife/ PERSON NAMED IN Y14b). Is

(he/she) working now, unemployed, retired, (a housewife), (a student), or what?
(RESpONSES APPEAR ON PAGES 40and 41.)

1.working
NOW

2.TEMPORARILY
LAID OFF

Y16. What is (his/her) main occupation? (What sort of work do

(he/she) do?) (IF NOT CLEAR: Tell me e little more about
what (he/she) does. )

Y16a. What kind of (business/industry) is that?

Y17. How worried is (he/she) about losing (his/her) job in the
near future: a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

Y18. Was (he/she) out of work or laid off at any time during

the last six months?

Y19. Has (he/she) had to reduce (his/her) hours or take a cut

in pay at any time during the last six months?

41 .

4.unemployed

Y20. Has (he/she) had a job in the past six months?

5.retired

Y20a. About how many hours did (he/she) work on (his/her)
job in the average week?

Y21. Is (he/she) looking for work at the present time?

i ~ [ 5. NO ~RN TO P.42, Y23
~

1
I

I

Y21a. How worried is (he/she) about not being able to
find work in the near future: a lot, somewhat,

or not much atall?

TURN TO P. 42, Y23

6.permanently
disabled

7.HOUSEWIFE

8.student

Y22. IS (he/she) doinG any work for pay at the present

time ?

1. YES 5. NO

Y22a. Is (he/She) looking for work at the present time?

Y22b. How worried is (he/she) about not being
able to find a job in the near future:

a lot, somewhat, or not much at all?

I

[

.-

TURn TO P. 42, Y23
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Y23. does anyone in this houSehold belong to a labor union?

1. YES 5. NO
Go to Y24

1

Y23a. WHo is it that belongs? (CHECK AS many ApPLIcabLE)

1.RESPONDENT
3. OTHER FAMILY MEMBER

2. RESPONDENT’S SPOUSE
-

Y24. We would like to know the general range of your family income, that is

the family living with you, for 1983 before taxes. This figure should
include salaries, wages, pensions, dividends, interest, and all other

income. Was it under $20,000 or over $20,000?

(IF UNCERTAIN: What do you think it was?)

1. UNDER
$20,000

‘TURN ml
P.43, Y25

~2’foREmAN
“ $20,000

TURN TO P. 43,Y25

$10,000?
Y24a. Was it under $10,000 or over Y24b. Was it under $30,000 or over $30,000?

P.43,Y25

EEEEl

Y24c. Was it under $40,000 or over $40,000?

TURN TO P. 43, Y25—

TURN ‘~ P. 43, Y25

(

I

43

Y25. Is your religious preference Protestant, Roman Catholic, Jewish, or

something else?

~~’

PROTESTANT
200. ROMAN

CATHOLIC 300. JEWISH OTHER (SPECIFY): 998:.NONE; NO PREFERENCE

CO TO Y26
999. REFUSED
I J

GO TO Y27

1

Y25a. What church or denominationis that?

Y25b. (IF BAPTIST:) is that Southern Baptist or something else?

ALmOST
2. EVERY

WEEK

Y26. (IF ANY RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE) Would you say you go to (church/synagogue)

every week, almost every week, once or twice a month, a few times a year,

or never?

4Hm

Y27. How long have you lived in your city

have you lived in your county?)

Y28.

90. ALL OF LIFE
YEARS

or town? (IF NECESSARY: How long

MONTHS IF LESS
OR THAN TWOYEARS

How long have you lived at your present address?

-

MONTHS IF LESS
YEARS OR THAN TWO YEARS
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Y29. Would you mind telling me your race? Are you white, black, American

Indian or Alaskan natIve, Asian or Pacific Islander?

Y30. And is your ethnic origin Hispanic, that Is, are you Mexican-American

or Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or some other Hispanic origin?

Y31. How many telephones, counting extensions, do you have in your home?

1. ONE

GO TO Y32

GO TO Y32
T

Y31a. Do (both/all) telephones have the same number?

u
1. YES S. NO 8. IM3N’T SNOW 9. REFOSED

GO to Y32
GO TO Y32

Y31b. How many different numbers are there?

NuMSER OF DIFFERENT
TELEPHONE numbERS

T

8. DON’T KNOW 9. REFUSED

1 1
CO TO Y32

Y31c. Are any of the numbers for businees use only?

Y31d. How many are used only for business?

Y32. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: -—----l

TURNTO P.4 OF COVERSHEET

SECTIONZ

Z1 . SEX OF REsPONDENT:

1.MALE 5.FEMALE

22. IN A4 ON PAGE 2, THE CHECKBOX, INDIcATING THAT THE DEFINITION OF “GROUPS”
WAS REAS, IS “Xed”:

~ I ‘–-1
5. NO, BOX HAS NO “X”

23. INTERVIEWER ‘S THUMBNAIL SKETCH:

I

(
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